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Change is in the air
There's no mistaking Autumn has begun, as we've been blown around the last few weeks and
have started to feel the chill. As the leaves change colour, so have we made some small
changes to the magazine that we hope you like. And what's more, this issue is a whopper,
with three features and lots of news; great products to put on your Christmas list; and projects
to inspire.
As you read this the BSGA award event will be over, prizes given out and probably
a whole lot of celebrating will have been done! We'll report back with our thoughts on the
occasion and who won at this inaugural event that showcases some of the best signmaking
in the UK.
Inside you can read about how signmakers are making built up letters that really 'stand
out'; and whether automated machines to bend and form the letters are a positive or a negative development. One company also tell us about their innovative LED product that doesn't
create any hot spots when it comes to lighting channel letters.
JetCut are made up of a small team based in Scotland who use water jet CNC machines
to cut profiles on a wide range of substrates for clients all over the UK. Read about how these
machines use an incredible amount of water pressure to cut shapes such as straight lines and
curves. And little finishing is needed after the product is removed from the machines.
A number of people and businesses are celebrating landmark anniversaries this year,
such as Trade Signs who have been going for 20 years; 'Big Pete' Coleman from Classic Lines
Plus Signs who is marking 30 years in the trade; and Brunel engraving celebrating 25 years.
Plus, AXYZ are excited they've just sold their 5000th machine, a PANEL builder 5022. Congratulations from all of us!
It feels like yesterday when we were at the Sign and Digital UK show, but already the industry is gearing up for the next one in March 2015. All the details are inside, including who's
already signed up to be there.
Till the next time,
Kathryn
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3D graphic lightbox - without the need for glasses!
W&Co is the sole UK distributor of a new
'ground breaking' illuminated 3D graphic
technology that allows you to see in 3D with
‘extraordinary’ depth of field without 3D
glasses.
When used on the street or in shopping
malls it 'completely captures the attention of
shoppers/pedestrians so would be perfect
for promotional signs in retail, cinemas,
showrooms, airports', says Adam Vanovitch,
Managing Director, W&CO. He said; “It's a
must for any advertiser that wants to get
maximum interest from customers in their
products/services.
“Excitingly we have one of the 3D
graphic light boxes in our showroom on
loan from the inventor for a few weeks
to generate interest. It's amazing to see it
in real life 3D rather than on a computer
screen!”
The product is at base level a super
bright LED light box which is then used to
back light a special 3D image that can be
viewed without glasses.
The technology used is a unique form
of 3D imaging where objects appear to physically float in front of the screen to the extent
that viewers believe they can actually grab
the displayed objects.

The depth view is also infinite so the
overall effect is 'quite stunning'. Small steps
to the sides and up and down allow the
viewer to fully immerse themselves in the 3D
image and capture different viewing angles
to amazing effect.
The ideal viewing distance is about
three meters; however the 3D image also
'looks' equally realistic from greater distances.
The effect is the most intriguing, when the
viewer approaches the 3D image head on.
www.w-co.co.uk/3d-led-lightboxes.php

The technology
The 3D displays are manufactured using
a patented micro lens procedure which
is similar to the way in which 3D postcards work, but on a more advanced
level to give an even more realistic and
impressive effect.
Step 1:
It begins with an image. A computer generated 3D model is then rendered from
this image from 30,000 different viewing
angles.
Step 2:
These images are output onto a special
film as a ‘grid’. If you imagine looking at
a room through a keyhole and then there
was another keyhole directly next to this
one which would allow you to view the
same room at a slightly different angle,
this is essentially how the grid works –
30, 000 tiny keyholes side by side!
Step 3:
The final image grid is integrated into a
sandwich of different lens plates. The
lens plates feature 250,000 micro-lenses
per square metre. Each match head size
lens displays the complete image but
fractionally shifted in perspective thus
turning the image into a 3D object.
Step 4:
The final layered optic lens is then
backlit with LED’s to ensure complete
independence from existing lighting
conditions. The LED lighting provides
a light output of 26,000 lumens per
sq/m (a normal backlit LED light box
gives approximately 2500-3000 Lumen
per sq/m).
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LaserPro MG380 Hybrid
– the best of both worlds
The LaserPro MG380 Hybrid with dual laser
tubes is the latest machine to join the line up
of LaserPro engraving and cutting machines
at Grafityp UK Ltd.
Equipped with both a metal laser tube
and a glass laser tube, it allows the user to
produce 'superior' engraving and cutting
work. The MG380 Hybrid is packed with
user friendly features that include the unique
automatic dual lasers switch function.
This enables a switch between the RF driven

metal tube and high powered DC excited
CO² glass tube within one second, to
deliver ‘extraordinary engraving effects
and produce a clear cutting edge’.
There is no need to have two machines says
Grafityp, it’s all here in one and will save
on space! 'Enjoy the high engraving quality
of metal laser tubes while taking advantage
of the low cost per watt of the high powered
glass tube laser for cutting. The MG380 offers
an excellent solution for maximising profits'.

The LaserPro MG380 Hybrid is a 'stylish' design that has front and rear pass
through doors enabling long work pieces to
be dealt with easily. Its solid structure ensures 'superior output quality and motion stability for superb performance'.
www.grafityp.co.uk
www.laserprouk.com

There	 are	 two	 models	 available	 in	 
the	 MG380.	 	 The	 MG380	 Hybrid-12100
has	 a	 12	 watt	 Metal	 laser	 tube	 and	 a	 100
watt	 Glass	 laser	 tube,	 whilst	 the	 MG380
Hybrid-25100	 has	 a	 25	 watt	 Metal	 laser
tube	 and	 a	 100	 watt	 Glass	 laser	 tube.
Cooling	 of	 the	 Metal	 tube	 is	 by	 air,	 
whilst	 the	 glass	 tube	 is	 water	 cooled.
Both	 models	 have	 a	 large	 work	 area	 
of	 960	 x	 610	 mm.
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Turn asphalt into a
unique advertising space

At the Open House event of the Karl Gröner
GmbH in Germany the creative possibilities
of ASLAN floor graphics films were 'impressively' displayed. The floor was turned
into an authentic looking swimming pool
with the digital printing film for applications
on asphalt.
The WrapThe Street ASLAN DFP 46 is
a white PVC-film for digital printing with all
solvent, eco-solvent, latex, UV-curable and
screen printing inks. A water-resistant
special adhesive makes it ideal for outdoor
applications. In combination with the
Outdoor FloorProtect ASLAN MP 326 it has
a minimum outdoor durability of six months,
depending on mechanical pressure.
The PVC laminating film is slip-resistance
tested and insurance certificated against
possible personal injuries.
The floor graphics film for rough surfaces is the first to be fire rated according to
DIN EN-13501-1, even when it is printed and
laminated. The compound film has to be applied with a heat gun to make sure that it
sticks well on rough surfaces. The floor
graphics film can be removed easily.
www.ASLAN-schwarz.com.

Fujifilm announces the commercial availability
of its new Vybrant F1600 inkjet printer
Fujifilm launched the Vybrant F1600 at Viscom Paris 2014 in September following its
preview at FESPA Digital earlier this year.
The Vybrant F1600 is a new 1.6m roll-to-roll
large format printer targeted at the sign industry, featuring Fujifilm’s patented FUZE
hybrid UV Ink technology.
Fujifilm’s FUZE ink technology 'improves the efficiency and performance'
achievable within a large format production
environment. The UV ink component results
in a durable film for high scratch resistance.
While a low ink build offers increased flexibility in terms of handling and finishing.
Thanks to the UV curing capability, no degassing time is required, and substrates can
be finished and shipped immediately after
printing.
The Vybrant F1600 is a four colour machine with a productivity of up to 18 m2/hour
and ‘guarantees’ adhesion to a wide range
of substrates. It is ideal for printing vinyl or
any other flexible material to create indoor or
outdoor applications where durability and
fast turnaround times are key. The combination of UV chemistry with an eco-solvent carrier offers vivid colour reproduction, resulting
in a smooth glossy print.
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Mike Battersby, large format marketing
manager at FUJIFILM Speciality Ink Systems, said: “The Vybrant F1600 is a highly
effective roll-to-roll platform that increases
the competitiveness of small and medium
sized large format printers.”
He said: “Fujifilm’s FUZE technology
effectively integrates the unique benefits of
UV chemistry with an eco-solvent carrier.
The durability, flexibility and high gloss finish
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produced by the Vybrant F1600 will help
companies take their production performance to the next level.”
At Viscom Paris Fujifilm displayed the
Vybrant F1600 alongside a large range of
media to show visitors the variety of substrates that the printer can handle, including
vinyl, PVC film, banner, backlit and canvas.
www.fujifilm.eu
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Avery Dennison TrafficJet™
Avery Dennison Reflective Solutions demonstrated their TrafficJet™ 1638 XTJ digital
printing system for the traffic safety and reflective signage markets at Salón C!Print,
Madrid in October. A 'proven' traffic sign and
work zone print system, Avery Dennison
TrafficJet is the first system to offer the 'simplicity of eco-solvent inkjet printing with the
required long-term durability and warranted
material performance'.

The Avery Dennison TrafficJet digital
printing system offers a complete, cost-effective, highly-flexible resource complete
with Mutoh digital printing equipment, design
and RIP software, Avery Dennison eco-solvent inks and reflective print media.
The specially-formulated eco-solvent
inks in black, green, red, blue, yellow and
brown, complement the range of Avery Dennison retro-reflective films. High-quality pris-

Avery	 Dennison	 is	 the	 first	 
reflective	 films	 manufacturer	 
to	 offer	 such	 a	 complete,
branded	 package	 for	 
the	 sign	 maker

matic materials including T-11500 OmniCube™, T-7500, T-6500 and the T-2500
series in all traffic colours as well as fluorescent yellow, yellow green and orange films.
Visitors to the CPS stand were able to
see how this system enables reflective traffic sign makers to digitally print ‘one-offs’ and
short-run signs speedily on a just-in-time
basis, saving time and costs.
“Avery Dennison is the first reflective
films manufacturer to offer such a complete,
branded package for the sign maker, and our
TrafficJet system is indeed proving to be an
innovative, world-class solution,” says Carlo
Kölker, Business Director, Avery Dennison
Reflective Solutions.
www.reflectives.averydennison.com

Colortrac launching new large format scanner
Nottingham-based ArtSystems
and their partner Colortrac will
soon launch a new range of wide
format scanners into the UK
market.
Colortrac are a pioneer of
large format colour scanning and
the 'leading innovator' in affordable colour and monochrome
wide format scanning technology.
Their new Colortrac SmartLF SG
wide format scanner range will
offer 'hi-fidelity colour reproduction' of large-format documents.
The new Colortrac SmartLF
SG scanner has been specifically
developed for scanning and reprographics businesses. It will
offer electronic document capture
(TWAIN) and high-end technical
imaging within AEC, CAD,
Mapping and GIS.
The SmartLF SG CCD
scanner range has professional
standard cameras and is 'quick
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and easy to use'. It’s suitable
for scanning and copying all
documents up to 36 or 44 inches
wide, with easy adjustment for
different media thickness up to
15mm.
Colortrac Product Manager
Declan Tyler says of the new
SmartLF SG: With a high-speed
Ethernet and USB3 interface
there’s no stopping or waiting.
The imaging technology is
based on the same CCD sensors
used in professional high-quality
cameras so will match the most
discerning demands. On top of
this, the new, unique feature
of simple manually-operated
height
adjustment
makes
handling of different documents
very easy for the busy user.
So, the Smart LF SG is always
the right choice.”
www.artsystems.co.uk
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Adding 'vibrancy' to signs and graphics
Thanks to Graphtec GB you can add 'brilliant' three-dimensional special effects to
signs and graphics using the PolyDrop 3D
doming system supplied by them. Using this
system with a Graphtec vinyl cutter also provides sign and graphics producers with a
'fast and cost-effective' route to the potentially lucrative print wear and promotional
products sector. Here there is a huge demand for special effects and from which vital
new revenue streams can be introduced, according to the company.

The PolyDrop doming system dispenses specially engineered polyurethane
resins and hardeners to a wide range of
substrates; such as acrylic, polycarbonate,
aluminium, and aluminium composite
materials used in mainstream sign making.
As well as a vast range of fabrics and
textiles used for soft signage applications
like flags and banners and for customised
work, sports and leisure wear and fashion
accessories. The Text Drop feature of the
system uses a thermo-adhesive film
onto which an image is printed, cut out and
then domed with a choice of resin, including
a special glitter-effect option, with an
industry-standard heat press used to speed
up the doming process.
Polyurethane resins are extremely
flexible in application and provide a high
level of resistance to pollutants, abrasion
and UV degradation. They are also
completely safe to handle and apply and
are available in a range of different grades
to suit specific applications. The PolyDrop
system is 'easy' to operate and requires
no special training or user skills. It is supplied

with a start-up kit that includes both manual
and automatic feed functions, polyurethane
doming resins and hardeners and a special
liquid dispenser.
www.graphtecgb.co.uk

INDASA Abrasives from INDASOL
INDASOL have launched a full range of
abrasive products available in a wide range
of formats such as sponge pads,
sticky discs, rolls and many more. They've
launched these products in response to the
needs of their customers who may need a
degree of abrasion when finishing.
The range consists of every grit rating
you would need to finish metal, wood, plastic and SIGN BLOCK. Within the range there
is even a product to remove vinyl graphics
without damaging the surface below.
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INDASOL are 'proud to offer an exceptional range of abrasives that in some cases
out perform the completion by up to four
times'. Combining this with the competitive
costs, INDASOL customers 'stand to make
some healthy cost savings without
compromising on quality'.
Partnered with INDASA, they can also
provide a full range of masking products,
polishing materials and all associated accessories and machinery. These products
complement their existing range of sign
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making, fixing and bonding products
designed specifically to help the sign maker.
Full on site technical support and
training is available and they can work
with you to determine the best abrasive
for the material being used. All this is offered
free of charge.
enquiry@indasol.co.uk

PRODUCT

News

GPT Adds HP Latex Range
to Wide Format Portfolio
Graphic Printing Technologies (GPT) announced the immediate availability of the HP
Latex 300 Printer series as part of its comprehensive range of wide format printing solutions. HP's 300 series, launched earlier this
year, has already 'proven itself as a top performer for a range of signage and printing
applications'.
Powered by third-generation, waterbased HP Latex ink technology, the HP
Latex 300 Printer series helps low-volume
customers efficiently handle more outdoor

and indoor applications with 'improved durability and image quality'.
Shaun Thompson, general manager of
GPT, said: "It makes a lot of sense for GPT
to be a reseller for the HP Latex range. They
are printers that many customers are very
keen to take a close look at and we can bring
many years of experience and knowledge to
these demonstrations to ensure they select
the best solution for their needs."
Michael Watkins, account manager for
HP, said: "Appointing GPT as a reseller is a

We	 can	 add	 unique	 value	 
to	 HP	 through	 our	 existing	 
relationships	 with	 complementary
manufacturers,	 such	 as	 
Shiraz	 RIP.

positive and exciting deal for HP. They are a
company with bag loads of experience in this
sector and we are very confident that they will
significantly enhance our presence in the
market."
Thompson said: "We can add unique
value to HP through our existing relationships with complementary manufacturers,
such as Shiraz RIP. We are very much looking forward to some positive conversations
with customers and prospects given that we
can now offer a major new technology solution for their requirements.”
The HP Latex 300 Printer series includes the HP Latex 310, HP Latex 330 and
HP Latex 360 printers. These are all available immediately from GPT, including a full
range of HP Latex inks and approved media.
www.g-p-t.co.uk
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New additions to
roller banner series
Innotech Digital and Display Ltd have
launched seven new additions to their popular roller banner series.
The Predator Roller Banner is available
in 60cm, 80cm, 85cm, 100cm, 120cm,
150cm and 200cm widths and features a
graphic height of 2m. A versatile snap clip rail
allows for ease of graphic installation. The
Predator Roller Banners are packed in
padded bags and individually boxed for maximum flexibility.
Key features of the Predator are a

more 'robust' construction with an attractive
graphite finished cassette; supporting pole
socket brace to the rear of the cassette; and
a steel plate to the cassette chassis ensures
'greater support and longevity'.
Predator continues to build on a proven
platform of reliability and value for money,
says the company. And the new wider widths
in the economy range is a welcome addition
to Innotech`s portable roller banner portfolio.
sales@innotechdigital.com

Mimaki launches new printer/cutter
Mimaki recently launched the CJV300
series, their new print and cut flagship that is
the first of a series of unveilings as it exhibits
at shows throughout the autumn.
The CJV300 had its European premiere at
Viscom Paris 2014 in September on the
stand with other Mimaki products.

It’s	 an	 exciting	 time	 for	 
Mimaki	 customers	 and	 the
CJV300	 will	 give	 the	 ultimate
print	 and	 cut	 solution	 for	 
producing	 items	 such	 as	 
stickers	 and	 labels.

distributor, Hybrid Services. “It’s an exciting
time for Mimaki customers and the
CJV300 will give the ultimate print and
cut solution for producing items such
as stickers and labels.”
Coinciding with the launch of the
CJV300 comes news of the availability of the
SS21 silver ink. Mike Horsten, General Manager Marketing EMEA for Mimaki Europe
said: “We are especially excited to be offering a new silver ink along with a brand-new
printer to bring high value-added printing to
manufacturers in the sticker, labelling, and
packaging print industries.

The CJV300 is an integrated print and
cut machine, available in 1.3 and 1.6m
widths, to give simultaneous printing and
cutting operations with 'best-in-class' print
speeds of up to 105.9m² per hour. Its two
newly developed staggered print-heads
deliver high-resolution printing whilst continuous registration mark detection enables the
uninterrupted cutting of an entire roll of
media. The registration marks produced on
the CJV300 are zero-margin, reducing costly
media consumption.
“The high speed of the new Mimaki
CJV300 is going to set a precedent for
integrated printer/cutters,” says John de la
Roche, national sales manager – sign &
graphics for Mimaki’s UK and Irish
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This complements the SS21 Orange and
Light Black inks introduced earlier this year
and makes it possible for users to create
metallic images in no less than 648 different
colours with a silver underlay.”
The SS21 silver ink brightness is 1.67
times greater than that of conventional silver
inks, for 'stunning' mirror effect results.
Compatible with all printers using SS21 inks,
the new solvent silver ink will give print companies the opportunity to 'greatly add value
to their output and print dazzling finishes'.
www.hybridservices.co.uk.
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The ‘bonding people’ fix gap
in the market with new tape
Innova Solutions, known for creating
specialist adhesives, have developed a
range of ‘NovaTough DuraLine Anti Slip’ floor
marking tapes. Due to their over-laminated,
embossed clear layer, the tapes give 'more
protection to the printed material than any
other printed floor tape'. Designed for ramps,

steps, staircases, platforms, warehouses,
corridors and walkways in both manufacturing and commercial environments, the tapes
are proven to reduce injuries and claims.
All the DuraLine range is BGR classified
to R11 for slip resistance for use as a
floor graphic.
Glenn Dunleavey, Managing Director of Innova Solutions said: “DuraLine was
developed in response to
customer demand for a very
high quality product with excellent aesthetics and durability that had internationally
recognized safety accreditations. We think the robust
construction of the DuraLine
range, coupled with the excellent print quality really fits
the bill. So far, we have had a
great response.”

The new line of products also
includes the NovaGlow DuraLine tape
that complements their ‘glow in the dark’
safety range. Its high glow photoluminescent
technology 'facilitates safe and effective
egress' even under ‘lights-out’ or ‘smoke
filled’ emergency conditions. Available in
either plain or printed format, NovaGlow
DuraLine shares the same R11 classified
laminate
as
NovaTough
but
also
boasts PSPA Class B photoluminescent
certification.
Dunleavey said: “NovaGlow DuraLine
Tape is the only floor marking tape on the
market to have recognised accreditations for
both photoluminescence and anti-slip properties making it an obvious choice if you
need a tape that is tough, hard wearing and
highly visible.”
www.innovasolutions.co.uk/news/duralineanti-slip-range

Screen and Caldera 'harness true power'
of wide-format printers
Those visiting FESPA Digital in May looking
for a high-performing flat-bed printer 'were
right to identify the Screen Truepress Jet
3200UV HS as a valuable addition'. Five
companies placed orders for the machine
immediately at its début in Munich, and each
specified Caldera as the RIP to drive it.
The Truepress Jet 3200UV HS, featuring six colours plus white, is manufactured
by Screen subsidiary Inca Digital. The company's experience in engineering solutions
for a wide range of interior and exterior applications, such as retail, signage and décor,
is reflected in this High Speed (HS) mode. It
uses original Truepress inks to guarantee a
broad colour gamut, even on heat-sensitive
and other tricky media. For British wide-format house Lexon Group, these features
were key to help sustain its 40 percent
growth over the last three years; its 150sq
m/hour top print speed will complement two
existing Truepress Jet 2500UV to expand its
output capabilities and retain profitability.
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Screen now offers printers the choice
of four Truepress solutions, each of which
delivers 'superb flexibility, reliability and a
rapid return on investment'. The part played
by the front-end RIP software is every bit as
critical in today's increasingly complex, multifaceted print production environment. Not
only must the RIP generate the precise
colour information, job tracking, imposition
and finishing control required by the modern
print house, but it must do so for many devices and across an abundance of media
types.
Although Screen supports all mainstream front-end software options, Caldera
scores consistently highly amongst its users
with ease of use and powerful functionality
being cited as reasons choosing the
Screen/Caldera combination.
In addition, the ability of GrandRIP+ to
process one file while another is printing is a
great way to maximise the Truepress’ output
speed as well as making the most the oper-
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ator's time. This rapid data processing is vital
to ensure efficiency throughout the production environment.
"Caldera is proud to support the Screen
Truepress range, and the 3200UV in particular," says Jeremy Spencer, OEM Director,
Caldera. "Wide-format printers around the
world are using the Truepress series to create lush output for a range of situations, from
corporate fit-out to retail and fine art. We're
here to make sure they're equipped to harness the full power of this fantastic engine,
no matter what their production requirements."
Screen’s vice president of sales Bui
Burke said: “With a top speed of 150 metres
per hour, we need a RIP that can optimise
our press’ performance and with Caldera we
are confident that this can be achieved. Plus,
our customers appreciate Caldera’s strong
pan-European network which gives them
fast-response front-end support whenever
they need it.”

PRODUCT

News

Perspex® Naturals
Perspex® Naturals is a new cast acrylic
range from Perspex® inspired by the 'simple
beauty of nature', designed for retail and interior design applications.
Developed from leading colour trends
research, and trends which are visibly beginning to filter down through to acrylic applications, Perspex® Naturals 'simulates the earthy
tones and velvety texture of natural stone'.

And with the added feature of a double
sided matt texture, it meets the desire for
simple, natural looking materials that perform to high standards in demanding environments.
Perspex® Naturals offers real benefits
to designers and here are just a few reasons
why, according to the company:

• Textured surface finish with the
aesthetic appeal of stone
• Available in a range of six
standard colours
• Strong, durable and hard wearing
• Easy to shape and style
• Retains matt surface texture
after thermoforming
• Light weight and easy to install
• Perspex® colour matching
service available
• Perspex® 10 year guarantee
• 100 per cent recyclable

It is available in a collection of six colours, offering a choice of pale, mid and deep tones
to create harmonising colour combinations,
which complement other design materials
such as wood, metal and textiles.
Midnight Black
Mineral Grey
Ash Grey
Walnut Brown
Desert Beige
Moonlight White
(3050 x 2030 size sheets in 3mm and 5mm
thickness as standard)
www.perspex.com

Customising with APA gets 'extreme'!
APA have released new colours in the 'space
age' chrome effect vinyl range. As well as the
gloss and super bright PVC Cast films that
are available in a blue, red, silver and steel
finish; new matt non-reflective textures, in
the new titanium and blue versions have
been added, a 'perfect bond between innovation and exclusivity'.
'High quality materials and easily conformable', says APA, with 125-140 µm thickness, the films are suitable for many
surfaces, both flat and undulating. Ideal to
decorate and personalise detailed areas,
suitable also for interior decoration and to
achieve graphic details that require a chrome
finishing, says the company.
The adhesive films are compatible with
Solvent, Eco-solvent and UV ink printers.
The metallic surface is particularly abrasion
resistant due to the OLCHS protection OverLam-Chrome-Surface. The ultra-permanent
glue with channelled adhesive (Air Free FTX
System), facilitate the air expulsion and
paths the way to a 'perfect application with
impeccable results'.
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“Intense chrome effect, durability and
extreme personalisation make APA Chrome
effect vinyl’s the popular choice, not to go
passed unobserved and to make any type of
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surface special and exclusive!” says a
spokesperson.
www.apaspa.com
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New VION materials get thumbs up
Signmakers have already given a positive response to a new range
of materials from William Smith, according to the company. VION is
the latest product range to be added to William Smith’s already extensive materials portfolio, which provides 'an even wider choice of
high quality options'.
“In today’s markets there is increasing pressure on signmakers for fast turnaround to meet tight deadlines, which means
they need a digital print film that can be relied on to print well time
after time,” says William Smith’s Marketing Manager, Chris Bradley.
“The new VION brand offers an additional option to the specific
needs of the UK market, and we’re excited to report that customers
already trialling the products have given us extremely positive
feedback.”
Three ranges are currently available: VION Digital Series
VP5000 and accompanying over laminate Series VL5000; and VION
Window Film Series VC5500.
Series VP5000 is a gloss white five year polymeric calendered
digital printing film with both clear and grey adhesive options. Its high
quality clean white face film gives 'excellent printability', whilst the
grey adhesive option gives hiding power. The heavy duty 170gsm
double sided PE coated liner gives lay flat qualities on all printing
platforms.
Series VL5000 is a transparent polymeric calendered over laminate with a clear permanent adhesive, designed for use with Series
VP5000 to protect and extend the life of printed graphics. The over
laminates are available in a choice of gloss or matt finish.
Series VC5500 is a five year clear etch polymeric calendered
window film, with a permanent pressure-sensitive adhesive. Its clean
face film gives 'exceptional results' for internal or external window
graphics and internally illuminated displays. The 170gsm doublesided PE coated liner offers stability and lay-flat properties during
cutting, weeding and storage. The solvent based transparent adhesive allows both wet and dry applications.
www.vionfilms.co.uk
www.williamsmith.co.uk

ASLAN whiteboard films
With ASLAN's glossy whiteboard films every smooth surface can be
turned into a writeable dry erase board. Then self-adhesive films are
scratch resistant, can be written on repeatedly and markers can be
wiped off dry without leaving any shadows or ghosting.
The roll width of 1.37m is 'ideal' for applications onto large surfaces.
The white Whiteboard Dryapply ASLAN WBL 995 is the only
whiteboard film on the market with air release channels for an easy
application without water. According to the company the application is
'fast, clean and efficient'.
Creating individually designed whiteboards is possible with the
Clearboard ASLAN CB90 – this clear laminating films is made to cover
prints, digitally printed or coloured films and transforms them into
writeable whiteboards.
www.ASLAN-schwarz.com
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Roland DG (UK) Ltd Launches Texart™
64-Inch Dye Sublimation Printer
Roland DG has launched the Texart RT-640,
a 64-inch dye sublimation transfer printer in
either four- or eight-colour ink configurations
with 'innovative' print control technology and
a choice of RIP software.
According to Mark Elvidge, Roland DG
product manager, the RT-640 incorporates a
host of technological advancements which
optimise sublimation transfer output whilst
minimising running costs. “One of the Texart
RT-640’s major innovations is our new ink.
Previously, colours sublimated to fabrics
could look distorted with dull blacks, missing
greys and fuzzy details. The RT-640’s
variable droplet technology in combination
with new Roland Texart dye sublimation ink
displays bold, vibrant colours and rich
velvety blacks, as well as subtle gradations
and fine details.
“Adding Orange and Violet inks increases the colour gamut and allows for exceptional reds, oranges, deep blues and
purples, while Light Cyan and Light Magenta
provide subtle gradations and beautiful skin
tones,” he said. (pop out)
The Texart RT-640 incorporates a goldplated, anti-static print head capable of printing seven different droplet sizes for smooth
gradations and dense colour. A newly designed Feed Adjuster, combined with a more
powerful fan and an included take-up system, ensures added stability for high-speed
printing up to 32.6m2 per hour.
Roland’s RT-640 has a bulk ink system
that uses one litre airtight-sealed pouches.
The Roland Ink Switching System™ allows
users to load a fresh pouch without stopping
the printer. In four-colour CMYK mode, this
system provides two litres per colour and
automatically switches to the other ink pouch
when the first pouch runs out.

We	 built	 this	 machine	 to	 
answer	 user	 demand	 for	 a	 
high	 production	 sublimation
printer	 that’s	 affordable,	 
reliable,	 efficient	 to	 run	 and	 
easy	 to	 operate.
When purchasing, there is a choice of
two professional RIPs: VersaWorks; developed by Roland for Roland printers or ErgoSoft Roland Edition which has a full range
of textile-specific features.

'Increased convenience and easeof-use' is provided by new Roland Printer
Assist – a system that enables the
operator to manage production, test-printing
and cleaning functions directly from an iPad
tablet from virtually anywhere within the
premises.
Other user-friendly features include
media loading levers at both the front and
rear of the printer and media brackets to
make loading even the heaviest media rolls
a simple task.
Mark says: “We built this machine to
answer user demand for a high production
sublimation printer that’s affordable, reliable,
efficient to run and easy to operate. The RT640 delivers on all of these fronts, offering
users both high quality performance and unbeatable value.”
www.rolanddg.co.uk/products/printers/rt-640/

Gripple gives catenary installation a lighter touch
Gripple Limited has launched the Gripple D3,
a catenary system designed for lightweight
applications such as lighting, signage or
bracing applications, where no direct vertical
suspension point is available.
Following the success last year of the
Gripple D6 catenary system developed for
heavier weight applications, the new Gripple
D3 catenary system is 'ideal' for lighter loads
up to 30kg per suspension point, completing
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the product family with a choice of catenary
kits available for use up to 100kg.
The integral locking mechanism of
the Gripple D3 simultaneously pre-loads
the wire in both channels with a single
hex key action, which 'eliminates fiddly
bolts or locking screws'. This makes it quick
and safe to operate, which is a particularly
important consideration when working
at height.
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With ceramic rollers and stainless steel
springs, the new Gripple D3 has 'optimum
corrosion resistance and high load performance for safety and security'. (Pop out)
The new Gripple D3 is supplied in
ready-to-use kits which include setting and
locking keys and pre-cut lengths of 3mm galvanised steel wire rope.
r.spooner@gripple.com
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Mimaki releases new clear
ink for JFX200 LED UV printer
Hybrid Services Ltd, exclusive UK and
Ireland distributor for Mimaki has released
a LH-100 clear ink for the JFX200-2513
flatbed LED UV printer. This complements
the existing LUS -150 and LH-100 LED UV
curable inksets.
The new clear ink provides the 'capability to produce glossy and matte finish effects, adding creativity and value to the
finished product'. The addition of the new ink
to the gamut delivers an effect close to that
achieved 'traditionally in the lithographic print
industry for many years with a spot varnis'h.
Mimaki clear ink can also be output in multiple layers to 'enhance the vibrancy of colours
or to create a more tactile finishing effect'.
Stuart Cole, national sales manager –
industrial products for Hybrid, said: “The new
generation of flatbed LED UV printers are
highly sophisticated and capable production
machines that have been breaking new
creative ground and the addition of this clear
ink to the portfolio really takes the artistic
and creative possibilities of the JFX200
to new levels.”
Applications such as high end PoS,
labels, textured finishes and even Braille are
all now possible. This presents fantastic
opportunities for companies to deliver accu-

rate simulations of finished products in a very
efficient and timely manner; with the combination of LED UV ink curing creating a touch
dry finish immediately after printing.
Mimaki’s clear UV ink can be retro fitted
to existing JFX200 machines with only minor
hardware upgrades needed. Users should
make sure they have the latest firmware

(Version 1.30 or later) and version of
Mimaki’s RIP (RasterLink 6 Version 2.10 or
later). One of Hybrid’s demonstration
JFX200 printers will be commissioned with
white and clear inks alongside the process
colours to enable visitors to the showroom to
compare the variety of configurations the
machine is capable of.

Insight LED shines even brighter
Highlight Mk5, due out soon, has had further 'improvements made to its
efficacy and brightness' going from 2,000 lm/m @ 110 lm/W to 2,024
lm/m @ 120 lm/W. The high performance LEDs, coupled with efficient
drivers and a semi circular beam angle-reducing light channel in the extrusion, make Mk5 an 'outstanding performer'.
If you are purchasing any LED system, for any application, efficacy
is a very important specification, and is a bit like miles per gallon on a
car, only it is brightness per watt of electricity, says the company.
This very bright version of Insight’s LEDs, named Hyperbright consumes less than 17 W per metre length. If you want to reduce the energy
consumption even further, there is also Ecobright, which is still bright
and 'compares favourably with other systems on the market'. It produces
1,038 lm/m but at a very high (good) efficacy of 127 lm/W, consuming
just over 8 W per metre. For something in between, there is Superbright,
which gives 1,410 lm/m @ 127 lm/W, consuming 11 W per metre.
The new Mk4 profile shape has been very carefully designed to
ensure the light is directed on to the sign face. So no angling or tilting required, as angling any light source inward just causes reflection on the
sign face, making lettering hard to read. The very latest 3D printing has
been utilised to produce many prototypes to ensure that when bulk extrusion is produced, it performs as it should.
The same fixing bracket system is used which has 'proved itself to
be the best available for over 30 years'. The channel part has recently
been updated on the brackets with a sleeker look, now with a channel
for the mains cable to pass through.
www.insightsignsystems.com
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Built up lettering feature
Built up letters offer businesses the
chance to make serious visual impact
and a brand really 'stand out'! With different materials, finishes and lighting to
choose from in the right hands they can
be considered works of art. Or what
about in the right machine? Kathryn
Johnson talks built up letters with a number of signmakers, as well as a few who
are using automated bending machines.
Is this the way forward, does it compromise quality or is it something that can
work well alongside hand crafting?
Sign Here in Leicester, a trade service
for built up acrylic and metal letters rely on
their machines to cope with short lead times.
Their CNC and laser cutters are able to have
jobs cut and ready to build in an hour, providing a valuable service to their customers
who are often in a rush. Thanks to their
skilled and experienced staff they feel they
'provide the trade with a quality hand made
product at a competitive price'. Of course
price is a big factor in their business as it’s
important their customers have a margin for
profit and get their products at the right 'trade
rate'.
Rob Gardner, a director at Sign Here,
says they are often an 'afterthought' in the
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project plan, which means their main
challenges on a day to day basis are
short lead times, schedules, and the logistics of getting the finished product
where it needs to be, all at a reasonable rate. Something that also adds to
the duration of a job is making sure
their products are packed carefully to
avoid damage in transit.

We	 also	 produced	 a	 
full	 size	 fixing	 template	 
to	 enable	 the	 fitters	 on	 
site	 to	 easily	 line	 up	 with
pre-drilled	 fixing	 bars
One recent job they are particularly proud of was for an Adidas exhibition stand. Rob tells us about it:
“Client confidentiality has played
a big part in our continued growth over the
years, building an extensive client base who
know they can rely on us it's difficult to 'blow
our own trumpet' at times. I think people
would be amazed at what we have helped
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produce for top brands and high street
chains! if we receive an enquiry that conflicts
with another client we will always
discuss with them the way forward in their
best interests.

We also work closely with several design companies' signage projects so we
were delighted when local company Mynt
design agreed that we could talk about their
Adidas project.
Mynt design and branding agency approached us to help produce a fully illuminated
built up acrylic Adidas logo for an exhibition
backdrop in Germany. We used CNC cut
acrylic faces and returns, hand built returns,
translucent blue vinyl applied to the faces, and
back trays with mounted LEDS to give full illumination to face and returns. We also produced a full size fixing template to enable the
fitters on site to easily line up with pre-drilled
fixing bars. We tested the installation of the
sign after we finished making it then carefully
packaged it to be shipped to Germany.”
To see the finished stand, how it was
made and most importantly Sign Here's
stunning built up logo, watch the video on
Mynt's website:
www.mynt.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Impact 3D Signs in Tyne and Wear, also specialise in supplying
the sign trade with built up 3D lettering in acrylic; 316 marine
grade stainless steel and brass and powder coated aluminium.
A notable job they are working on is making signs for a company who supply the oil industries. Some of the lettering is 2m tall
and 250mm deep with removable rim faces and internal LEDs. A different kind of job is supplying mild steel built up letters with a recessed face and holes in for the client to add his own cabochon
bulbs, which give it a fairground look.
Again service is vital to their business and they attribute their
success to the core group of dedicated metal letter makers, some
who have been with the company from the outset, 20 years ago.
Kevin Washbourne from Impact 3D Signs says this enables them to
fit rush jobs in as well as process their regular work. A sign of their
craftsmen’s skill is 'kiss cutting' the corners on a small serif typefaces
to achieve a crisp corner.
Speaking about channel letter bending machines, Kevin said:
“We have and are still considering a channel letter bending machine.
We looked at importing one from China but feel these are still in their
infancy and are not really suited to small one off letter work.
“We feel that the production of built up metal letters will lend
itself to the automated system but we will still have our craftsmen to
hand to do small runs that would be quicker than having to
programme the machine.”
www.impact3dsigns.co.uk
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More and more businesses are choosing
to invest in a channel letter bender,
which are still relatively new and being
judged on its productivity versus the
high costs. From talking to various sign
makers, there are models available from
America, South Korea, China and Poland.
Selling American made machines in
Europe is The Channel Letter Bender who
say they first launched the Accu-bend
20 years ago.
Remko van Gellecum, from the company, said: “Our clients’ return on investment

speaks for itself. Accu-Bend reduces labour
intensive hand fabrication, resulting in increased capacity and more revenue. With
hundreds of Accu-Bend machines around
the world, The Channel Letter Bender is
recognised by the largest sign makers as the
right choice for reliable, quality machines
that save time and money. Made with a
heavy steel-welded frame, these U.S.-manufactured machines are built to last. Made
with top-quality components, high-grade materials and the latest technology, Accu-Bend
continues to set the industry standard.”

Feature
He said: “The Accu-Bend machine is
the only machine in the world to notch,
flange and bend the complete channel letter.
Also if you manufacture welded letters, our
machine will also bend those letters for you.
The Accu-Bend can also bend every vector
line of the most complicated letters identically. By hand you could not even bend two
the same. The slight differences would
cause you to create different letter faces
matched to only fit one letter. In the future letters that need to be fixed can be done from
the same computer file, you do not have to
trace the letter and match it by hand.”

Features of the Accu-Bend
A complete computer system and swivel
monitor comprise the control centre of the
system. Simply import .DXF files, and your
channel letters are created.
After installation and a short training session, most companies are able to run the
full production the first day.
A dedicated hydraulic power system and
dual-motor drive unit have extensive power
and can feed up to 30 cm per second.
The Accu-Bend is easy to modify for any
project. Operators can change coil heights
in less than two minutes. The system
can also accommodate a width or depth
of channel letter coil between 2,5 cm
and 24 cm.
Can handle aluminium up to 1,5mm thick
and stainless steel up to 1 mm thick.
The optional Robotic Auto Pilot allows the
machine to run multiple letters, unmanned,
so you save on labour costs. The system
completes letters, pulls them from the
machine and starts again.
Should you need help operating or maintaining the support is available for as long
as you own the machine.

Other machines in their range are the
Accu-Bend Lite, the Accu-Clinch, the AccuCut and the Channelletter Former. The
Channelletter Former produces channel letter faces, push through letters, moulded letters, and thermal-form signs and parts. The
Accu-Clinch uses air-over-hydraulic power to
attach aluminium backs to the side wall return. It does a quick 40 clinches per minute.
The company claims it is the fastest way to
assemble metal components to create a
completed channel letter.
www.channelletterbender.com
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Chris Benson from Benson Signs did
their research in 2004 and imported their
machine from America in April 2005. As
far as he knows they were the second
company in the UK to buy a letter bending machine.
He said: “This particular machine was
designed primarily to produce larger ‘Trough
Letters’ and ‘Logos’ in aluminium. And in
2011 we belatedly recognised we needed a

ICE Signs in Leeds are excited to have
just installed their automated metal shaping machine to boost 'their production of
built up letters'.
Rebecca Bairstow from ICE Signs said:
“Bespoke, premium quality built up letters
have been at the core of our signage business for many years, and we have built a
reputation for producing them to the highest
standard for both trade customers and end
users alike.”
They supply their letters in a number of
finishes, from powder coated to RAL colour
references, wet sprayed to an individual
specification, brushed or mirror polished
stainless steel and acrylic faced. They provide a comprehensive service and can provide letters only or mount them on to trays or
fascias manufactured in the their factory.
They also do installations for 'complete signage solutions'.
“We fit LED lights with either Face or
Halo illumination,” she said. “Great care is
taken when we select the appropriate number of type of LED modules as this is area
where skimping or cutting corners can really
detract from the finish and effect.” They tend

similar piece of kit to help manufacture
smaller letters and logos.
So in May 2012 we invested in a
smaller letter bender; this machine was
made in South Korea. We continue to produce built up lettering by hand alongside the
two machines. Over the years we’ve found
that the equipment, if set up properly, greatly
improves our production capacity. However
on a cautionary note we would emphasise,

as with most automated mechanical pieces
of equipment, servicing is a key issue. Bearing this in mind it has been vitally important
for us over the years that for the most part
we been able to provide our own in-house
maintenance. We use both pieces of equipment continually, on many projects.”
www.benson-signs.co.uk

Internally illuminated brushed stainless
steel with red acrylic mimicking neon style.

to use the brightest modules with good light
dispersion to avoid the pitfalls of 'spotting'
and shadows. They also believe the correct

Mirror polished stainless steel built up letters
with Halo effect illumination using blue LEDs.
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depth of returns is critical and 'their extensive
knowledge and experience of fitting LEDs is
key to producing illuminated signs to the satisfaction of their clients'.
For some time ICE Signs had been
looking to invest in an automated metal
shaping facility to 'improve on lead times and
price but without compromising the quality of
the end product'. Rebecca explained: “The
traditional method for making hand built letters has been to carefully and accurately fit
returns to the faces or rims of a letter. But in
order to end up with a product which has the
necessary blemish free appearance it takes
considerable skill and time.
“But cheap prices and fast lead times
are not always all that a customer requires.
For example, we recently tendered to supply
sets of 3.5m high built up and powder coated
aluminium shapes and letters for a warehouse. Unfortunately we initially lost out on
price and delivery times but the customer
then returned to us, as the cheaper, machine
made product supplied to them was found to
be inadequate. Both the aesthetic quality
and the strength and rigidity were not suitable for such a large and high level external
installation.”

In this case it was found that to get sufficient
thickness and a smooth finish with no visible
marks from welding, only hand crafting
would work.
One of their recent projects that
needed some 'lateral thinking and innovation' to meet the brief, was supplying a client
with a series of huge steel 'cogs' interlocked
to represent a magnified version of the inner
workings of a watch. The project was installed in the Tag Heuer Pavilion at the
Goodwood Festival of speed.
About this and other high profile jobs,
Rebecca said: “The only downside to consistently producing top quality signage, is
that production times can sometimes be
lengthy owing to the nature of hand made
signs and our dedication to supplying products that meet our exacting standards.” This
is where automation comes in for them for
them as it means quicker turnaround and
less costs. Although they are keen to stress
that the machine will not compromise the
quality of their work.
Rebecca said: “Our customer ought not
to be able to distinguish between the hand
machine made product without internal inspection. Research has taken several years
for us to find a machine we are confident will
produce built up letters to the same standard

as our hand made products. With
a significant increase in production
capability we plan to offer our trade
customers much faster quotations
and shorter order to delivery times.
“Interestingly we do not see the addition of automation to our existing built up letter production as a means of reducing our
workforce in order to save costs. Conversely
as production of built up letter increases, it's
likely that the requirements for complete signage packages will also increase, leading to
needing more staff for general signage manufacture.”
Part of the cost of the new shaper and
laser cutter was paid for with grant funding
from the Leeds City Regional Local Enterprise Partnership Business Growth Programme (BGP). They give funding of 20 per
cent of capital costs between £10,000 and

£100,000 provided at least one new job is
created. They envisage at least two will be
created in the short term and continued
growth should lead to another vacancy.
“There will always be some projects
that are too large or complex for the new machines that will demand traditionally made
hand shaped letters, and the skills required
to build them,” says Rebecca.
“So at ICE we intend to continue to
train and develop staff in the necessary skills
for making beautiful, high quality signs.”
www.icesigns.co.uk
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“Unsurprisingly	 there	 are	 quite	 
a	 high	 number	 of	 signs	 that
deem	 a	 retrofit	 illumination	 
upgrade	 and	 the	 potential	 to	 
increase	 revenue	 in	 this	 
market	 is	 quite	 high.”

Lighting built up letters can make a significant difference to the
overall effect, even make or break a project. One company has
addressed one common problem with an innovative solution
that makes sure there are no more 'hot spots'!
Khalid Bashir from 3D Sign Systems explains: “How many
times have you seen a high quality sign installation but the only
factor that makes the sign not so great is the 'hot spots' of light.
The traditional method would be to use neon, but this 'art' has been in
decline for a number of years for many reasons such as the rising
cost of energy. And for many, the newcomer namely LED modules,
have been struggling to fill this void satisfactorily. Illuminating small
or shallow depth channel letters has been quite difficult and frustrating using standard LEDs. And for this reason many a good sign
maker succumbs to compromise. In order to achieve adequate
brightness, typically bright LEDs are used, which can create the
dreaded hot spots. This is where the sign letter is not uniformly
lit but suffers from dimly, and brightly, lit areas. To overcome
this problem with hot spots, lesser powerful LEDs can be used, but
the quantity of modules tends to increase proportionately, which
increases production costs.
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“So 3D Sign Systems can offer a product that offers 'hot spot'
free illumination and superb levels of brightness with our very unique
Tower LED modules. The Tower module uses a very specialised
dome lens which reduces the amount of front firing light to the face
of the letter, And instead the majority of the light emitted is fired sideways at a much shallower angle. This strong low angle light bounces
of the channel sides to produce bright, uniform levels of front face or
halo illumination. The end result is a quite impressive even on letters
with 40mm depth. The Tower module is equally good on letters with
up to 200mm deep channels.
“Unsurprisingly there are quite a high number of signs that
deem a retrofit illumination upgrade and the potential to increase revenue in this market is quite high.”
www.3dsignsystems.co.uk
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Barley McNaughton in 'pole position' with Orajet
When construction and refurbishment
specialists Barley McNaughton were looking
to rebrand its new race car trailer, brand
company Brilliant Media turned to Orajet,
supplied by Antalis, to transform a plain,
full-sized articulated lorry into one of the
most 'talked-about transporters on the
racing circuit'!
For the full service cross media production company, the opportunity to start
with a totally blank canvas gave the design
and branding team at Brilliant Media the
chance to put 'their flair for innovation and
creativity in to action'.
“Then came the bombshell,” said Tony
Kenton, Branding and marketing director at
Brilliant Media. “Our client needed the lorry
finished, roadworthy and ready to go in just
two weeks as they were heading to Spa in
Belgium for their next race!”
The challenge not only included an extremely tight deadline, the design team also
had to create a strikingly different brand for
Barley McNaughton’s motor sport division,
reflect an element of its classic racing history, while still remaining true to the values
of its core business.
“We knew we had to include both the
brand and the cars in some way; then we
had a brilliant idea,” said Kenton.
“The Brilliant team created an architectural line illustration as a backdrop along the
entire length and back of the lorry to highlight
the company’s construction heritage. This was
then given the appearance of being peeled
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back to reveal the interior of the truck by
presenting 1:1 scale photographic images of
both the team’s touring cars and Jeff’s classics.”
This bold design concept needed the
'very best substrates and print technology as
well as precision execution' in order to deliver this scale of project within the tight two
week window.
“There was no room for error and no
time for reprints, so we needed to be confident that our choice of substrate would be
suitable for the job,” said Kenton. “We therefore chose Orajet 3951RA vinyl from our suppliers Antalis, because we needed a
consistent, highly reliable wrapping film,
which would remain stable print after print,
as well as conform well to the
deep recesses of the trailer.”
By using Orajet with its
matching gloss overlaminate,
Brillant was able to achieve an
incredibly high standard wrap
that would withstand the rigors
of long distance travel and the
heavy demands of racing life.
“We used a carefully
managed production process
to execute the 1,350 sq ft
printed wrap, labelling where
each set of drops were as they
came off the printer, through
the gassing-off stage and then
as they received the matching
Antalis gloss overlaminate to
ensure each panel lined up
perfectly,” explained Kenton.
“Orajet conformed really
well to the deep recesses of
the trailer and was a consistent
and highly reliable wrapping
film that remained stable
throughout the print and installation process.”
“Having worked with
Antalis for a very long time and
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built a relationship of trust in their team and
their products, we knew that their expertise,
help and support would be on hand at any
time should we need it during our tight production schedule.”

Whilst	 we	 are	 no	 strangers	 to
using	 Orajet	 to	 wrap	 vehicles,
this	 is	 definitely	 the	 one	 we	 are
most	 proud	 of	 to	 date	 
“Antalis is a great addition to our business – our clients no longer think all paper is
the same – they want the highest quality
substrate that can offer something special to
their projects. We can always rely on Antalis
to keep us up to date with the latest developments and new products as well as provide samples that really stand out when we
show our clients examples, giving them a
competitive edge over other suppliers.”
The stunning newly-branded articulated trailer was presented to Barley McNaughton who were speechless at the
transformation. The project was delivered
with a day to spare, and drew considerable
comment and admiration from fellow race
teams on arrival in Belgium. In particular
from the McLaren Formula One crew who
declared that ‘it would not look out of place in
an F1 paddock.”
So 'delighted' with the outcome of
the project, that Barley McNaughton
commissioned the Brilliant Media team to
wrap the race car itself as well as all its pit
graphics panels.
“Whilst we are no strangers to using
Orajet to wrap vehicles, this is definitely the
one we are most proud of to date,”
concluded Kenton.
www.antalis.co.uk

3M films light up
Domino’s Pizza image
3M Envision Translucent Films Series 3730 have enabled pizza franchise
Domino’s to make 'huge savings' in running costs at its U.S. franchisor outlets. 3M
Envision Translucent Films are described as an industry breakthrough, being reputedly the first graphic films to optimise LED technology and allow sign and
graphics producers to achieve 'maximum brightness whilst using fewer light
sources'. Power consumption and overall running costs have been reduced as a
result, whilst 'enhancing the visual definition and brightness' of the signs and displays due to the high light transmission capabilities of the films.

Available in standard and customised colours and in an inkjet printable
format, Envision 3730 Translucent Films featured prominently in a recent overhaul
of the brand image of signage for Domino’s Pizza. Using the LED-enabled
films, the company’s management team found a way to bring down the cost
of channel, monument and pylon signs. As the changes have been implemented
at each store, franchisees are reported to have been 'pleasantly surprised' at
the performance and low cost of the
new signs.
Manager, Unit Controller of
Domestic Stores and Fixed Assets at
Domino’s, Tobin Northway said:
“The cool thing is that not only are we
reducing the initial investment cost
for our franchisees and for our stores
but also we are reducing ongoing operational costs to power the signs.
From a sustainability standpoint,
therefore, Envision is a very impactful product for us.” Franchisees were
'equally impressed' with the performance of the Envision films, describing the signs with the new films as 'cleaner and
crisper' by comparison with those they had replaced but at a greatly reduced cost.
With around 1,100 independent franchisees in the U.S., the Domino’s
management team set out to find signage materials that would deliver both value
and performance. Tobin said: “We ultimately identified the new 3M Envision
Translucent Films as fulfilling this requirement. They allowed us to reduce
the number of LED modules that we put into our signs whilst creating a brighter
finished product.”
www.3M.co.uk/graphic
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Dale Studios 'goes large'
with Mimaki investment
Dale Studios hasn't taken its new investment
lightly! To accommodate its new Mimaki
JFX500-2131 grand-format flatbed UV
printer from i-Sub Digital, the Leicester
design house needed a new unit to house it
and a flatbed printing expert to run it. It even
came with a partner – a Mimaki JV400LX
latex printer.
Established in 1984, design, print and
installation company Dale Studios marked
its 30th anniversary with a major expansion,
including the purchase of a new Mimaki
JFX500-2131 UV printer. Having seen
the smaller Mimaki JFX200 in action at Sign
and Digital UK, the business decided against
its original intention of buying the smaller
model and opted instead to expand its
opportunities with the grand-format 2.1m x
3.1m bed size version. Following a flying
visit to Mimaki Europe's HQ in Amsterdam,
Dale Studios worked with i-Sub Digital as
its supplier.
"We had looked at investing in a new
printer for a while but felt the print quality was
not there in our budget range," explains Ben
Millard, Creative Director at Dale Studios.
"Now, modern flatbed printers offer print
quality that is on par with roll-fed machines
like the Mimaki LX400 latex printer and the
Mimaki JFX500 is giving us accuracy and
greater capacity.

The ‘heavyweight’ engine offers a
maximum print size of 2.1m x 3.1m at
speeds of up to 60sqm/hr with CMYK and
45sqm/hr with white ink and, thanks to its
Intelligent Microstepping System, outputs
even tiny characters accurately and legibly.
Having historically run roll-fed printers
previously – Dale Studios currently runs
six large-format eco-solvent printers –
Ben Millard admits there was a learning
curve with the flatbed machine, which was
eased by the appointment of an expert
flatbed printer operator.
"It took some getting used to," he says.
"Having a flatbed means a slight increase in
file preparation time but the benefit is that
productivity is far greater, being able to print
all day at consistent high quality, and opens
up a wider range of printable substrates and
thickness of materials."
The new flatbed also required more
space, so installation was delayed until Dale
Studios expanded its production area by acquiring the unit next door, now transformed
into a dust-free, air-conditioned design and
print space 'about the size of the ground floor
of a small terraced house'.
The Mimaki JFX500-2131 was sold as
one of a pair with the Mimaki JV400LX latex
printer. Featuring six-colour printing (CMYK,
orange and green) plus white and prints dry

The Dale Studios team has expanded its capacity with its investment.
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off the machine ready for finishing, the rollfed latex printer is ideal for Dale Studios's
work for commercial, blue chip customers,
especially bespoke custom window displays
and large POS installs.
"The Mimaki JV400LX's big colour
gamut with vibrant orange and green
adds another arm to our service," says
Ben Millard. "We can now print a wider
colour gamut and denser colours which is
especially good for backlit materials.

When	 choosing	 the	 a	 new
printer,	 it	 wasn't	 all	 about	 
buying	 the	 fastest	 machine
available	 but	 about	 the	 quality,
consistency,	 size	 and	 ink
longevity	 with	 of	 course	 good
production	 speeds	 that	 enabled
us	 to	 retain	 all	 of	 the	 criteria	 
just	 mentioned.	 The	 Mimaki
JFX500	 ticks	 those	 boxes.	 

"We're a 100mph, non-stop company;
most deadlines are the same day and every
customer requires their jobs on time whether
it's a one-off print or large project over
numerous substrates. By investing in the
new machines we have twice as much extra
capacity guaranteeing we continue to deliver
a high-quality product on time to all of
our clients."
Emma Plant, Sales Manager of
wide-format print equipment specialist i-Sub
Digital, comments: "Dale Studios has grown
dramatically over the past 10 years,
especially in the last six months, and we're
delighted to be involved in that expansion.
"We are also pleased to have been
able to assist Dale Studios in the process
to establish what they required to enable
them to move the business forward and
develop new markets. It is also encouraging
that they chose and trusted us again as
their preferred supplier which demonstrates
that successful business is very much
reliant on close working relationships
that are built over time, in this case over the
past six years of i-Sub Digital working with
Dale Studios."
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HP Latex 360 is the ‘key of the door’
to new markets for GJ Plastics
Manchester-based GJ Plastics celebrated its
21st birthday with an investment in a brand
new HP Latex 360 printer from City and
West End Solutions (CWE).
The new printer, installed at the end of
June, was a birthday present from the company to itself, and the increased capability
and productivity will no doubt guarantee
them many ‘happy returns’!
GJ Plastics, who design and manufacturer in acrylics and other plastic materials, is
using the HP Latex 360 to expand its offering
further into window and floor graphics, and
temporary textile printing for exhibition,
display and signage. (pop out)
“We chose the 64” HP Latex 360 partly
because it works perfectly in tandem with the
Summa F1612 cutter, which we bought from
CWE in December 2013,” said Managing
Director Graham Croston.

Graham said: “We’ve been designing
our own display systems for years now and
sending them all over the world. And we’ll
now be able to expand further into temporary
textile options as well as exhibition and retail
floor and window graphics, hanging banners,
wallpaper, vehicle wraps, pop ups and
bespoke floor stands.
“We went to City and West End
Solutions because we’ve worked with them
for many years and have always been
impressed with their customer service.

They	 strive	 for	 perfection,	 and
so	 do	 we,	 which	 is	 why	 we	 still
have	 some	 of	 the	 same	 customers	 we	 had	 21	 years	 ago,
and	 why	 we	 plan	 to	 continue
buying	 from	 CWE.
“But it wasn’t just the speed, quality and
productivity that attracted us – the added capability of printing onto porous temporary
textiles using the in-built ink collector was a
real draw for us.
“We’re really pleased with it and excited about the possibilities it offers us in
temporary textile printing for the POS and
display market. Not only is the fabric output
attractive and durable it’s also highly practical for all kinds of display system.”
CWE Director Darren Walker said: “We
knew that the HP Latex 360 would be the
perfect machine for GJ Plastics. It’s added
latex printing to their stable and, with that,
the ability to print onto temporary textile and
porous substrates for indoor and outdoor applications, in addition to improved productivity and better value for customers.
“It’s the fastest in the 300 series and
offers features such as double sided printing,
automatic ICC profiling and the ability to
synchronise printers for the colour consistency that’s crucial for markets such as fleet
management.
“The large touch screen makes it very
easy to use and it has all the environmental
benefits of water-based inks.”
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We believe that, for our customers, the sale is
only the beginning and it’s the after care that
really matters, and it’s a pleasure to work
with a supplier who has the same ethos.
“They strive for perfection, and so
do we, which is why we still have some of
the same customers we had 21 years
ago, and why we plan to continue buying
from CWE.”
www.cwesolutions.co.uk/300series
www.GJplastics.co.uk

Quadrant2Design ‘Seals’ the deal
on a new wide format laminator
Dorset-based Quadrant2Design recently
invested in a new Seal 62 Pro D laminator
from City and West End Solutions to support
its 'ongoing growth in the exhibition marketplace'. After a record year in 2013/14, the
company’s sales figures to date are already
up by another 70 per cent.
Quadrant2Design designs and builds
exhibition stands using the Prestige Events
System, with panoramic graphics that extend
from one end of the stand to another without
any interruption.

We	 expect	 that	 same	 sort	 
of	 dedication	 to	 quality	 control
and	 customer	 service	 from	 
our	 suppliers,	 and	 we	 get	 
it	 from	 CWE.
“The stands are built on a modular
framework, which means it isn't just ‘one
big graphic’ - the panels are attached to
the stand with an invisible gap from one
frame to the next,” says managing director
Alan Jenkins.
“This is what gives the seamless-effect,
and it’s also what makes precision graphics
production essential.
“We print to paper using our HP
Z6200s, and the paper is then sandwiched
between a premium crystal laminate and
rigid polyester stoplight. The installation
of this extra Seal laminator will increase our
capacity and allow us to continue to produce
fantastic laminated graphics with an
excellent finish – and the end result of very
happy customers.”
The company purchased its first Seal
62 Pro D laminator from CWE in 2013,
and the second was installed in August after
the company’s move to new premises
in Poole. CWE also re-installed the older
machine.
“We already knew what machine we
wanted and as expected CWE came out with
the best price,” added Alan.
“Having dealt with them on previous
occasions for our printers, laminators and
supplies, we were impressed with their
knowledge and service and knew that
they were a reliable company who had
always been able to help us with our
requirements.

Quadrant2Design managing director Alan Jenkins with
the company’s new Seal 62 Pro D laminator.

“We are different from other exhibition
stand contractors as every part of the
process of designing to creating the stand for
our clients is done in-house. One of the most
important parts of our quality control is that
we pre-build every single stand we produce
in our showroom to ensure that there are no
problems or faults. We invite the client to
come along to see it to ensure that they are
happy with the final product.
“We expect that same sort of
dedication to quality control and customer
service from our suppliers, and we get it
from CWE.”
CWE Commercial Director Graham
DeKock said: “With fully adjustable temperature, speed and pressure settings, the Seal
62 Pro D laminator is ideal for more
experienced users like Quadrant2Design.

It’s perfect for the flexible graphics needed
for the Prestige Events System that the
company uses, as well as complementary
applications such as floor graphics, roll
ups and backlit displays.
“It offers both the high volume throughout and precision finishing that a busy
exhibition company needs.”
Alan said: “We plan to continue to
expand and grow our place within the
exhibition industry. We have recently bought
and moved into our own new unit, which
gives us the security to expand the company
and grow in recognition. So far, the company
has gone from strength to strength and we
hope to continue to do so.”
www.cwesolutions.co.uk/seal62-pro-d
www.prestige-system.com
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T-shirt & sons begin expansion to DTG facility
Long term textile print specialists, T-Shirt &
Sons, have been embellishing textile products for over 20 years and are renowned for
their 'environmentally friendly conventional
print output'.
The company made their first steps into
the digital garment printing sector earlier
than most and installed their first Kornit
Breeze Direct to Garment printer in 2010.
They shortly followed this up with a second
Kornit Breeze machine.
Their B2B contract print service
'enjoyed rapid growth'. Having this low
volume print service also helped to bring in
new contracts into their existing screen
printing department. Continued digital growth
resulted in an investment in their first Kornit
twin pallet Storm machine in 2011. And
followed up with a second Kornit Storm II
machine in 2012.
Understanding the markets most suited
to digital print and even more importantly, the
processes and idiosyncrasies of digital print
is what they believe to be the 'cause of such
success and growth with often new and very
large clients'.
The Kornit print system best suited
their digital print output as it offered the best
per print costs available; and the only automated on line pre-treatment option that further reduced print costs and product
handling through the print process.
Maintaining high volume output has
been a unique ability for T-Shirt & Sons and
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enabled them to fulfil print requirements
for customers at particularly busy retail
periods.
This growth has continued to 'accelerate and keeping up with this is vitally
important to satisfy demand for such
important clients'. They laid out further
ambitious expansion plans that began in
June 2014 with the installation of the first two
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Kornit Avalanche 1000 printers in the UK.
Although a significant investment at almost
£500,000 in equipment alone, it is only the
first part of their expansion to continue
to meet growing demand and cope with
associated contracts.
www.adelco.co.uk
www.tshirtandsons.co.uk

New Mimaki for Ellison Printing
Lancashire-based Ellison Printing invested
in a new Mimaki CJV30-130 supplied by
PaperlinX, to bring wide format printing
in-house. Since taking delivery, the print
company is benefiting from 'faster
turnaround, increased productivity and improved margins'.
Ellison Printing is a family owned
commercial printer with litho, digital, design,
finishing and pre-press capabilities, that
has provided 'quality solutions for over
40 years'.
With clients ranging from small businesses to large corporates and public bodies, they have continuously 'diversified their
business, creating additional revenue
streams and evolving their range of services
and printing equipment to offer a wider and
improved range of services to customers'.
This commitment to change, combined with
a 'fast and reliable service and outstanding
customer service', has seen the firm enjoy
growth year on year.
Director Jane Caunce explained
that the company had been outsourcing
its wide format work but had wanted to bring
it in-house for some time. “We recognised
that investing in a wide format printer would
provide us with better control, enhance our
profit margins, and make us more versatile
and flexible in providing solutions to our
customers,” she said.

The company did some independent
research and even considered buying a
second hand printer. “Before we made a final
decision we approached PaperlinX, and
asked them for advice,” said Jane.
The team visited PaperlinX’s Manchester-based Application Centre where the digital
hardware specialists conducted a full
demonstration of the CJV30. This enabled
Ellison Printing to use the technology using
their own files and preferred substrates to
experience first-hand the value it would bring
to their operation.
PaperlinX’s ‘knowledge and consultative
hands-on approach’ combined with the machine’s performance led to Ellison Printing
confirming a deal that included the Mimaki
CJV30 and a number of Keencut trimmers to

produce large format imagery for POS and exhibitions in-internally. As part of the deal, PaperlinX provided training on the new device.
“I was really impressed with the build
quality, colour vibrancy and the level of fine
detail the Mimaki achieves. Its online cutting
capability combined with the wide range of
substrates it supports were additional pluses
for us,” said Jane.
The CJV30 Series printer-cutter is an
award winning integrated print and cut
solution from Mimaki and offers flexibility with
its four sizing options from 60cm through to
1.6m. Combining 'high performance with
superior print quality', the Mimaki CJV30
has print speeds of up to 17.5m²/h and runs
with Mimaki’s SS21 fast drying, outdoor
durable inks.

AB Screenprint 'simply wouldn't go anywhere else'
than QPS for Nazdar's 'incredible' inks
a Mimaki JV3-160; and a Roland VersaExpress RF-640 to meet the demand for their
printed materials.
All four printers are running on Nazdar
inks supplied by QPS. The Grenadier and
the Mimaki printers are running on Nazdar
1300 Series. The Roland printer is running
on Nazdar's new 202 Series
inks which were launched at
FESPA. And the Agfa is running the Nazdar PhotoChrome
aqueous inks. All of these inks
are supplied by Quality Print
Services (QPS) Ltd.
Kevin
Baker,
CoFounder of AB Screenprint,
said: "We were struggling with
the Grenadier printer when we
initially installed it in 2006 and
needed support. The inks we
were using were practically destroying the machine. At this
point, QPS were recommended to us and we've not
AB Screenprint uses Nazdar inks throughout its printroom.
looked back since.
AB Screenprint says its switchover to Nazdar digital inks has significantly reduced its
maintenance and spare parts costs, as well
as its ink expenses.
The company has a variety of wide-format printers in-house including a Uniform
Grenadier SP-1900; an Agfa Grand Sherpa;

"They suggested we try Nazdar's inks
in the Grenadier and since the swap-over to
the Nazdar 1300 Series inks we've had no
issues whatsoever. Simply by changing inks
we've reduced our maintenance and spare
part costs."
All four of AB Screenprint's printers
use QPS Bulk Ink Systems. Kevin said:
"As well as being cost effective, the inks
perform incredibly well. Nazdar ink fastness
and adhesion is second to none and the
inks are fully compatible with the printers
that we have."
Chris Bailey, Managing Director at
QPS, said: "It seemed obvious from the outset that the ink supplied with the Grenadier
was completely inappropriate for the technology. It caused constant print-head blockages and damage to other vital components
that came into contact with the ink. It was
then that we stepped in and were able to resolve all issues and get the Grenadier up
and running successfully."
www.qualityprintservices.com
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Zünd G3 makes impression on
David Cameron at Fine Print visit
Fine Print has installed a new Zünd G3 L-2500
cutting machine to expand the capacity of its
display department, which they say 'impressed'
David Cameron when he visited the West
Oxfordshire print company in September.
The Zünd G3 is part of a major investment made recently by Fine Print which also
includes Heidelberg XL75 and HP Indigo
7800 printers and the appointment of three
new apprentices. The Zünd G3 is a modular,
flatbed digital cutter designed to automate all
cutting and trimming processes in industries
such as graphics and packaging. The heavyduty machine, constructed to meet the specific requirements of each user and their
customers, exceeds all safety standards and
minimises waste and energy use.
Fine Print's G3 L-2500 was installed
this summer to take the business's display
department to 'the next stage', says Managing Director Dan Bakewell. Formerly the
team hand-cut posters, panels and stickers.
Their litho department is also using the G3
to produce prototypes, a process previously
outsourced.

It's	 great	 to	 know	 Zünd	 
cutting	 equipment	 is	 part	 of	 
Fine	 Print's	 expansion	 
–	 one	 that	 has	 even	 caught	 
the	 eye	 of	 the	 Prime	 Minister.

"Out of all the investments we've made
recently, the Zünd is the one that has really
changed our business," says Dan Bakewell.
"It's taken us into new areas and the
throughput is incredible – we've significantly
reduced turnaround times."
Fine Print invited David Cameron, MP
for Witney, to its premises on 19 September
to see how a local business is succeeding
following the recession. Fine Print ran
a demonstration on the Zünd G3, cutting

pre-printed pieces of a three-dimensional
rocket centrepieces made specifically for
the visit.
"He was very charismatic and surprisingly knowledgable about print," says
Bakewell. "And he (possibly) now has a
rocket on his desk cut on a Zünd!"
"This is a great business success
story," said David Cameron during the visit.
"An example of a small business
working hard, winning new business
and creating jobs. This is the working
success story of Great Britain. We haven't
conquered unemployment yet but we're
on the way. It's businesses like this that
make a difference."
Peter Giddings, Sales Manager, Zünd
UK, says: "It's great to know Zünd cutting
equipment is part of Fine Print's expansion
– one that has even caught the eye of the
Prime Minister. Mr Cameron was obviously
impressed by the Zünd G3 as well as by Fine
Print's successful growth."
www.fineprint.co.uk.

David Cameron had an exclusive viewing of Fine Print's new Zünd G3 L-2500 cutting table as it produced a 3D rocket for him to take home.
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DYSS X7 helps Dementia
sufferers “Find” their way
When Find Signage was acquired by Anthony Cockcroft in 2011, the new owner
quickly recognised there was an 'urgency in
evolving the company's established reputation as market leader in the mental health
sector by creating new product innovations'.
In the last three years the company, which is
the world’s first developer of dementia-specific signs, has diversified its offerings to include revolutionary dining products, clocks,
visual communication boards and memory
boxes for those affected by dementia and
cognitive disabilities.
Their signage range has been developed by working closely with numerous
mental health experts at Sterling University
and Bupa.
Establishing these products overseas,
Find Signage has witnessed exponential
growth for its 'innovative' product lines and
particularly the visual communication boards
that include menu boards and pain assessment charts. With many of the
Forex®/Foamex, acrylic, aluminium and DIBOND®boards requiring the insertion of a
variety of different visual aid cards, Find Signage was witnessing a bottleneck between
its wide format printing and the hand cutting
of small quantity cards. This led to them buying a AG/CAD's DYSS X7 cutting table to
'deliver savings'.
Find Signage Managing Director, Anthony Cockcroft, said: "We realised that
while our large quantity print runs could be
cut with industrial routers, smaller quantities
and prototype work was labour intensive. It
was clear that we needed a flexible and ac-

curate cutting solution and we opted for the
DYSS X7-2230C Superhead cutting table.
We fully reviewed the various vendors and
found the DYSS solution with its innovative
KASEMAKE software to be exactly what we
needed."
For its food menu boards for dementia
patients, the Foamex and DIBOND® wall
mounted boards have pockets for patients to
select their next meal from a selection of
card images and position on the boards.
Printing post-card images of meals from 3 by
2m large format printed sheets, the card
quantities of up to 200 per sheet were previously cut manually with a knife and ruler.
This labour intensive task would take upward
of four hours. By installing the DYSS, this
task now takes five minutes with 'precision,
consistency and cut quality' also improved.
Because the capacity has been increased
staff can be allocated to alternative tasks.

It	 has	 improved	 productivity	 
and	 capacity,	 reduced	 lead	 
times	 and	 labour	 requirements
and	 streamlined	 our	 operation.
Mr Cockcroft said: "Our visual boards
are available in a wide variety of dimensions,
designs and colours, so production of each
type rarely stretches into double figures. In
addition, a lot of the visual boards and signs
are prototypes and development projects

where we are creating samples for customers. This caused extended lead times
and quality deviations prior to the installation
of the DYSS X7."
With varied schedules, the DIBOND®,
Acrylic, Aluminium and Foamex boards that
can be up to 20mm thick, were either externally produced by the company's die manufacturer or they were machined on the two
heavy duty routing machines at Find Signage. By using the external supplier, lead
times for prototypes were extended and response time was outside the control of Find
Signage. For the production of heavy duty
signage boards that were machined inhouse on the routing machines, the issue
was edge finish and precision. This led to extensive secondary hand finishing.
With the arrival of the 3.2m by 2m bed
DYSS X7, they have cut the cost of external
suppliers by over 20 per cent by reducing the
work passed to subcontractors. It has also
reduced the reliance on platens/dies for
small quantity production. A benefit of this is
the improvement to the lead times on prototypes and development work. Find Signage
can now produce samples internally by printing its signs and then cutting on the AG/CAD
machine. The removal of work from the
heavy duty routing machines has also improved capacity on the machines whilst the
quality of finished product straight off the
DYSS has eliminated the secondary hand
finishing operations.
"The benefits of the DYSS cutting table
are evident throughout the company. It has
improved productivity and capacity, reduced
lead times and labour requirements and
streamlined our operation. Furthermore, the
KASEMAKE software enables us to conduct
3D rendering samples for customers. It gives
the customers a better visual perspective of
the project at hand and helps to prepare estimates for end users. The software also enables our shop floor to generate better
layouts of our work, so we can make material
savings by producing more parts from each
sheet. We are delighted with the DYSS machine and software," says Cockcroft.
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That’s a wrap - how sign makers can
achieve superior vehicle graphics
With the vehicle wrapping sector proving
to be more lucrative and innovative than
ever, manufacturers and suppliers are
creating new products to help sign makers achieve the perfect application and
finish. Jemima Codrington caught up
with experts in the field to learn more
about the increasing array of products
available, as well as how sign makers can
use them to their advantage.
Vivid Laminating has recently launched
four new Easymount Sign Wide Format
Laminators into the market. These efficient
printers laminate up to 5 metres a minute,
making them some of the fastest wide format
laminators available.
The machines have also been fitted
with integrated media take-up units, allowing
for reel-to-reel lamination. “This is brilliant
news for vehicle wrappers, as the printed
vinyl comes off one core, goes through the
Easymount to be laminated, and then spools
itself onto a second core that can then be
moved to the vehicle, ready to be wrapped,”
says David Smith, Marketing and Communications, Vivid Laminating. “This is a huge
benefit, as the wrap isn’t extensively

The wrap being carefully applied
(photo credit: Group101).
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Group101 recently wrapped a Smart Car, using a Roland Eco Solvent
machine to print and an Easymount 1400SH to laminate. (photo credit: Group101)

handled, and it keeps the graphic off
the workshop floor which can sometimes be dirty and dusty.” The laminators
also
feature
self-gripping
mandrels, the Magic Eye safety feature
and a single lift mechanism. This allows
the top roller to move up or down using
just one controller, not only keeping it
parallel and straight, but also enabling
sign makers and vehicle wrappers
working alone to get the job done.
Laminating the vinyl ensures the
durability of a wrap, providing
protection against UV damage and
scratches whilst enhancing the look of
the graphics. When laminating the
vinyl, David recommends sign makers
always use cold rollers and don’t over
tension them. “The rollers in the hot
Easymount range can be used cold, so
it really is a multifunctional system,” he
adds. Laminating helps provide the
perfect finish, and sign makers can
achieve the desired look by investing in
quality tools. “If you buy a cheap heat
gun, don’t expect it to still be working in
2 years time,” says David. “It is also
worth investing in a few different
squeegees and not just one. The one
that will be used the most has a
medium-hard edge. This can be used
on all types of laminated film. A softer
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squeegee will be needed for things like
bumpers and recessed areas, but more
importantly, it’s a really useful accessory when wrapping with textured films
like carbon and brushed metallic, as
the soft corners help to stop scratches
caused by corners of harder squeegees.”
Finally, David adds it is worth purchasing a triangle shaped squeegee. “This
is perfect for applying the film to difficult
areas, like around front lights or deep
moulding on bumpers.”

The rise of wrapping fleets
Although singular wraps remain popular, the Vivid Laminating team has seen
a rise in the demand for fleet vehicles
having full wraps. “I think the Sky TV
vans started this trend, and now we are
seeing electrical contractors, national
gas companies and home delivery
firms having their entire fleets wrapped
as well,” says David.
One-off private wraps are also becoming more popular; the cost to
change the look of a sports car from
standard gloss paint to a full
matte black wrap have decreased over
the past few years, and many car
owners are in a position now to
afford to be able to do so.

As affordable machines such as the Easymount range helping sign makers to keep
overhead costs down, the discounts can be
passed onto the client, resulting in an affordable job that provides stunning results.
To start a successful wrap, David points
out that it is important to always wash the
vehicle with soap and water in house.
A car may arrive completely clean and
fully valeted, but it may also have been
waxed to give it an extra shine. This can
make it difficult for the laminate to
stick, which can cause problems with the
finish. David also recommends giving the
car a full 24-hours to dry before applying
the wrap or graphic.
www.vivid-online.com

As a long-standing manufacturer of vehicle livery products, 3M has seen a meteoric rise in the popularity of this form of
out-of-home advertising. Vehicles sporting full or partial wraps bring maximum
visibility and impact for businesses and
brands at a cost considerably lower than
other forms of advertising.
According to Richard Davies, Trade
Marketing Manager, 3M Commercial Graphics Division, wraps allow for unlimited levels
of creativity, image enhancement, vehicle
customisation and personalisation, whilst en-

The Easymount Sign Wide Format Laminator.

hancing a vehicle’s trade-in value when it is
sold as a result of the protection provided for
expensive original bodywork.
Many of the UK’s leading commercial
fleet operators turn to 3M for major vehicle
wrapping and brand promotion campaigns.
“3M technology has helped drive down direct
and indirect costs of these campaigns, the
long-term success of which is dependent on
the quality and performance of the graphic
films used and how these are applied,” says
Richard. Key printable vehicle wrapping films
in the 3M portfolio include the flagship IJ380,
An Autoglass van with a wrap
created using 3M products.

The BT Openreach fleet was wrapped with liveries developed with 3M products.

IJ180Cv3-10 and the latest Envision Print
Wrap Film 480Cv3. The latter film is a nonPVC product with a significant sustainability
edge, and customers can reduce issues with
incineration and pollution control during postuse disposal. Part of the Envision range of
more environmentally-aware graphics films,
480Cv3 won the award for Best Environmental Substrate in the prestigious European Digital Press Awards 2013.
Poor wraps created using inferior products can lead to a number of issues, including shrinkage, cracking or tearing of the film,
lifting around rivets and corrugations and
unsightly wrinkles and bubbles. 3M attributes
its popularity with the commercial vehicle
sector in part to eliminating these
problems, and providing comprehensive performance warranties. When it comes to commercial vehicle fleets, many large UK
companies turn to 3M graphic films, including Autoglass and BT.
.....Continued on page 54
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That’s a wrap - how sign makers can
achieve superior vehicle graphics
Helping commercial fleets
achieve success
Autoglass has been using 3M graphic
films, supplied by Aura Graphics (formerly
SSDM) on its nationwide vehicle fleet
for over 10 years. The 3M Authorised
Vehicle Wrapping partner’s preferred
film was IJ180Cv3-10, one of 3M’s
most popular films for bespoke printed
liveries. Fully compatible with latex printing,
the odourless film has no required
drying time during the printing process.
It is extremely conformable, and has a
fast application capability to help reduce
vehicle downtime.
3M graphic films have also been used
on the BT Openreach fleet of vehicles.
Applied by Stewart Signs, these wraps
were carefully selected owing to the high
profile of the client. “We needed to specify
a graphic film that would deliver long-lasting
customer satisfaction by conforming
over irregular surfaces, difficult contours
and indents without the risk of future failure,”
says Gary Stanley, Marketing Manager
at Stewart Signs. “As a long-standing
3M partner and having used 3M products
for BT’s Openreach fleet livery applications
in the past, we again chose a 3M graphic
film because of its ultimate durability,
reliability and consistency.” Stewart

The final graphics are carefully applied.
Signs were aware that the completed
vehicle graphics would be open to
much scrutiny, and that any livery failure
would undermine Openreach’s professional
approach to the roll-out programme
and could prove costly to remedy whilst

An expertly-wrapped ADS van.

the vans were in service. The choice of
products, along with the finished result, was
met with acclaim, with the vans clearly visible
on the UK’s roads today.
www.3M.co.uk/graphicsolutions

A supplier of MACtac films, ADS is proud
to carry the range of premium full 3D vehicle livery films, the MACtac IMAGin
range. Key products in the range include
JT5529MBF, JT5629PM29 and JT5599P.
These films, available from Amari Digital Supplies (ADS), are designed to provide
a flawless finish along with durability to protect the vehicle wrap. The films have individual as well as shared design features, and
are supported by compatible over-laminates
for enhanced livery protection and product
performance.
The JT5529MBF is a highly conformable, 55-micron white gloss PVC film. It features a bubble-free opaque adhesive that is
capable of being liberally repositioned to ensure perfect registration. The film incorporates a PE-coated liner, and can be
converted using all of the popular print
processes, including Latex. Described as
“dry application at its best”, it can be used for
long-term vehicle graphics applied to flat,
curved, embossed and riveted surfaces. The
film has a durability of 10 years.
.....Continued on page 56
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That’s a wrap - how sign makers can
achieve superior vehicle graphics
The JT5629PM is a 50-micron white
gloss cast film, and features the same
performance-enhancing features and print
process-compatibility as the JT5529MBF. It
incorporates a permanent grey adhesive on
a PE-coated liner, and has an identical durability of 10 years. To complement the range,
MACtac has recently added the 55-micron
JT5599P clear film featuring a Kraft coated
liner, providing a durability of eight years.
The films in the MACtac IMAGin range
are supported by a choice of two ultra-conformable CastLAM-branded over-laminates,
available in matte or gloss formats.
These 30-micron soft cast PVC films are
coated on one side with a clear permanent
adhesive, protected by an easy-to-remove
liner. Both over-laminates provide o
utstanding protection from UV degradation
and resistance to abrasion, and have a
durability of four years. In addition to
MACtac’s printable films, ADS also offers the
MACtac Tuning Films range that enables
the addition of special decorative effects to
convex vehicle graphics.

In common with the printable films,
they can be repositioned to ensure
perfect registration. They can also be
easily and purposely removed without
any adhesive residue to accommodate

changes to vehicle customisation and/or
personalisation.

According to Andy Fergus-Smith, Managing Director of Reade Signs, there has
been an increase in enquiries from commercial clients interested in vehicle
wraps, prompting the signage company
to examine new products as part of an
ongoing commitment to providing customers with top quality.

“We are looking into using the new 3M
Envision Print Wrap Film 480 Cv3, with 3M
Envision Gloss Wrap Over-laminate 8548G,”
he says. “This is an eco-friendly non–PVC
wrapping film which claims to be highly
durable and extremely conformable, offering
a faster application and easier removal than
other wrapping films. This works in the same

way as standard wrapping vinyl, but uses
high-performance technology to improve the
versatility.”
A film built for versatility is of paramount
importance, as the vehicle livery market becomes increasingly competitive. In order to
stand apart from the many signage companies now offering vehicle wrapping services,
being able to offer not just a wide range of
services, but doing so with high-quality products that won’t crack or bubble is key. Being
realistic with what is promised to customers
makes a difference, too. “Everybody wants
a good deal, but if the price looks too good to
be true then it probably is. A full wrap for example takes around 15 hours to apply, so
clients should be suspicious if they are
quoted any less than this in terms of time.”
Client expectations, along with
timescales and costs are all factors Andy
recommends sign-makers consider before
selecting products for the job. Reade Signs
use HP Latex Print Technology, which Andy
says works “brilliantly” with 3M products in
addition to being environmentally friendly.
“We would always recommend using industry-leading products from 3M or Avery,” he
says. “These are often more expensive, but
you definitely get what you pay for and the
proof is in the finish.” When wrapping vehicles, Andy recommends the use of cutting
tapes rather than cutting vinyl directly on the
vehicle with a blade. “This gives a great edge
finish where joins are needed and guarantees no damage to the vehicle,” he adds.

Smart Cars wrapped using MACtac Tuning Films.

Vehicle livery created with products from Reade Signs.
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For further information, phone ADS on
0115 982 9770.

Preparation is “key”
to success of a wrap
Andy notes that preparing staff, in addition to
the vehicle, makes all the difference to the
success of a wrap.
Calling a fully trained workforce “essential”, he adds that correctly priming the
vehicle before any application is necessary
to prevent cracks and bubbling. The vehicle
should cleaned thoroughly before any vinyl
is applied, and the working environment also
needs to be spotless. “One of the most important things is for the person wrapping the
vehicle to have a passion for what he does
and an eye for detail,” he adds. This keen
eye for detail helped Reade Signs see success most recently after wrapping a fleet of
Sprinter vans for Mercedes Benz. The brief
called for a full wrap to advertise MercedesBenz Genuine Parts, and keeping to the
client’s specification, they provided a full
wrap to six vans. In doing so, they changed
the colour of the vans from white to black,
and incorporated their corporate branding. “A
close eye for detail is essential when wrapping vehicles, and especially when the wrap
colour contrasts with the bodywork. Our

In order to cater to the ever-rising interest in providing vehicle wrapping services, Roland DG are now offering both
1-day and 2-day comprehensive courses.
One of the most important things course
attendees can learn is the importance of
choosing the right materials and tools for
the job.
“It’s so important that people get the
right kit; we have seen people that have
bought ‘new’ technology or something other
than eco-solvent, and it just hasn’t worked
out as well for them,” says Rob Goleniowski,
Business Manager - Sign & Graphics,

The completed fleet of six vans is ready to go.
highly skilled team delivered some stunning
results, seamlessly wrapping the vans so
you would never know their previous colour.”
Mercedes Benz now have a fully
branded and recognisable fleet to advertise
this division of their company, and this
successful project will likely lead to a
number of others, as Andy reveals that

Roland DG. “A lot of people are coming back
to the tried-and-tested method of eco-solvent, hence we are still focusing fairly heavily in that area.”
A great deal has been said about the
benefits of latex and eco-solvent, perhaps
especially when discussing vehicle livery.
Things like drying time, the need for outgassing, flexibility, durability and colour
gamut should all be taken into consideration
when making a selection. The ECO-SOL
MAX Ink has proven to be a popular choice
with sign writers owing to them ticking a
number of boxes, providing durability, a high

recommendations make a substantial
difference to standing out in a crowded
market. “We are pleased to say that we have
many satisfied customers who are happy
to recommend us and continue to use our
services,” he says.
www.readesigns.com

quality finish and a fast drying time. The inks
are also available in a number of speciality
colours, allowing sign makers to make an impact and provide vibrant graphics that other
companies simply can’t. “We do have a number of people that have got a metallic
equipped VersaCAMM, and they are doing
nice business and standing out in the market by creating eye-catching silvers and
gold,” says Rob. “Not everyone is going to
be prepared to pay premium, but some of the
more corporate customers do have the
money to add a little flare to the graphics.
Metallic wraps are a key way to stand out;
it’s not for everyone, but there are certain
clients for who it certainly does seem to
work.”

“If it moves, you can wrap it”
Although sign makers have been coming to
learn about wrapping cars, Rob notes that
some customers are using this technology
on anything from motorcycles to Vespas and
vans. “If it moves, you can wrap it,” affirms Rob.
In order to achieve this, many are investing in printers with the specific intention
of creating wraps, while others are choosing
products that are multifaceted enough to be
used across all areas of signage. One recently-launched product from Roland DF is
the Roland VersaEXPRESS RF-640, a 64”
wide CMYK machine equipped for use with
the line of ECO-SOL MAX2 inks.
.....Continued on page 58
A mini undergoes a makeover with the addition of a wrap for Three Olives Vodka.
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That’s a wrap - how sign makers can
achieve superior vehicle graphics
This print and cut wide format machine is offers impeccable quality, speed, width along
with suitability for spot colouring, and is able
to print with speciality inks like light black,
metallic or white. “It could do everything you
want, so you don’t necessarily need to go
and spend a huge amount of money on specialist machinery to get started in this sector
of the industry,” says Rob.
Cost is a key consideration when
getting started with vehicle wrapping,
but taking shortcuts to in a bid to keep those
costs down can lead to expensive mistakes.
Rob notes that he has seen sign makers
attempt to wrap vehicles “on the cheap”,
not only using unsuitable or poor-quality
wrapping vinyl, but skipping important steps
in the preparation process. “We’ve seen

people not taking the time to bring vehicles
in and properly clean them and allow
the vehicles to acclimatise, and as a result
they are getting a scenario where materials
are coming off and other easily-avoidable
costly problems are arising.” In order to
keep pace with the demand for proper
training, the Roland DG Academy has
upped the offerings to include a 1-day introductory course, along with a 2-day advanced
course that offers plenty of hands-on
experience. “It’s not that expensive to
learn the skills,” adds Rob, “so if anyone
is interested, they should just come and
talk to us.”
www.rolanddg.co.uk

William Smith is the UK’s largest stockist
and distributor of 3M graphic materials,
providing a wide range of premium-grade
vehicle livery films in both self-coloured
and digitally printable formats.
An ever-popular vehicle wrapping solution is the flagship 3M IJ380 film. The 10year digitally printable cast film incorporates
3M Controltac pressure-activated adhesive,
and is comformable to surfaces with deep
corrugations or 3D graphics found typically
on the vehicles of major commercial fleet operators. “The film has been acknowledged
by many leading UK brands to have comprehensively resolved issues often encountered with vehicle livery solutions, such as a
tendency to lift in difficult recesses, as well

A Mercedes A-Class featuring a matte yellow wrap from 3M.
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Metallic printed van doors are
visible in the Roland DG garage.

William Smith offers an Essential
Tool Kit Bundle, pictured here.
as crazing and cracking as a result of the
high stress levels imposed during application,”
says Chris Bradley, Marketing Manager.
For short- to longer-term vehicle livery
applications, sign makers can utilise the 3M
10-year IJ180Cv3 and eight-year IJ170Cv3
films that incorporate 3M’s renowned Comply Version 3 Adhesive Technology. This enables locked air to escape during application
through micro-replicated channels beneath
the surface of the film, greatly reducing the
risk of bubbling, stretching and cracking, and
ensuring perfect adhesion to the substrate
and a smooth wrinkle-free finish. These digitally printable films are supplemented by the
3M 1080 range of cast self-coloured vehicle
wrapping films, the choice of which includes
gloss, matt, carbon fibre and brushed metal
effects.
.....Continued on page 60
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That’s a wrap - how sign makers can
achieve superior vehicle graphics
Similarly positioned and offering a further
price/performance ratio option is the range
of printable and self-coloured vehicle wrapping
films from Arlon. These include the sevenyear printable DPF 6000 RP/XRP series with
optional X-Scape adhesive for bubble-free
applications, the 2600LX series of Ultimate
Premium Plus self-coloured films available in
42 colours (including matt, metallic, pearlescent, carbon fibre and sparkle effects) and
the 2300X series available in 14 colours (including carbon fibre, brushed metal and
high-gloss candy formats).
Supporting these vehicle livery options is
a range of tools and accessories that will assist
and improve film application and purposeful
removal as required. The range includes surface preparation, surface cleaning and protection fluids, knives, blades and cutters, rollers,
heat guns, squeegees, primers and edgesealers. William Smith also offers its customers in the vehicle graphics sector a special
Essential Tool Kit Bundle as well as providing
Vehicle Wrapping Training Courses at its
facility in Barnard Castle, County Durham.
www.williamsmith.co.uk

Andean Signs created this wrap using products from Arlon.

As a manufacturer of both latex and solvent printers, Mimaki has been developing printers fit for vehicle livery for a
number of years. Although the printers
can be and are used for vehicle wraps,
the multifaceted machines also lend
themselves to a range of other jobs.
“One of the unique things about Mimaki
is that they offer different machines and different inks for different jobs,” says John de
la Roche, National Sales Manager - Signs
and Graphics at Hybrid. “They have got
a huge variety of solutions for people across
a range price points.”

With more and more sign makers
demanding versatility from printers,
Mimaki has worked continually to meet
this demand across both latex and
solvent product ranges. The launch of
the Mimaki JV300, a new, super-fast
high quality solvent printer, is testament
to this ongoing product development.
It utilises Mimaki’s tried and tested SS21
outdoor durable solvent inks. “It’s not always
latex that people use for vehicle graphics solvent has been used for many years
and still is for good reason,” explains
John. The inks provide a vibrant, colourful

The JV400-160LX from Mimaki, available from Hybrid.
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finish, while the printer itself is fast and
capable of handling heavy workloads.
New inks have been developed for use
in popular latex machines, such as the
Mimaki JV400-LX latex printer, as well.
This year has seen the introduction of
latex inks in colours such as orange and
green. “Through these, we have extended
the colour gamut significantly, providing
vehicle wrappers with better, more vibrant
inks,” says John.

The Mimaki JV300-160LX.
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Helping F1 teams
increase their speed
Mimaki machines have been called upon to
help Formula 1 teams improve their speed
and performance – at least where their vehicle livery is concerned.
The Caterham F1team utilises the
Mimaki CJV30 printer/cutter, a powerful
machine that reduces the time it takes to
wrap their cars. “The real benefit to
the racing teams who use the printer is
the incredibly quick turnaround time from
printing to physically being able to apply
the wrap to the car,” says John.

The	 real	 benefit	 to	 the	 racing
teams...is	 the	 incredibly	 quick
turnaround	 time.
Machines like the Mimaki CJV30 can create
prints that can be cut automatically after
printing, and can therefore be applied quickly
to the vehicle. In addition to wraps, the
printer can also do the banners, posters and
backboards found around the pit garages,
making it an all-in-one solution.

The Caterham F1 team vehicles are wrapped using the Mimaki CJV30 printer/cutter.
Another client that relies on Mimaki for
speed is PopIn Vehicle Graphics in South
Wales. The team has opted for a Mimaki
latex printer, owing to its ability to create
high-quality wraps at fast speed. “For them,
it was the speed of turnaround that was so
important - they needed a machine that
could handle the kind of work that they’re
doing,” says John. “The range of work includes regular commercial jobs such as van

and car liveries, but the team will take a file,
print it, laminate it, cut it and apply it in a very
short space of time. They needed a machine
to meet the mark.” For PopIn Vehicles, a Mimaki latex printer was the natural choice.
Hybrid is the exclusive Mimaki distributor for the UK and Ireland.
www.hybridservices.co.uk
www.mimakieurope.com

PopIn Vehicle Graphics created this vehicle wrap using Mimaki products.
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ADS and Onward Display 'on the ball'
Amari Digital Supplies (ADS) UK based
stockists and distributors of MACtac graphics materials, and London-based large-format print specialist Onward Display
collaborated in a high-profile exterior graphics promotion using the 2014 FIFA World
Cup competition in Brazil as its central
theme. The 'brilliantly conceived subtle' design, created by Onward Display and using
MACtac materials supplied by ADS, became
an eye-catching feature at the company’s
three London stores, including the main facility in the West End.
Onward Display is a primary customer
of ADS, based on a 'successful business relationship' over 10 years that included extensive use of MACtac materials.

The	 visual	 impact	 of	 the	 FIFA	 
World	 Cup	 graphic	 installed	 at	 this
site	 led	 to	 impromptu	 photo	 shoots
for	 independent	 fashion	 brands;	 
an	 increased	 footfall	 resulting	 
in	 new	 business	 possibilities	 
for	 Onward	 Display;	 and	 the	 
opportunity	 to	 showcase	 the	 
'creative	 and	 technical	 capabilities'
provided	 by	 the	 company	 with	 the
'versatility	 and	 reliability'	 of	 the
products	 supplied	 by	 ADS.	 

These have featured in a number of
'similarly prestigious' graphics promotions in
a variety of industrial and commercial sectors, such as interior design, retail marketing
and general advertising on behalf of brands
such as Capital Radio, Virgin, Arcadia
Group, Hobbs, Liberty, Heals and Levis.
Onward Display’s Design and Operations Director Owen Jackson said: “The
graphics installed at our main Margaret
Street store gave us the opportunity to use
the eco-solvent printable MACtac WW100
and UV-printable JT5817PUV One-Way Vision media to wrap the exterior of the building with a single cohesive design. The layout
of the frontage allowed the use of WW100 to
wrap the painted and tiled surfaces and associated brickwork and the perforated One-

Way Vision media for glazed areas. There
was also a full direct-to-media printed
(CMYK + White) eight by four feet OSB
board mounted to the wall.”
Owen Jackson said: “We use mainly
MACtac products supplied by ADS as we
have found they consistently outperform
comparable materials from other manufacturers. With the help of both MACtac and
ADS and the knowledge and expertise of the
Onward Display team, we have been able to
configure the production systems installed in
order to achieve optimum results with the
materials supplied by ADS for our wide-ranging graphics projects.”
www.amaridigitalsupplies.com
www.onwarddisplay.com
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Fujifilm’s euromedia range 'freshens up'
with a colourful touch
Print and media supplier and Fujifilm reseller,
PSW, has revamped its premises located in
Studley with colourful images printed on an
extensive range of euromedia materials.
PSW did the makeover to 'demonstrate the
full potential' of Fujifilm’s euromedia range
and 'promote the creative applications' that
can be accomplished with them.
12 rolls of euromedia substrates, equivalent to approximately 700m2 of materials,

were used to decorate both the internal and
external areas of the building. The high-performance self-adhesive Power Vinyl was applied on the walls in the reception area to
create an eye-catching and welcoming environment. It was also used on the stairs in
conjunction with FloorGraphics, a textured
protective PVC film laminate, to give them an
'unconventional look'. At the top of the stairs,
Brick Vinyl, a self-adhesive film particularly
suitable for short-term applications on vertical surfaces, was adopted to create a fascinating image featuring waterfalls. Additional
architectural elements of the building, such
as doors, were covered with a polyester textile featuring a high quality, non-reflective
surface like StickyTex.
Tom Skinner, director at PSW, said:
“The versatility of the euromedia range is just
amazing. There’s probably no better way to
demonstrate the creative applications that
can be achieved than to use it in our office
decoration. We are confident that our new
environment covered can be a source of inspiration for print service providers and
brand owners everywhere.”
tom@psw.co.uk

Latest London screen brings Lighthouse excellence to the A12
The 'success' of Lighthouse LED screens as
roadside advertising media has meant that
the number of installations in and around
London continues to increase. The latest is
in Dagenham, East London.
Located next to the main A12 trunk road,
London’s most recent roadside installation
features its Impact 10 LED screen measuring 12.16m x 2.88m, controlled by the company’s proprietary LIP-HDI M5 technology.
Commissioned by Outdoor Plus, the
screen is mounted on a bespoke steel tower,
designed, manufactured and installed by SIS
Digital. Outdoor Plus has commissioned a
number of outdoor advertising screens using
Lighthouse panels, including the iconic ‘Twin
Towers’ East and West installations by the
A13 and A4 respectively.
Lighthouse
panels
offer
many
advantages to Outdoor Plus, which is why
the company 'trusts them to deliver
information on behalf of its high profile advertising clients'. As well as 'unrivalled image
quality, colour rendering and brightness in all
weathers, the reliability and speed of
installation makes Lighthouse the ideal
solution for outdoor advertising'.
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The short time required to install Lighthouse screens was key to this project
because, as with most roadside screen
installations, a road closure was necessary
to install the tower. Given that the A12 is one
of the city’s busiest arterial routes, SIS
Digital only had a strict overnight time limit in
which to complete the installation and make
sure it was fully operational.
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“Lighthouse LED screens are a
tried and tested product, robust, resilient
and they offer the level of functionality
that
ensures
digital
advertising
campaigns always look visually stunning,”
says Outdoor Plus sales director Grant
Branfoot.
www.lighthouse-tech.com
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JETRIX brings the 'power' of large
format printing into the fine art world
JETRIX from InkTec Europe has teamed up
with New York born artist, Jeffrey Kroll, to
bring large format printing into the world of
fine art.
Between September 23rd and October
4th, The Jeffrey Kroll ‘Strata’ Exhibition,
sponsored by JETRIX, opened at The Mead
Carney art gallery. The event showcased
Kroll's unique artwork which uses a 'groundbreaking' technique of fusing mobile phone
photography with the 'quality and precision'
of the JETRIX printer.

I	 am	 already	 planning	 my	 
next	 JETRIX	 project	 and	 I	 
look	 forward	 to	 exploring	 the	 
full	 capability	 of	 the	 machine	 
and	 what	 it	 can	 achieve.

Kroll is the first solo visual artist to use
mobile photography in production of fine art.
By joining mobile photography with painting,
Kroll uses JETRIX, the 'world’s most advanced' flatbed digital printers, to produce
his fine art collection. (pop out)
His technique is all about 'layers'. Once
Kroll creates his artwork an image is taken
using a Samsung device, and then it is
compressed. The initial image is then printed
on a JETRIX printer on primed fine art
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canvas, with the primary image maintained
and used as a base and template to further
develop increasingly more complex layers of
interpretive paint.
'The result of this intricate process is an
original work of art, which demonstrates the
accuracy and fine detail ability of JETRIX
printers as well as the potential that wide format printing has in the fine art sector'.
“The wide range of materials that you
can print on using the JETRIX UV flatbed
digital printer is vast," said, Jeffery Kroll.
"They are the finest flatbed, UV printers in
the world as they offer the highest quality
and precision to even the finest of details.
I am already planning my next JETRIX
project and I look forward to exploring the full
capability of the machine and what it can
achieve.”
InkTec Europe is now building on
the momentum of the ‘Strata’ exhibition and
their relationship with Kroll to increase
awareness across the art world on the
benefits of wide format printers, and specifically the JETRIX range of flatbed UV digital
printers. The exhibition is the start of a series of marketing initiatives aimed at the creative sector including demonstrations at the
InkTec Demo Suite in Witney, Oxfordshire,
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through to working with resellers to illustrate
what the JETRIX range can achieve outside
of the traditional perceptions of sign making.
www.inktec.com

Wandlite LED Tube ‘transforms’
backlit movie theatre displays
Olson Visual of Los Angeles is ‘transforming’
movie theatre lightwall promotions with the
new Wandlite LED light coupled with the T3
modular display system.
The company recently created a
massive backlit fabric graphic wall for the
general release of the new Transformers 4
film in New York - the first display of its kind
in a theatre lobby.
Olson Visual is a graphic and visual
provider, and Hollywood’s top studios such
as Paramount, Warner Bros. and Universal.
Company President Rick Olson says
that the Wandlite has opened the door for
Olson Visual to create large light boxes that
are exceptionally easy to build, with great
overall light evenness, very low energy
usage and a durability that is amazing.
“When we first began to install light
boxes made with the T3 System from Tecna
Display, we built large PVC tube lights that
required labour, tons of string LED lights that
were attached to the tube one at a time, and
large transformers to power the 100-plus
lights,” he said.
“These power units would often shut
down after becoming too hot. We were
searching for an answer when the Wandlite
became available.
“Right away we realized how easy
Wandlite is to work with. Many of our custom
light boxes are assembled by independent
installers across the USA so we needed
something easy to understand and easy to
handle. A simple sketch was usually all we
needed to show customers the required layout and they always assemble it correctly.
“Large backlit freestanding single panel
fabric graphics are something new and eye

catching, and we’re extremely proud to offer
Wandlite as the answer to creating unique
and distinctive backlit displays for our entertainment, museum, and retail customers.”
The Transformers 4 lightwall in New York
• 30' wide x 15' high
• 24 x 1m lights
• 6 x 8amp power units
• 6 x splitter cables
• 12 x link cables
• 6 x hangers
• Total amperage - not more than 20 amps.
“Our customer, Paramount Pictures, was extremely happy with the final result. This type
of display had never been seen before in a
theatre lobby.
“The overall evenness of the light made
the seamless graphic pop for all of the film
goers and they would stop and shoot pictures that they shared with friends and online connections.
“The studio was so happy with this
image that they replaced it with their next big
release, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
“Another 24' wide x 10' high display
was used at the World Premiere of Transformers 4 in New York, and since the film
was not going to open at that theatre, our
crews disassembled it and moved it to another theatre nearby.
“With the ease of Wandlite and the T3
System, this task was performed in a very
short time frame. Just plug in and the lighting
is done in a snap.”
www.wandlite.com,
www.olsonvisual.com

The Wandlite system is designed to
create POP and POS displays. The versatile, long-life LED tube light with 360
degree lighting, is 'perfect' for modular
display systems including plinths, light
walls, light boxes, and counters.
The Wandlite design is 'functional
and cost effective'. Manufactured in
Britain to the highest EU standards, the
Wandlite LED Tube runs off a standard
12v power supply and draws only 1.5
amps per metre.
It can run independently of the
mains electrical supply, powered by a
range of options including a solar-powered panel, rechargeable battery, or 12v
car or motorbike battery for outdoor or
evening retail events and emits a brightwhite daylight light.
The tubes are lightweight and virtually unbreakable. Available in 400mm,
800mm, 950mm, 1000mm, 1250mm,
1500mm and 2000mm lengths, the
Wandlite LED Tube can be used either
as a stand-alone light, or two or more
tubes can be chain linked together, for
the ultimate in lighting flexibility. The
light can also be supplied in custom
lengths and colours to match retail
branding, as well as in RGB multicolour
lights.
'Whichever power source is chosen, the Wandlite system gives instant
bright white light at the touch of a button
with virtually no heat. The spirallywound LED tape gives a new visual
slant to this type of product and the
semi-translucent end fittings means the
whole light glows from end to end' says
the company.
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High-tech livery meets worldwide challenge
HIGH-TECH emergency livery is showing its
'true colours' after passing the ultimate test in
far-flung corners of the world.
Wild weather and difficult terrain combine to create punishing conditions for vehicles in the Falkland Islands – a tiny
archipelago in the South Atlantic Ocean.
While the climate and environment in the
West Indies pose an altogether different, yet
equally demanding challenge.
Firefighters in both areas have just
taken delivery of new AMDAC Carmichael
tenders decked out in high-visibility Rennicks
Nikkalite® Flexible Crystal Grade sheeting.
And they’re sure the 'robust and fully compliant' livery will help keep residents safe for
years to come.
The microprismatic material has been
specifically designed for emergency service
liveries with high-contrast colours and enhanced retroflectivity to make sure vehicles
stand out from the crowd both day and night.
David Skinner, Rennicks UK, said:
“Emergency vehicles are always subject to
tough working conditions and that, together
with such diverse weather in places such as
the Falkland Islands and the West Indies,
means the livery has to withstand particularly
heavy punishment.
“But Nikkalite® Crystal Grade is extremely durable and, as it was applied by

one of our Gold Converters, it’s guaranteed
to provide high visibility for many years.”
Nikkalite® Crystal Grade was also
used on a Scania machine sent to Trinidad
and Tobago, where it has replaced an
existing vehicle at the Atlantic LNG gas processing plant.
Gary Wilkinson, Technical Sales Man-

ager for AMDAC Carmichael, said: “We’re
using Nikkalite® Crystal Grade for conspicuity on many of our emergency vehicles.
It provides a tough, hard-wearing, high-spec
solution that’s great to work with. It’s also
flexible, cost-effective and fully compliant
so it ticks all the boxes as far as we’re
concerned.”

Applelec’s I-Sign frames selected Bathstore refurbishment
Applelec’s I-Sign Flex display frames were
selected by Contour Direct as part of the refurbishment of 10 boutique stores for highstreet bathroom retailer, Bathstore.
A total of 1300 frames were initially
used in a roll-out during July and August
2014 in seven branches. The frames have
been so well received by Bathstore that a
further 300 frames have now been ordered
for the brand’s flagship Baker Street store,
along with the Chelsea and Harrogate
branches which all feature the 'uplifted' new
store look.
Prior to the redesign of the 10 boutique
branches, a simple folded acrylic frame had
been used to display graphics and these
frames are still employed throughout the
brand’s other 162 stores. Contour Direct
were keen to identify a more stylish framing
system for the redesigned branches that
could accommodate the same printed graphics used in Bathstore’s acrylic display
frames.
Dick L’estrange of Contour Direct said:
“A number of snap frames were considered
for Bathstore but were all found to conceal
too much of the graphic’s edges, which are
printed in standardised dimensions across
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the 172 branches. Applelec’s I-Sign range is
virtually frameless which eliminated this
issue whilst providing a much cleaner and
smarter frame design to most snap frames.”
I-Sign frames chosen for the retailer include those in portrait and landscape A4 and
A5 dimensions along with the narrow
210mm x 90mm size frame. Each frame
opens with a patented spring mechanism
that’s cleverly concealed within the structure
of the frame to ensure Bathstore graphics
can be updated easily.
With an anti-reflective
acrylic
cover
and
tamper-proof lock, the
frames are constructed
in silver anodised aluminium with a 9mm profile to deliver a uniform
display system.
Sam Armstrong,
Applelec sales director,
said: “We’re delighted
that our I-Sign frames
have been such a
success at Bathstore.
The frames really compliment the redesign of
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the boutique stores and ensure offers and
product information is displayed in way
which is both neat and stylish.”
Bathstore is reported to be delivering
strong sales uplifts following the launch of
the new store format which features more
set rooms to provide customer inspiration
whilst highlighting the fitting service offered
by the retailer.
www.applelec.co.uk
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ICON provides backdrop
to Ryder Cup success
The 2014 Ryder Cup saw success not only
for the European Team, but also for all those
involved behind the scenes in staging one of
the world’s largest sporting events.
Branding specialist ICON played a
major operational role, delivering The Ryder
Cup’s look programme which was such an
'important element of the event presentation'.

The	 Ryder	 Cup	 is	 a	 huge	 
challenge,	 from	 the	 initial	 
production	 phase	 through	 
to	 the	 on	 site	 build.	 Given	 
the	 sheer	 scale	 of	 the	 event	 
we	 have	 to	 be	 very	 flexible	 
and	 ready	 to	 adapt	 to	 new	 
demands	 each	 day.

ICON was responsible for dressing all
the tees, grandstands, camera towers and
scoreboards in addition to some signature
pieces within the tented village, media
compound and both opening and closing
ceremonies.
Working with original designs developed by Ryder Cup Europe’s creative
agency Total Design, ICON’s production facility supplied nearly 10,000 individual items,
all of which had to be collated, delivered and
installed by a crew of 42 men over a monthlong build-up. The 18th Green Grandstand
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alone carried over 430 square metres of
branding – enough to completely wrap five
London buses! Added to that were the 21
other grandstands, 14 big screens, over 300
wayfinding signs, 400 crowd barrier jackets,
two kilometres of fence dressing, 147 flagpoles and eight interactive pods with built-in
RFID technology.
Where possible, elements were recycled from The 2010 Ryder Cup at Celtic
Manor, where ICON delivered a similar programme, and re-branded to the event’s new
livery. ICON also worked with Ryder Cup Europe over the preceding twelve months to
develop the scope of works for the look,
branding and wayfinding at Gleneagles.
David Gurney, ICON’s Head of Golf
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Operations said: “The Ryder Cup is a huge
challenge, from the initial production
phase through to the on site build. Given
the sheer scale of the event we have to
be very flexible and ready to adapt to new
demands each day.”
Ryder Cup Operations Director Antonia
Beggs stated: “ICON has been a trusted
member of the operational team, not just for
The Ryder Cup, but also for other major
events on the European Tour at home
and overseas for nearly 40 years now. It is a
tribute to their high standard of workmanship, reliability and flexibility that this relationship has lasted for so long.”
www.icon-world.com

Keeping fans on course for big golf date
Organisers of this year's Ryder Cup golf
competition used full matrix LED signs supplied by Mobile Traffic Solutions (MTS) to
make sure the thousands that came to watch
Europe defeat the USA in Scotland didn't find
themselves 'bunkered' by congestion.
They have followed a growing trend of
using variable message units to provide information as well as controlling and directing
traffic at major events.
A total of 17 portable Variable Message
Signs (pVMS) were used at strategic locations to keep congestion to a minimum and
provide key directions and advanced information that can be changed at short notice.
Andrew Leigh, Area Sales Manager for MTS,
says they produce a smart solution that’s
both flexible and cost-effective.
He said: “The main concern at big
events like the Ryder Cup is to keep the
large volume of traffic that inevitably descends on the same place at the same time
flowing freely while minimising the disruption
caused to other road users going about their
daily business.
“Highly visible LED signs provide strong
directional information to road users. The fact
they can be changed at the flick of a switch
means they can be used to provide advance
warning of problems to prevent delays.
“They can also save money because,
rather than deploying a dozen marshals to
direct the public, event managers can now
use one or two variable message signs to do
the job.”
Each sign is fully compliant for use on
highways or urban roads but compact

enough to deploy in many different locations.
They are pre-programmed with up
to 200 Highways Agency approved
messages and pictograms, but to create
bespoke messages with drop-down menus
is 'simple'.
MTS signs have played key a role at
many major events, including the recent
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow and the
London Olympics in 2012, along with football
matches, concerts and conferences.
He said: “Operators can input up-tothe-minute instructions, so the signs can play
a pivotal role in making sure traffic is kept
flowing as smoothly as possible just when
demand is at its peak.

The units are low maintenance and incredibly easy to operate. And because many use
solar technology, they also deliver low running costs and are highly sustainable.”
Robert Trevethick, Event Traffic Solutions
Manager for the AA, said: “The LED signs
provided by MTS are a valuable tool that suit
the requirements of this event perfectly.
“They complement signage provided
by the AA, directing spectators and those
connected with the event to specific venues
along routes that have been selected
to cause the minimum of congestion and
disruption.”
www.ukmts.com

Clear Channel UK launches its first
solar-powered advertising bus shelter
Clear Channel UK has launched its first
solar-powered advertising bus shelter on
Waterloo Bridge, London using a specially

manufactured solar LED lighting kit from
Zeta Specialist Lighting.
Four solar panels have been installed
onto Transport for London’s (TfL) bus stop,
converting sunlight into battery power. They
allow Clear Channel to light up the courtesy
light and advertising panel when it’s dark,
using renewable energy.
The solar-powered bus shelter is
equipped with an energy management system that knows how much power it has generated. This allows it to automatically dim the
lights if power is running low or in daylight.
Dave Huckerby, Development Director
at Clear Channel UK, said: “We are proud of
our commitment to sustainable development; it is truly at the front of our minds
whenever we develop new products and
technologies. This is an exciting launch for

us and for London and we look forward to
developing the product as we introduce the
technology in other communities.”
Leon Daniels, TfL’s Managing Director
of Surface Transport, said: “As part of the
Year of the Bus we are not only celebrating
what London’s extensive bus network offers
to passengers now, but also what the future
may hold. This technology trial demonstrates
both innovation and sustainability and I hope
it will be the start of something that could
spread across our network.”
Adrian Dennis Sales and Marketing Director at Zeta Specialist Lighting said: “This
solar-powered LED lighting solution for the
bus shelter provides increased comfort and
safety for passengers at a significantly lower
environmental impact. We are excited to
be part of bringing new lighting technologies
to the capital.”
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Jetcut

Achieving the next level of precision
cutting with JetCut Water Jet CNC

By Jemima Codrington

Based in Glasgow, JetCut helps clients
from all over the UK achieve expertly-cut
profiles on a wide range of substrates
using water jet CNC machines.
Run by partners Geoff Lockett and
Mike Marshall, JetCut is comprised of a
small team of six working out of the premises
manning two large water jet CNC machines.
When I arrive to visit, both machines are in
action, one cutting Monolux, a fire retardant
composite material, the other busily creating
4 millimetre stainless steel rings.

'The	 water	 is	 under	 a	 
pressure	 of	 60,000	 psi,	 and	 
is	 travelling	 just	 under	 three
times	 the	 speed	 of	 sound'

“Foundations” by DUFI art signage,
created by JetCut.

A 20p piece demonstrates the sheer
depth that can be cut using the water.
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The welcome desk at JetCut, cut using the facility’s own water jet machines.
The first machine is manufactured by Calypso, and the other by Technocut, and both
are in near-constant use owing to the high
demand for this type of cutting. The client
base spans everything from sign writing
companies to artists and sculptors, oil and
gas companies and others in the manufacturing industry in general. The machines are
capable of cutting through a wide gamut of
materials, and as such have created a vast
range of materials. From exterior signs on
display around shopping centres to depth
markers in swimming pools and even the
Scottish Grand National trophy, the variety of
products created using these powerful machines are vast and varied.

The appeal of water jet CNC
The company was founded in 2006, initially
providing a tile cutting service for the construction sector.
However, when the sector encountered
economic difficulties in 2008, the company
was sold to Mike Marshall, who utilised his
engineering background to change the focus
to target the manufacturing and signage
sectors. Although the machines still cut tile,
over 70 per cent of turnover comes from
cutting metal. This can be anything from
1 millimetre stainless steel up to a
material of 150 millimetre thickness,
although the team rarely cuts anything
beyond 60 or 70 millimetres.

The Technocal waterjet CNC machine
at the JetCut facilites in Glasgow.
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As Managing Director Geoff Locket walks
me through the facility, it is clear to see that
the machines are in high demand. Products
made with everything from composite stone
to wood, aluminium, plastic and numerous
other materials are on display, and upon
close examination, it is easy to see why this
type of CNC cutting is proving so popular.
The intricacy that can be achieved along with
the machine’s power enough to cut through
heavy materials lends itself well to just about
any job, but perhaps especially signage.
JetCut has created a number of signs, some
more straightforward in nature such as those
found around Glasgow’s city centre (right),
while others such as the one created
by DUFI Art (“Foundations”, pictured) are
incredibly unique.
In order to achieve the desired effect,
the process normally starts with the client
providing the image required.

Signage visible in Glasgow’s city centre has been made by the team at JetCut.
“From there, we convert all drawings into Autosketch 2004,” says Geoff. “The software
for the two different machines is generic to
the manufacturer. Calypso is run using NC
Geomate, while the other uses Technocal.”
The water is under a
pressure of 60,000 psi,
and is travelling just
under three times the
speed of sound when it
leaves the jet before hitting the material. This
powerful jet-stream cuts
anything from straight
lines to curves (such as
those on the foot, pictured) with ease, leaving

little in the way of a burr on the edges. There
is little need for finishing once the substrate
is removed from the machines, however,
there is much required in terms of
maintaining the water jet cutters. “We have
two qualified mechanics as part of the team
that provide the machines with ongoing
maintenance, without who we couldn’t do
our jobs,” says Geoff. Around 10 per cent
of JetCut’s turnover comes from sign
companies, and with the capacity to create
indoor or exterior signage from just about
any substrate, it is easy to see why these
machines are proving popular with the
signage industry.
www.jetcutit.com

A foot cut through stone composite.
An up-close shot reveals the
power of the concentrated water.
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Trade Signs 20th year anniversary
Trade Signs one of the UK's leading trade
manufacturers of bespoke signage is celebrating 20 years in the industry.
Managing Director Matthew Driver
tell us how Trade Signs was born.
Having been a very passionate young artist
in my early teens, in 1987 I spent a week
doing work experience at Art Signs in Hertfordshire. From that experience my employer
gave me a part-time job so I worked there
every Thursday night and Saturday. I worked
on traditional pub signs and I was classically
trained in carpentry, spray painting, hand
painting and gold leafing. But my passion for
art from my mum, who is an artist herself and
helped teach me from a young age how to
draw and paint. During 1989 to 1992 I immigrated to Sydney, Australia where I worked
for a sign company in Brookevale, north of
Sydney. This is where I decided to work for
myself, so I started contacting shops and
local business and completed a wide variety
of work. When I returned to the UK in 1992 I
completed an HND in Graphic Design, as I
felt I needed to up my design skills before
starting my own company. That’s when technology entered the industry’s main stream
and vinyl cutting started to take place and replace a lot of the skills I had spent years
learning!
The company was born in 1994 aimed
predominantly to end users. I started to get
busy and soon I had the chance to hire my
first employee. The vinyl cutting technology
changed the market landscape so I saw the
potential for trade supply and that’s when
Trade Signs began. The company grew
quickly to four staff and shortly after I in-

Trade Sign's successful year results in the appointment of six new talented
individuals, all of them bring a 'wealth of expertise and knowledge' to
continue the success to keep Trade Signs as one of the 'leading corporate
trade manufacturers' in the UK and Ireland. Tony Lewis takes the role of
Head of Production and has had many years in the manufacturing industry.
Ian O’Reilly brings a wealth of knowledge to the Senior Management Team
and has responsibility for lead business improvements and development.
Anthony Lock is E-commerce Development having run his own online
business previously. Aurora Salvador will take on the role of Marketing
Executive. And our Sales team increases with the appointments of
Stephen Dean and Jody Jordan, both with experience in the signage
industry and a technical background.

vested in my first CNC router. Around 1998
the fabrication department began with further
investment in equipment and staff. The millennium marked the beginning of a new era
and it was the right time to invest again in another new router which saw the company
grow to 14+ staff. In 2004 I purchased my
first laser cutter and in 2005 we put more
money in sheet metal equipment and
welders. The company grew to around 20
people. We managed to get through the
credit crunch relatively unaffected, but in
2012 we saw the biggest change, the move
to our new 33,000 square foot premises in
Tring. This was combined with the purchase
of our second laser and yet again more
equipment in sheet metal production. I am
going into 2015 with a new wet spray and
powder coating plant going in Q1 with yet
again more equipment/machines in fabrication,
with 45+ staff and a successful company.

From left to right: Stephen Dean, Ian O’Reilly, Aurora Salvador,
Jody Jordan, Anthony Lock, Tony Lewis
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My vision: A company committed to innovative technology, service excellence, rigorous quality control and a culture of
continuous improvement where our total
workforce is passionate about exceeding
customer expectations
Trade Signs continues to produce
branded fabricated signage and make an impression to businesses delivering unique bespoke signs. We offer an exclusive service
built over 20 years using traditional skills and
the latest innovative technologies. Our continue investment is shown in the exceptional
high quality of our products. Every bespoke
sign is fabricated in our factory and all our
staff is focussed on assisting you with valuable information.
Haylee Benton, Operations Manager
for Trade Signs adds
We have been planning and working
extremely hard to streamline our processes
and services to ensure the ultimate
experience for a client. All of our staff have a
fantastic vision and passion for our company,
and that shows in what we have achieved
to date. We are continuously improving,
and always pushing our standards and
expectations.
Our clients expect a high standard, and
we are determined to continue delivering
this. We are quite literally striving for service
excellence and increasing the industry expectations when it comes to service and
quality. I’m so excited to see our ideas and
strategies come to light in 2015, we will continue to set a high bar in signage manufacture with our innovation.
The sign industry is always going to be
high pressure and deadline driven; we know
how to handle this, which will reward us and
our clients long term.

SIGN News
New arrivals at the MTEX printing demo centre
Two new digital textile printers arrived at their
'new home' in the MTEX Technologies
Demonstration Centre in the Midlands.
They’re the first in a suite of dedicated textile
solutions being installed in the centre,
MTEX’s new base for UK and Ireland
demonstration and testing for the sign and
display market, as well as the home textile
and fashion industries.
MTEX only manufactures dedicated
digital textile printing and finishing equipment
and they 'understand the process from fibre
to fabric'.
Stewart Bell from MTEX says: “We are
delighted at the arrival of the first two printers
in our demonstration centre – the MTEX
1800 and the MTEX 5032Pro. They will be
followed by the MTEX TurboSub and MTEX
500C for fashion fabrics later in the year. The
MTEX PAD, Steamer and W&D are also
being prepared for shipment to the UK so
companies with a need for pre-coating fabrics, steaming and post-print washing and
drying will be able to put them through their
paces. When all the machines are in, we will
have the most comprehensive demonstration suite of direct-to-textile digital printers in
the UK. It’s a very exciting time to be involved with digital textile printing and it is our
aim to help sign and display makers and creators, interior designers and fashion houses
to harness the power of digital using our
equipment and bolster the strong and lasting
heritage of textile printing in the UK.”
The MTEX 1800 was the first to be installed at the centre and is aimed at medium
sized display graphic and home textile companies that want a machine that will print
dedicated textiles with 'punchy' colours. It is

1.8m wide and prints high quality vibrant
colours at up to 48sqm per hour and has a
two litre bulk ink system for continuous printing. It is built to exacting industrial standards
as an integrated one-footprint unit with integrated work flow.

We	 are	 committed	 to	 encouraging
business	 relocation	 to	 our	 district,
and	 are	 pleased	 to	 see	 that	 MTEX
has	 chosen	 to	 open	 its	 first	 UK
branch	 in	 Moira.
The MTEX 5032Pro has also been installed ready for demonstration and customer testing. This machine is a 3.2m wide
direct-to-textile printer with integrated fixation
and runs at 58sqm per hour. This printing solution will enable users to produce a wide

From left, Chairman of North West Leicestershire District Council Councillor Allman, MTEX
Technologies MD Stewart Bell and CEO of MTEX Eloi Ferreira
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range of fabrics for a huge variety of applications such as soft signage, interior displays, home textiles, flags, retail point of
sale, lightboxes and much more.
Chairman of North West Leicestershire District Council officially opens
MTEX UK showroom.
Councillors from North West Leicestershire District Council said they were pleased
to welcome MTEX Technologies Ltd to the
district recently.
The Chairman of the Council Councillor
Graham Allman joined other local dignitaries
at a special ribbon cutting event on 15 October to officially open the UK branch of MTEX
Solutions – the 'market-leading' Portuguese
manufacturer of digital textile printers.
MTEX Solutions wanted a stronger presence in the United Kingdom and a few months
ago set up a subsidiary, MTEX Technologies
Ltd, based in Moira on the Derbyshire/
Leicestershire border, to help drive UK sales.
MTEX is also keen to develop a UK
training centre, and collaborate with local
universities.
The three-day opening event was attended by over 100 customers looking at a
wide variety of solutions for the digital textile
printing market such as design and colour
software by AVA CadCam; printers by MTEX;
flatbed textile cutting by UK manufacturer
Blackman & White; sewing machine options;
Primex lightbox frames by DPI and exhibition
framework systems by Tecna UK; as well as
a range of medias supplied by DPM and
Georg Otto + Friedrich.
Councillor Allman said: “I feel very privileged to be invited to officially open the local
operation of MTEX Solutions, and join the
company’s CEO Eloi Ferreira and MD Stewart Bell in celebrating this occasion. We are
committed to encouraging business relocation to our district, and are pleased to see
that MTEX has chosen to open its first UK
branch in Moira.”
www.mtex.eu

Sign & Digital UK gears
up for biggest show in 2015
Sign & Digital UK recently announced that
stand bookings for 2015 are up by 20 per
cent year-on-year, with over 100 exhibitors
already confirmed.
The UK trade exhibition for the sign
making, display solutions and digital printing
industry returns to the NEC, Birmingham on
24 to 26 March 2015.
With just under six months until the
show, Sign & Digital UK 2015 has already
confirmed a high number of bookings from
first-time exhibitors across the board. They
include BaltLED, Blackman & White Cutters,
Emo Neon, Substance Europe, Texo Trade
Services, Think Sub International and Universal Image Systems.

With	 new	 technology	 
demonstrations	 and	 plenty	 
of	 business	 advice	 on	 offer,	 
the	 show	 is	 shaping	 up	 to	 
be	 better	 than	 ever.

2015 will also see the return of leading
brands with bigger stands than in 2014, such
as Amaya, Art Systems, Atech, Bannershop
UK, Caslon, Complete CNC Solutions, Friedheim International, Hewlett-Packard, Inktec/Jetrix, Maxicam, Paperlinx UK, PrintMax
and Perfect Colours.

Other confirmed exhibitors include Agfa
Graphics, Colourgen, Grafityp, Graphtec
GB, Hybrid Services/Mimaki, i-Sub, Landor
UK, Resolute DTG, Signwaves, Soyang Europe, Ultima Displays, Vivid Laminating
Technologies. A full exhibitor list can be
found on the website
Textile printing for interiors, soft signage and POP ans POS displays for retail
are just three of the key growing sectors the
2015 exhibition will delve into. The show will
also feature more on-stand practical kit and
product demonstrations.
Rudi Blackett, event director for Sign &
Digital UK, said: ‘‘We celebrated a fantastic
exhibition in 2014, with high numbers of sign-

making, display and digital printing companies in attendance, as well as many enduser visitors keen to see what’s new in this
vibrant market. The 2015 show floor plan is
already nearly full and current demand for
stand space means we will need to increase
the size of the show again soon.
“We are delighted with the industry’s
ongoing commitment and enthusiasm for the
leading sign and display trade show. With
new technology demonstrations and plenty
of business advice on offer, the show is
shaping up to be better than ever.”
Sign & Digital UK is free to attend.
www.signanddigitaluk.com
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Amari Plastics
Belfast Open Day
Amari Plastics, who distribute plastic sheets,
films, rods, tubes and roll media recently
held an open day to announce the official
opening of their newest centre – Amari Plastics Northern Ireland.
Paul Williams, Manager of the centre in
Belfast, organised the event which started
with an official opening and unveiling of a
commemorative plaque.
The suppliers present included wellknown brands from around the globe such
as MACtac, 3A Composites, 3M, Rochling
and Madreperla. Strong UK brands were
represented by Reddilight, Twinplast, Kernow Coatings and Nova Aluminium as well
as one closer to home – Brett Martin from
Mallusk. Finally Jain industries, an Indian
manufacturer, sent representatives from their
newly opened manufacturing plant in Ireland.
The open day ran from 11am until 5pm and
was attended by 16 different suppliers who
had brought a variety of displays, exhibition
pop ups and stands and close to 40 customers during the day.
Andy Carroll, MD of Amari Plastics
said: “The event was exceptionally well
organised and Amari Plastics received
tremendous support from its supplier base.
However what really stood out was the
energy and commitment of the Amari staff
and the customers. Many travelled long
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distances to attend and were rewarded with
suppliers willing to impart knowledge and
practical support which the customers took
on board and kept coming back for more.
The number of customers coming to the
event showed that the market in Northern
Ireland for plastic products is hungry for
knowledge and has a great desire to take on
new products and new ideas.”

The	 day	 was	 such	 a	 success
that	 Paul	 has	 already	 started
planning	 for	 the	 next	 full	 
open	 day

Highlight of the day were the practical
demonstrations performed by MACtac –
Amari Plastics supplier of digital media and
marking films. Their displays included
vehicle wrapping, with tips and training on
how to apply optically clear window films,
wall graphics and floor graphics. Many of the
customers learned new tips on application
from MACtac but they also saw new
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products such as the Falconboard all white
board, manufactured by Hexacomb in
Holland. Hexacomb also showed how easy it
is to edge the product with a variety of
double sided tapes. Nova Aluminium’s
showed their new Novaflex system and also
did practical demonstrations of how easy it
is to put together Novatrim frames.
Madreperla, cast acrylic manufacturers
from near Milan in Italy presented Greencast
acrylic sheets – the only 100 per cent
recycled and 100 per cent recyclable sheet
in the world.
Long term suppliers to Amari Plastics
were also well represented with the likes of
3A Composites showing how to
rout and fold Dibond Aluminium
Composite Sheets; 3M, in conjunction with the Amari owned
business Self Adhesive Supplies
showed customers how to use
VHB tapes to create virtually
indestructible bonds and Bostik
Adhesives demonstrated how to
glue acrylics, Polycarbonates and
Aluminium Composite Sheets.
The day was such a success
that Paul has already started
planning for the next full open
day and is also considering having
“masterclass” days with MACtac
offering training and support on
the different applications for
the new ranges of self-adhesive
products. These would include
digitally printable vinyl’s for
walls, floors and windows, which
in particular allow designers to
refit interiors of shops, bars,
restaurants and office interiors
at a low cost and change them
on a regular basis without
structural changes or damaging
the interior.

Tennants UK expand in the
traffic management market
Tennants UK is pleased to announce its arrival into the permanent road sign market following the recent move to make Route Signs
a subsidiary of the Tennants Group. This enables supply of all road signage solutions to
its customers.

The Nottingham-based sign maker and
reflective supplier specialist, has been making and supplying temporary road signage to
the traffic management industry since 2002.
According to them they have built a reputation for 'reliability and responsiveness' which
they now aim to bring to the permanent road
sign market.
Tony Beecroft, Finance Director of Tennants UK said: “This was an opportunity
which we could not afford to miss. We have
a strong and flexible product range and work
facility with the latest technology to make
both CE Certified permanent road signs and
Sector Scheme compliant temporary road
signage. This union will give our customers
greater flexibility and choice.”
In 2013 Tennants became master distributor for Orafol in the UK, who are 'world
leaders' in manufacture and supply of reflective materials. Last year they invested in an
Agfa Anapurna UV printer which uses Orafol
products to produce fully compliant and warranted sign faces.

The partnership with Route Signs 'reaffirms' Tennants UK's determination to play a
more significant role in the traffic management
market in the future and offer a wider portfolio of products to its loyal customer base.
Operations Manager, Phil Craig, said:
“Our business has made significant investment in both equipment and people in the last
18 months and these are exciting times for all
our staff who are looking forward realising these
new opportunities. New staff are working
closely together to ensure Tennants’ standards of the highest quality are maintained.”
Route Signs has a wealth of experience, from many years working within the
highways industry, to manufacture, supply
and install permanent signs. Mike Hope, MD,
said: “We are so pleased to have received
the backing of an industry leader. I have
worked in the sign industry for more than 25
years and it continues to be as exciting as
the day I started.”
www.tennantsuk.com
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Epson support Manchester United's
15th 'United for Unicef' anniversary
The Manchester United Foundation’s ‘United
for UNICEF’ partnership held a new
fundraising drive with the support of Epson
Europe.
Manchester United’s Old Trafford
stadium was the venue for an exclusive
‘for-one-day-only’ photography exhibition
celebrating 15 years of United for UNICEF.
Sir Alex Ferguson unveiled his personal

selection of 15 photographs highlighting
memorable events during the partnership’s
15 years. A selection of these images,
signed by Sir Alex after being printed
on an Epson Stylus Pro 9900 largeformat printer, are being auctioned online
to raise money for United for UNICEF’s
programme supporting vulnerable children
in Vietnam.The 508 mm x 768 mm

We	 are	 proud	 to	 have	 
been	 asked	 to	 help	 promote
such	 a	 great	 cause.

images, printed on 300 gsm media,
can be viewed and bid for at
www.united4unicef.org.
United for UNICEF started in 1999
and is the longest-running partnership of
its kind between a sporting organisation
and a global children’s organisation. It has
raised over £3 million and protected over
3.4 million children worldwide from violence,
abuse and exploitation. All the money raised
by auctioning Sir Alex’s chosen images
will be invested in Vietnam, where more
than 4 million children are estimated to
be at risk, living on the streets, working
in hazardous conditions, or in conflict
with the law.
“We are proud to have been asked
to help promote such a great cause,”
says Mary McNulty, Epson Europe.
“We hope that the excellent print quality
achievable with the Stylus Pro 9900 will
add real value to what is a uniquely
exclusive limited edition.”

Canon launches new online hub
Canon have launched Digital Dimensions,
a subscription-based online hub designed
to help print service providers (PSPs)
both manage and grow their businesses
through access to 'expert advice, profiling
and planning tools and mentoring
programmes'.
Digital Dimensions is available to both
commercial and in-house printers, for a
source of 'inspiration, knowledge and resource to help PSPs adapt to market
changes, diversify into new application
areas, attract new business and, ultimately,
improve profitability'.
“PSPs are acutely aware of the need to
adapt to the modern communications landscape, but often struggle to find ways to facilitate this,” said Mark Lawn, European and
UK Marketing Director, Professional Print.
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“They are also having to work harder than
ever to remain competitive and differentiate
the services they offer. Digital Dimensions
is a platform that provides easy and
instant access to business led information.
This ensures that it is convenient for our
customers who have extremely busy schedules, and complements the existing business
development tools offered by Canon.”
The new hub features content
from subject matter experts that spans
business strategy and planning, selling
and marketing digital print, as well as master
classes dedicated to getting the most out
of print technology and work flow
solutions. Digital Dimensions allows users
to interact via a blog and ask questions of
industry experts through ‘ask the expert’
seminars.
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Digital Dimensions also hosts information on upcoming events, industry-specific
news and insight, as well as providing a platform for industry peers to interact and market
their services. This allows PSPs to build a
professional print community online to 'improve business success based on the sharing of best practice'.
Paul Squires, Print Services Manager,
Manchester Metropolitan University, and one
of the first print service providers to explore
the new platform, said: “Canon Digital Dimensions demonstrates how we can best
leverage our core skills across data and
graphics and is an ideal source of information to assist us in the process.”
digitaldimensions.canon-europe.com
www.canon.co.uk

SIGN News
Perfect Colours launches
'Small but Mighty' campaign
Perfect Colours has launched a new
campaign to demonstrate how, with the HP
Latex L310, even the smallest sign and
display producers can increase business
without huge expense. The initiative allows
companies to test-drive the L310, and
experience first-hand the 'creative and
economic potential' of this 'small but mighty'
engine.
"Our industry is packed with smaller but
highly creative businesses who are producing astounding graphics for an array of
clients, including major brands and retailers,"
says Jon Telling, sales director at Perfect
Colours. "At Perfect Colours, we recognise
that having the right machine is paramount
in delivering that work. Small But Mighty was
invented to show that the LX310 can help
them do just that.
"The HP Latex L310 is a formidable
machine; it has the potential to elevate your
business without doing too much damage to
the financials. But we don't want our customers to take our word for it: we want them
to experience it for themselves."
With a small 'footprint' and frontloading facility, the 1.2m machine caters to
businesses with limited floorspace, while
also providing low energy consumption,

running off two traditional three-pin plugs
and going from power-up to production
readiness in only two minutes. Supplied
with the easy-to-use SAI FlexiPrint RIP
and offering simplified colour management,

Specialise in sublimation
Screen printing remains the go-to for
ceramic decoration, according to Listawood Trade Supplies who say that due to
the 'forward thinking approach to training,
have been blazing a trail in sublimation
for some time'.
Listawood offer no obligation sessions, which are free of charge from their
custom fitted facility. A training session at
Listawood is tailored to individual needs
and can cover a number of potential
themes; from sublimation fundamentals
and hands on demonstrations or practice,
through to product and marketing guidance
and costing advice.
They say they are able to regularly
and accurately scour the market to ensure
that their handpicked selection of
equipment is objectively the all-round best
in its class when it comes to balancing
performance and cost.
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Technical Support Officer Kris Trewick
encourages interested parties to book in
a visit to their facility and see for themselves why they offer the stock items
they do: “Our dye sublimation training is
quite unique”, he says.
“Thanks to the low start-up and running costs, it is a great way to add value to
any printing business, but achieving true to
life quality and consistency can be trickier
without our training and guidelines.
“The popularity of ceramic decoration
is on the increase thanks to the longevity
and perceived value such a substrate
provides. Listawood continue to take
the sublimation market by the scruff of the
neck thanks to their patented and exclusive
UK-developed innovations for drink
ware,” says Kris.
marketing@listawood.com
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the L310 reliably delivers a top print speed
of 48sq m/hour, or 1,200dpi output in
quality mode.
www.smallbutmighty.co.uk

Mimaki joins Caterham
F1 Team as technical partner
Mimaki has formed a new technical partnership with the Caterham F1® Team, making
Mimaki the team’s official technical graphics
supplier. The result of this partnership is that
all Formula One communication, vehicle
graphics and visuals for the Caterham F1
Team will be printed and cut with Mimaki’s
range of solutions.
‘In the fast paced world of Formula One
racing, teams need graphics that stand out
from the rest of the field and give them a
commercial and competitive edge'. Manfredi
Ravetto, Team Principal of the Caterham
F1 Team, knows all about standing out.
His appointment at Caterham is aimed at
'driving the team towards greater success'
and Ravetto acknowledges the need for a
partner capable of 'translating the team’s
core values into visuals that reflect these
goals'. “Whether it is on the track or projecting our image across various media, our
team is focused on results. That is why we
required a technical partner that could deliver quality that matches our high engineering standards. Mimaki impressed us with the
creative versatility their solutions have to
offer and won us over immediately.”
Mike Horsten, General Manager Marketing EMEA for Mimaki Europe, said: “Formula One is all about precision, flexibility,
quality and success; characteristics we also
associate with every print and cut solution
Mimaki develops and puts into the market.
This close cooperation allows us to demonstrate the sheer breadth of what Mimaki can
deliver. Our solutions are as flexible, creative
and qualitative as a highly demanding race
team management requires them to be.
We consider it an honour and a privilege to

supply the team with the latest printing and
cutting solutions, the results of which will be
highly visible in the pits and paddock areas
of race tracks around the world.”
The Caterham F1 Graphics Team said:
“Our team is under a lot of time pressure,
and so are our communication efforts.
We need to effectively translate the key
values of Caterham F1 Team into a visual
representation that is all about speed,
outstanding performance, flexibility and quality. To achieve that success, we selected a
reliable partner we can count on for quality

and consistency. We’re convinced this
partnership with Mimaki will deliver the right
solutions for the job.”
John de la Roche, national sales
manager – sign & graphics at Mimaki’s UK
and Irish distributors, Hybrid Services, said:
“We’re are delighted to have this fantastic
opportunity to work with the Caterham F1
Team and to help them to maximize the benefits of the Mimaki equipment in support of
their sporting and commercial objectives.”
www.hybridservices.co.uk

Innova Solutions launch new
photoluminescent products website
Innova Solutions has launched a new
website, providing a new online 'home' for
the photoluminescent product line they
create and manufacture with partner
Jessup Manufacturing. The decision to
rehome the glow in the dark materials
follows the 'huge success' the range has
seen both domestically and in Europe.
This success is what has also led to one of
the products, Jessup Glo-Brite, being
nonimnated for Product of the Year at the
BSGA British Sign Awards. As the UK’s sole

official partner of Jessup Manufacturing,
Innova Solutions are 'proud to be offering the
materials', which are recognized in the
industry as being the 'trusted choice for
emergency egress systems'.
Glenn Dunleavey, Managing Director of
Innova Solutions, said: “We believe safety in
evacuation situations require the effective
application of both technology and knowledge, and that’s what we have. With an enthusiastic team who know their stuff, we take
a real pride in supplying exceptional photo

luminescent products and give the practical
advice to help you buy wisely.”
The Innova Solutions and Jessup Manufacturing partnership is a two-way, interactive relationship that works together to
'create and manufacture bespoke and new
products specifically to meet client requirements, as well as offering the trusted range
they’re famous for'.
www.photolumienscent.co.uk
www.innovasolutions.co.uk
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Hybrid Services announces
new partnership with printMAX
Mimaki’s exclusive UK and Irish distributor,
Hybrid Services Ltd have formed a new partnership with wide format printer supplier,
printMAX as the company is added to its
specialist reseller network.
“We’re very pleased to welcome printMAX on board,” says National Sales Manager – industrial products at Hybrid; Stuart
Cole. He said: “The pre and post sales
service that they offer to their clients is highly
regarded and as a brand we feel that they
will only add value with their 20 plus years
of experience and knowledge. We’re thoroughly looking forward to working with printMAX going forward.”
Michael Bolton, printMAX Managing
Director said: “We are renowned for
exceeding expectation so consistently look
for ways to evolve. To be able to offer the
very best solutions for our customers
we need to adapt to demand. By taking on
the Mimaki range we are able to align
ourselves with some fantastic products,
including the capability to print larger than
ever with the more industrial scale machines
from Mimaki.”
“Over the last twelve months we’ve
seen very strong economic recovery,”
he says. “This has brought to light a gap
in our product offering, which with Mimaki’s
industrial printing solutions; we should
be able to fill.”
Demand for Mimaki’s industrial products has greatly 'increased' over the past
year and recent announcements of cutting
edge sign and graphics machines ensure
printMAX’s portfolio is further 'bolstered'.

L-R: John de la Roche, Michael Bolton, Stuart Cole and Chris Martin.
“Mimaki has a broad selection of products
which offer a great introduction to industrial
printing,” says Bolton. “Including these products in the printMAX portfolio was a key factor in the decision making process.”
John de la Roche; National Sales
Manager – sign & graphics for Hybrid says:
“The addition of printMAX to our network of
resellers further strengthens Mimaki’s position in the market, ensuring a consistently
professional approach to how our products
are offered and supported.”

Chris Martin, printMAX Sales Manager
says: “We’ve already secured an order for
Mimaki’s range topping JFX500-2131 flatbed
LED UV printer to one of our existing
customers and this proves how we too can
grow with them. The inclusion of the Mimaki
product range in our portfolio provides our
customers with a route into new areas of
larger format printing.”
www.hybridservices.co.uk
www.printmax.co.uk/hardware/mimaki

AXYZ International celebrates 5000th machine sale
AXYZ International has recently achieved its
5000th machine sale, marking a 'seminal
date in the company’s continuing global expansion'. With their headquarters in Burlington, Canada, AXYZ International has UK
facilities in Wolverhampton and Nottingham
from which it has built a 'thriving customer
base' within the sign manufacturing; woodworking; plastics and metal fabrication; building and construction and HVAC industries.
The 5000th machine sold was an AXYZ
PANELBuilder 5022 combined router and
dedicated software solution designed specifically for the processing of ACM (Aluminium
Composite Material) used widely in the sign
manufacturing industries. AXYZ International
is well-known in the UK via its AXYZ and
Pacer power brands and the supporting
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CNC Routershop division that provides a 24hour online resource for tooling, accessories
and consumables. According to the company this accommodates not only
the requirements of AXYZ International machines but also virtually
any other make of machine regardless of type or country of origin.
'Since
commencing
the
manufacture of hand-built routers in
the early 90’s, AXYZ International
has responded to challenging market requirements and has evolved
rapidly to become one of the
world’s foremost suppliers of highperformance CNC machines'.
www.axyz.com
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Roland DG customer celebrates 30 years
This month, Mansfield-based ‘Big Pete’
Colman is celebrating 30 successful years in
the sign and graphics industry.
Big Pete, founder and managing director of Classic Lines Plus Signs, which recently rebranded to Classic Print, has been a
loyal Roland DG customer for over 24 years.
He says: “It’s been a great 30 years and we’ve
really enjoyed working with all our customers
over this time. This industry has changed
dramatically over the last three decades, in
particular the last 24 years since we purchased
our first Roland Plotter in the early 90’s. And, in
many ways, Roland DG and Classic Print
have shared a history of evolution and
growth, both fuelled by a dynamic wide format technology that continues to be innovative and offer new applications and products.
“Over the years, we’ve invested in 16

Roland machines, always keeping pace with
the latest offering. Our current portfolio includes a VersaCAMM VS-640 wide format
printer, a GX-300 cutter, an EGX-350 desktop engraver and a Metaza MPX-90 Impact
Engraver. We have always believed in the
performance and reliability of Roland products and the company consistently confirms
our faith in it by continuing to deliver outstanding technology, backed by great service and support.
“We must have done just about every
possible job over the course of the last 30
years, from the weird to the wonderful, sublime to the ridiculous. But I still believe the
most interesting job you can do is the one
that comes next. That is what keeps you
going and striving to achieve. Over three
decades, we’ve printed everything from

Photograph shows Big Pete (on the right) and his 'wing man' Mick.

wrapping matchbox-sized transit vans to
match their full-scale models for a ‘buy one
get one free’ campaign to wrapping beer
pumps and everything in between!”
Classic Print offers a full range of printing services to its customers; from outdoor
and indoor banners, flags and POS graphics
to car wraps, garment personalisation, soft
signage, personalised furniture and décor,
3D engraving and promotional products.
Pete says: “Roland’s wide format machines
are versatile and over time have transformed
the way we do business and the type of
customers we can attract. Many customers
simply can’t believe what can now be printed
on a wide format machine, so we have
recently opened a showroom to demonstrate
our full range of applications and services
to customers.”
Visitors to the Roland stand at this
year’s Sign & Digital UK will have had the
opportunity to meet with Big Pete and learn
a little more about how Roland’s 'robust, reliable technology' has helped Classic Print to
grow and succeed.
Jerry Davies, Managing Director,
Roland DG says: “On behalf of the whole
Roland DG team, I would like to congratulate
Big Pete and his team on 30 great years
in the industry. It’s an outstanding achievement and the company keeps going
from strength to strength. Classic Print
is the epitome of a Roland customer
– an entrepreneur that has worked hard
and always invested in great technology to
ensure they can keep ahead of the competition and constantly offer customers new and
exciting applications.”
www.rolanddg.co.uk
www.classicprint.co.uk

Sign engraver celebrates 25 years
Brunel Engraving, who supply trophy shops
and sign makers, is celebrating 25 years in
business.
They handle national and international
clients, and according to the company is the
largest online engraving operation and one
of the most successful specialist engravers
in the UK.
Originally specialising in engraving,
Brunel has moved into printing and etching
to further increase the services they offer to
the trade.
The company provides engraving and
etching services for smaller trophy shops
and sign makers supplying brass, stainless
steel, aluminium and plastic nameplates.
They recently launched a new industrial
website to complement existing web sites
focusing on commercial engraving and
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trophies and awards.
Managing Director and founder of the
business, Martyn Wright, attributes 'hard
work, dedication to customer care and
investment in cutting edge technology, to the
company’s growth'.
“Over the past couple of years we have
invested significantly on upgrading our
technology and expanding our premises”, he
said.
“New
technologically
advanced
machinery used for producing printed metal
labels and badges, and name plates and exterior signs, has enabled us to improve our
services.
We’ve continued to invest in equipment
this year by installing the very latest etching
equipment which enables us to produce
larger signs and to quadruple our output.

After 25 years in business we’d like to
say a big thank you to all of our staff, our customers, our suppliers and everyone who has
supported us in achieving our success!”

Martyn Wright MD examining a nameplate in
the office with Carolyn Smith.
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Roland DG UK opens new
head office and creative centre
Roland DG (UK) Ltd officially opened its new
head office and Creative Centre in Clevedon
in a ceremony officiated by the global
President of Roland DG Corporation,
Mr Tomioka. Also present at the event were
members of the Roland DG UK team, as well
as CEOs and representatives from Roland
DG offices around the world.
Jerry Davies, Managing Director,
Roland DG (UK) Ltd says: “We’ve had a very
successful few years of growth here in the
UK, and this state-of-the-art facility gives
us everything we need to ensure we
can continue to grow and serve all our

customers in a manner they deserve and are
accustomed to.”
The new Creative Centre is a unique
space, which showcases the vast range of
applications possible with Roland’s machines. And it highlights the markets that
customers can sell into including signage,
sublimation and textile, retail, personalisation
and promotional items, 3D printing, milling
and engraving, interior decoration and an
'array of fun, creative and new applications
you wouldn’t expect'. Roland’s Creative
Centre is designed to 'inspire, excite and
ultimately showcase' profitable business

Photograph shows Roland DG Creative Centre Manager, Joe Wigzell, conducting a tour
of Roland DG UK’s new Academy and Creative Centre.

We’ve	 been	 eagerly	 awaiting	 the
official	 launch	 of	 our	 new	 head
office	 and	 I’m	 very	 proud	 
of	 the	 team	 and	 the	 work
they’ve	 put	 in	 to	 get	 us	 
to	 this	 great	 day.
opportunities for sign makers, print and 3D
professionals. Visitors should particularly
look out for the photo opportunity wall,
where they can travel to outer space and
an incredible range of items which have
had the ‘Roland treatment’, including a
fridge, games machine, mini motorbike
and helmet.
The new Roland DG HQ houses the
RolandCare team and a high-spec Roland
Academy training facility that offers a programme of practical technical courses and
business bootcamps throughout the year.
Jerry says: “We’ve been eagerly
awaiting the official launch of our new head
office and I’m very proud of the team and the
work they’ve put in to get us to this great day.
It’s a fitting tribute to all their hard work to
not only have our global president here
for the opening, but also representatives
from Roland offices from across the
world. We look forward to welcoming visitors
to our new home.”
www.rolanddg.co.uk

PaperlinX UK announce Digital Academies
opening in Manchester, Glasgow and London
There are many components in a typical
wide format digital print workflow that demand different skill sets from the printer to
successfully offer wide format printing solutions to their customers, says PaperlinX.
'Correct job creation, RIP setup and workflow, printer utilisation, colour management
and media selection based on application
are just some of the areas that need to be
understood to ensure a good investment'.
To help achieve this, PaperlinX are
opening Digital Academies in Manchester,
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Glasgow and London where customers
can come and learn about all aspects of
digital printing.
Endorsed by Hybrid Services Mimaki
Distribution UK, Onyx Certified and Certified
by Neschen AG on Seal Laminators, these
courses are being supported by the UK’s
leading manufacturers and hosted by their
own team of 'industry experts'.
In October, our Academies will be hosting ‘Printer Expert’ courses on Mimaki and
HP Latex (300 series): Onyx Intermediate
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and Advanced courses covering PosterShop, Production House and Thrive.
These courses will be offered free of
charge to existing PaperlinX customers*
throughout October with places also
being awarded to anyone buying wide
format media, ink and printers throughout
September.
*Free places are limited to two people per
customer
Register for a course now by emailing
Digital.academies.uk@paperlinx.com

Zünd opens web shop
Zünd has opened a new web shop to
offer customers the option to order consumables 24 hours a day, for 48-hour delivery
anywhere in the EU.
The Zünd web shop offers an 'intuitive,
well-organised' store front. Numerous
search functions and an interactive tool
selector help customers choose the
'perfect product every time, quickly and
efficiently'. The search results are
matched to their latest processing
methods and cutting technologies, and
'reflect years of experience in digital
cutting'.
Zünd CEO Oliver Zünd said: “Using
original Zünd consumables offers measurable benefits to customers, including optimal
cutting and finishing results with consistent
and reproduceable cutting quality, and
reduced waste from miscuts and rejects.
The fact that Zünd consumables are
designed specifically for use with Zünd

cutting equipment means that the parts
are a perfect fit with the machine,
extending blade/bit life and guaranteeing
highest performance levels from the
equipment.”

Only raw materials of highest
quality are used in the manufacture of Zünd
consumables, according to the company.
www.zund.com

Josero appointed as an approved
Ricoh Wide Format dealer
Josero, who supply wide format products
have been appointed an approved Ricoh
specialist.
Josero will be selling and supporting
the full range of Ricoh wide format products,
with particular emphasis on the L4100
Series Latex Printer, MFP’s and CAD
printers. The L4100 series printer uses Ricoh
printhead technology. It also offers latex
advantages for non-degassing, provides
pantone matching and white ink capabilities.
Power consumption is a lot lower for the
Ricoh L4100 series compared to other latex
printers in its class.
Ryan McMaster, Business Development Manager, Wide Format Indirect
Channel for Ricoh said: “We are extremely
rigorous in our appointment of dealers.
Our process includes thorough checks on
financial, technical, sales and marketing
abilities, as well as a demonstration of
commitment to the products and the Ricoh
brand. Josero met this criteria brilliantly.
More importantly, we were tremendously
impressed by the team and their

understanding of the technical aspects of the
industrial wide format market. Their professional approach to customer service and engagement with customers can only be
described as inspiring. We consider our
Approved Dealers to be partners and
provide them with a wide range of support
resources to make the partnership a
success. We’re looking forward to a long and
flourishing partnership with Josero.”
A new demonstration room is already
under construction at Josero’s head office in
Cambridge. This will facilitate a number of
Ricoh machines including the L4160 Latex
printer displaying pantone and white ink
capabilities.
Loic Delor, Managing Director of
Josero, said: “We’re so excited to be working
with Ricoh. They’re renowned for their technology solutions, and are a huge name in the
print industry. They are part of the very small
group of printer manufacturers that actually
own the printhead technology used in their
machine. This for me is a guarantee for
quality, reliability and future developments.

Ricoh’s commitment to establishing itself as
a wide format industrial printer manufacturer
is very clear, and we are more than happy to
help them achieve this in the UK.”
The Ricoh brand will be a major part of
Josero’s portfolio, which already includes
Triangle Inks, Bubble Free Applicators, Kala
Laminators, Summa and Graphtec Cutters,
Trimalco Trimmers, Ergosoft Rip Software
plus Xerox and Soyang printable media.
www.josero.com
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Charity invests in technology to
compete for lucrative sign contracts
The Rt. Hon. Patrick McLoughlin MP, Secretary
of State for Transport, had a guided tour of
Royal British Legion Industries’ new, high tech
road and rail signs printing and graphics area.
The visit to Aylesford marks the completion of the first phase of a modernisation
programme and an investment of over
£350,000 in new, leading-edge printer technology as well as a fully climate-controlled
printing and graphics room.
The visit enabled Mr McLoughlin to see
first-hand where new Gatway heritage and
tourism signs are made. The 'vibrant and
colourful' signs, which are slowly replacing
existing brown ones, often depict iconic images associated with their area, such as the
Historic Dockyard Chatham. The recent purchase of a new MUTOH Zephyr Digital
Printer and Zund Flat Bed Plotter means the
charity is one of only four organisations in
the country to produce the new style of sign.

This	 modernisation	 
programme	 has	 put	 us	 
in	 a	 better	 position	 to	 
provide	 our	 public	 sector	 
and	 company	 clients	 with	 
a	 competitive	 social	 
value	 partner.
During his visit Mr McLoughlin unveiled
a plaque marking the factory modernisation
and met with some of RBLI’s employees and
clients, including representatives from Network Rail, Amey, Traffic Management Products (TMP), Rennicks and Kent Highways.

Patrick McLoughlin was impressed with
RBLI’s modernisation programme and strategy
for growth: “If you’re going to compete as a social enterprise you have to invest. Also, the
way in which you’re working with big businesses is good for developing a reputation.
In the future, people will come to you not
because you’re a social enterprise but
because you have built a reputation for
providing first-class products and services to
the market.”
RBLI’s Chief Executive, Steve Sherry
CMG OBE said: “We’re extremely pleased to
welcome Patrick McLoughlin to open our
newly modernised printing and graphics
area. It’s a privilege to show him that our investment is already paying dividends, with
improved quality, greater efficiencies and
faster production.

“This modernisation programme has
put us in a better position to provide our public sector and company clients with a competitive social value partner. And in fact, in
12 short months we’ve seen a 35 per cent increase in orders and recruited an extra
member of staff.”
The sign factory is just one of RBLI’s
social enterprises which, as well producing
income for the charity also provides employment to ex-Forces personnel and disabled
people. Currently, over a third of RBLI’s employees were previously members of the
Armed Forces.
RBLI is an independent charity based
in Aylesford, near Maidstone and was
founded in 1919 to provide care, rehabilitation and housing for ex Servicemen and
women returning from the Great War.

Venture Banners back up and
running after 'devastating' flood
At 9am on Saturday 20 September a cloud
burst over Witham, home to Venture Banners, caused a flood in their premises that
left “total devastation in its wake,” according
to Scott Conway. The water had subsided by
11am at which time staff could assess the
damage to the equipment.
Scott said: “This is an amazing story of
our staff coming together and even bringing
in their wives and girlfriends all weekend to
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mop and clean up in the face of an amazing
amount of water. Every machine had water
ingress, hemmers, eyeleters, both Vuteks
and the Zund as the water got to 18cm high.
Thanks to our superb team, we had Vutek 1
(Bert) up and running on Tuesday 23 September when we worked through the night to
catch up so as not to let too many of our
trade customers down. Vutek 2 (Ernie) was
back up by Thursday lunchtime.”
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To see a time lapse video of the flood (1
minute = 1 second) visit their website.
Scott said: “We're now back on
track! We are back up and fully operational.
Thanks to our amazing team we are printing
at full capacity.”
www.venturebanners.co.uk

APPOINTMENTS
SMGG appoints Bob Stevenson
in consumables sales role
Stanford Marsh Group Graphics (SMGG),
the commercial graphics division of Stanford
Marsh Group, has appointed Bob Stevenson
to 'boost the sales' of consumables to the
graphics and signage sectors within London

and the South East.
Bob joined the company in June 2014
from Spandex where he was focused on selling wide format media and signage products.
He is an experienced graphics sector pro-

fessional having also worked at CWE Solutions and Perfect Colours selling printers,
laminators, RIPs and consumables, again to
the wide format print sector.
Bob says: “I’m really looking forward to
using my considerable experience in the
graphics sector to help SMGG grow its business. I am knowledgeable in both hardware
and consumables sales – regardless of
whether it’s UV, solvent or latex technology –
and will be able to recommend the right
media and inks to SMGG’s clients so they
can realise the full potential of the solutions
that they purchase.”
SMGG Director Adrian Painter said:
“Bob is a great addition to our team. We aim
to double our graphics/signage sector
turnover in the next year and increase our
share of what remains an exciting growth
market. Bob’s appointment is key to this
strategy.”
www.smgg.co.uk

Zeta boosts team with
number of new appointments
Zeta Specialist Lighting, who develop and
manufacturer LED and solar powered lighting solutions has a number of new appointments. The firm has recruited an additional
five members of staff across its sales, marketing, customer service and manufacturing
departments; bringing the total number of
new jobs created this year to eleven.
Mark Owen and Paul Brooks join Zeta’s
sales team as Account Managers. Both are
experienced sales professionals. Mark has
a strong heritage in LED and solar lighting
solutions and has worked with several leading brands in the industry. Paul also has experience in the internal/external lighting and
electrical sector, and brings with him expert
knowledge of the wholesale and distribution
sectors in particular.
Zeta has also appointed two new apprentices. Eliza Lewis has joined as Marketing Apprentice, to support Marketing
Manager Alison Preston. And Daniel James
has been recruited as an Engineering Apprentice, working within the newly upgraded
in-house manufacturing facility. The fifth new
staff member is Customer Service Adviser
Matt Ingram, who joins from the Virgin Active
chain of health clubs.
Adrian Dennis, Sales and Marketing

(l-r): Paul Brooks, Mark Owen, Eliza Lewis, Matt Ingram and Daniel James
Director said: “2014 is our 25th anniversary
year and we are investing £3.5 million in our
infrastructure and our people. The five new
recruits will be instrumental in facilitating future
product development and expansion into new
markets that will enable us to meet our targeted
five-fold increase in size in three years.”
These new appointments form a 'key
part of Zeta’s growth plans'; the company
has doubled in size over the past six

months and expects to double again in the
next year. On top of the eleven new starters
already in post, Zeta intends to create a
further 20 jobs.
Earlier this year the company upgraded
its UK Head Office, building a new LED manufacturing facility that is the only one of its
kind outside of Asia, according to Zeta.
www.zetaled.co.uk
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FOR SALE

Check our website for the latest job
vacancies or items for sale.
JOB VACANCIES
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WANTED

Engraving Machines

manual and computerised,
most makes, in any condition
Tel: 01992 899255
Fax: 01992 899256
Evening - Tel: 01707 872991
email:
sales@ronamachines.co.uk
www.ronamachines.co.uk
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Search through the Buyers Guide quickly online at www.signupdate.co.uk/bg

3D DOME LABELS

LED ILLUMINATION

3D DOMING SYSTEMS

LIGHT BOXES & LIGHTING

3D SIGN MAKING SOFTWARE

MAGNETIC MATERIAL

A BOARDS

METAL FABRICATIONS

ACRYLIC SHEET

METALLIZING SERVICE

ALUMINIUM SIGN BLANKS

MODULAR PANEL SIGN SYSTEMS

ALUMINIUM SIGNS

MOULDED & FABRICATED PLASTICS

BANNER FIXING SYSTEMS

MOULDED LETTERS

3D DOME LABELS

BHMA LIMITED

BANNER INSTALLATION

NAMEPLATES

7 to 10 Ashley Park, Common Road,
Witchford, Cambs, CB6 2HZ

BANNER SUPPLIERS

NEON MANUFACTURERS (TRADE)

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD

BLADES / SMART KNIVES

NOTICE BOARDS - LOCKABLE/EXTERIOR

BRAILLE AND TACTILE SIGNS

NUMBER PLATES

BRASS LOCATOR NUTS

PLASTIC SHEETS

BUILT UP LETTERS ACRYLIC

POINT OF SALE FITTINGS

BUILT UP LETTERS METAL

POLYSTYRENE SIGN SERVICE

CABLE DISPLAY SYSTEMS

POSTER HOLDERS / CASES

CAST SIGNS

PRINT/POSTER FRAMES

CHEMICAL ETCHING

PROGRAMMABLE LED DISPLAYS

CHROME PLATED LETTERS

PROJECTING SIGNS

CNC ROUTING & ENGRAVING MACHINES REFLECTIVE VINYL/TAPES
COAT OF ARMS

ROAD SIGNS

COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUES

ROUTER CUTTERS/PLOTTER BLADES

To advertise on these pages costs as little as £130
for a full years advertising in our magazine and our website
with web-links back to you!
Phone 01784 605 601 for full details of
how to get your company to 22,000 Sign Update readers

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com
3D Resin Doming adds value to screen
and digitally printed signs, lettering, labels
and emblems. Mockridge offer a wide
range of products from budget-priced
starter kits to mass-production systems.
Contract Doming service available. Send
for samples.

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD
Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com
3D Resin Doming adds value to screen
and digitally printed signs, lettering, labels
and emblems. Mockridge offer a wide range
of products from budget-priced starter kits
to mass-production systems. Contract Doming
service available. Send for samples.

SCREEN PRINTING

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SIGNS

SCULPTORS

DIGITAL PRINT

SHEET MATERIALS

DIGITAL PRINTED SIGNS

SIGN & DISPLAY SYSTEMS

3D SIGN MAKING SOFTWARE

DIGITAL PRINTER SUPPLIES

SIGN CASES

DELCAM PLC

DOMES & DISHES

SIGN SUPPORT SYSTEMS

EDGELIT SIGNS

SIGN TRADE SUPPLIERS

ENGRAVING

SIGNWRITERS

ESTIMATING SOFTWARE

SPECIALITY FILMS

FINGERPOST SIGNS

STREET SIGNS

FLAME POLISHERS

TEXTILE SIGNAGE

FLAT CUT LETTERS

TRANSFER PAPERS/HEAT PRESSES

FLEXIBLE FACE SIGNS

TROUGH LIGHTING

GENERAL SIGN SUPPLIERS

VINYL & GRAPHIC INSTALLATIONS

Studlands Park Avenue, Newmarket,
Suffolk, CB8 7EA

GOLD LEAF SUPPLIERS

VINYL SUPPLIES

GROUND WORKS

VITREOUS ENAMELLED SIGNS

Tel: 01638 565656
Fax: 01638 662770
info@arken-pop.com
www.arken-pop.com

WAYFINDING SIGNS

LAMINATING/ENCAPSULATING

WIDE FORMAT SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING

WOOD BACKING BOARDS

LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING MACHINES WOODWORKING

BHMA Limited work with you, not for you.
We spend time researching, to deliver your
exact requirements. Sole Traders and
National Brands alike rely on us. Pop onto
our Live Chat for personal help with anything. A-Boards are one of our speciality
products. Designed in Metal, Wood, or
Plastics, personalised or not, you choose.
PS. Poster frames are cheaper at BHMA
than anywhere.

3D DOMING SYSTEMS

CUT-OUT LETTERS

INSTALLATION CONTRACTORS

Tel: 01353 665141
Fax: 01353 665253
info@bhma.co.uk
www.bhma.co.uk

Small Heath Business Park, Birmingham
B10 0HJ

Tel: 0121 766 5544
Fax: 0121 766 5511
artcam@delcam.com
www.artcam.com
Delcam provides sign-makers worldwide
with its ArtCAM range of CADCAM software, Express, Insignia and Pro, to create
2D and 3D signs. The entry-level package,
ArtCAM Express starts from £99 and can
be customised with modules (E.g. nesting
and font creation).

DES LTD
Buxton Road, Furness Vale, High Peak,
Derbyshire, SK23 7PH

Tel: 01663 744824
Fax: 01663 747733
desaboard@aol.com
www.desltd.co.uk
Any size, and colour, aluminium, steel or
stainless steel. Standard A board display
area 21" x 36" powder coated in polyester.
Can be used as a poster board with a
magnetic transparent cover. Swing signs
also available. Fax your drawings for a
quotation on special display boards.

GREEN MAGIC CO. UK LTD
Waltham Business Park, Brickyard
Road, Swanmore, Southampton
SO32 2SA

Tel: 01489 896999
Fax: 01489 895899
sales@green-magic.co.uk
www.sign-holders.co.uk
Trade supplier of quality Snap Frame Aboards and water-filled base Pavement
Signs, fitted with wheels and springs and
designed to cope with windy outdoor locations. Delivered next day from stock. Visit
our Resellers web page and apply for a
trade login.

A BOARDS
ARKEN P-O-P INTERNATIONAL

arken provide a comprehensive range of
quality poster displays including A Boards,
Forecourt signs, light boxes, poster frames,
and pavement signs. Products are available off the shelf, can be customised to a
specific size or colour or can be expertly
designed to meet your individual brief. All
our products are manufactured to the
highest quality at our factory in the UK.
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UK POINT OF SALE GROUP LTD
Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400 /
0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.
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ACRYLIC SHEET

VISIONS IN PLASTICS

BANNER INSTALLATION

BRASS LOCATOR NUTS

N E PLASTICS LTD

Unit 3, Delta Court (Robin Hood Airport),
Auckley, Doncaster DN9 3GN

MIDA SIGN SERVICES
UK LTD

F. K. MOORE LTD

Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk
One of the largest independant stockholders of semi-finished plastics in the UK.
Offering a huge range of both branded
and own label products including Perspex,
Marlon, Foamalite and Veka. A next day
delivery service on cut to size and polished
products is available. Also, manufacturers
of light boxes, sign frames and specialist
fabricated items.

Tel: 01302 775920
Fax: 01302 773482
sales@visionsinplastics.co.uk
www.visionsinplastics.co.uk
Stocks of Mirrored Extruded Acrylic in clear,
19 colours, See-Thru, Two sided, Anti
Scatch, Anti Fog. Mirrored Polycarbonate,
Petg and Polystyene. Non mirrored sheet in
Acrylic, Polycarbonate, Polystyrene and
PVC Foam.

Welbeck Street South, Ashton-UnderLyne OL6 7QZ

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.bannersandgraphics.co.uk
Installers of any size of banner, from 1off's
to nationwide marketing promotions, we
supply & install post mounted and wire
tension systems and install to brick,
cladding, lamp posts & scaffolding with a
nationwide maintenance and emergency
call out service, call for further details.

5 Wilton Road, Haine Industrial Park,
Ramsgate, Kent CT12 5HD.

Tel: 01843 593 440
Fax: 0808 280 1639
enquiries@fkmoore.com
www.fkmoore.com
British manufacturers of Screw/Push-in
type Brass Locator Nuts for the Sign and
Shopfitting Industries. As well as other
shopfittings. We also manufacture
Coverhead Mirror Fasteners, either Disc,
Dome, Conical or Mushroom shape in various finishes, in addition to the famous
"Moore's Super Clips" mirror fixings.

ALUMINIUM SIGN BLANKS
SYGNET SIGNS LTD
PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

Tel: 01604 495 333
Fax: 01604 491 909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
A range of high quality branded cast
acrylic sheet products. It is strong, easy to
thermoform, convert and fabricate and
available in a wide selection of colours and
finishes including Clear, Opaques &
Colours, Opal LED & Colours, Translucent
Tints/Colours, Single/Double Sided Satin,
Fluorescents, Metallics, Soft Fluo FX, Day &
Night, Essential, Shield Up, Tattoo and
Block.

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester,
LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
Nationwide specialist trade supplier of fabricated ali/stainless steel trays, any shape,
blank or router/laser cut. Powder coated or
stove enameled. We also supply fully illuminated fascia/projecting signage to your
designs. All works carried out in-house. We
also manufacture much more.....

BANNER SUPPLIERS
CLEARSCORE LTD
Unit 1, Tudor Works, Turret Lane,
Ipswich IP4 1DL

Tel: 01473 212751
Fax: 01473 233415
sales@clearscore.co.uk
www.clearscore.co.uk
Trade service for digitally printed banners
up to 1600mm wide. Fast turnaround, high
quality. Full finishing service or print only.
Providing high quality service and products
since 1978.

BUILT UP LETTERS ACRYLIC
3D ACRYLICS & METALS LTD
Unit B1, Felling Business Centre, Green
Lane, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear,
NE10 0QH

Tel: 0191 469 1199
Fax: 0191 438 4276
www.3dacrylics.co.uk
In house manufacturers of high quality
built up and flat cut lettering and logos, we
can offer back trays and fixings along with
face and/or halo LED illumination. Our
prices are very competitive and offer a
prompt service.

ALUMINIUM SIGNS
MULTITECHNIC LTD
PERSPEX DISTRIBUTION LTD
2-3 Lonebarn Link, Springfield Business
Park, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 5AR

Tel: 01245 232800
Fax: 01245 232801
sales.chelmsford@perspex.co.uk
www.perspex.co.uk
Perspex Distribution offer unique access to
many of the principal plastic sheet products for the sign industry from their regional distribution centres in the north, midlands and south. With a comprehensive
stock-holding in many colours and finishes,
Perspex Distribution can deliver any material for any application when it is required.

(EST. 1972)

Coopies Lane Industrial Estate, Morpeth,
Northumberland NE61 6JQ

Tel: 01670 512090
Fax: 01670 503143
sales@multitechnic.co.uk
www.multitechnic.co.uk
Vandal resistant full colour digital
anoprinting. Trade only service. Ideal for
public buildings such as schools, hospitals
& courts, the image cannot be picked or
scraped off. Also excellent for outdoor
information signs such as town maps or
country park signage. Please contact us for
more information on this fantastic product.

BLADES / SMART KNIVES
EDWARD MATHIAS & CO
PO BOX 121, Frodsham, Cheshire, WA6 1AA

Tel: 01928 739 799
Fax: 01928 739 191
info@edwardmathias.com
www.edwardmathias.com/
Specialist manufacturers/suppliers of tungsten carbide plotter blades and router cutters. We don't just sell blades, we are the
UK's leading manufacturer. Note - we have
no connection with any other company
who sell or re-sharpen blades.

BANNER FIXING SYSTEMS

BRAILLE AND TACTILE SIGNS
SMITHBREWER LTD

RIGHTON LTD

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD

Righton House, Elliott Way, Nexus Point,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AP

Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Isleport Business Park, Highbridge
Somerset, TA9 4JR

Tel: 0121 356 1141
Fax: 0121 344 4558
marketing@righton.co.uk
www.righton.co.uk

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk

Tel: 01934 642 642
Fax: 01278 783 111
mail@smithbrewer.co.uk
www.smithbrewer.co.uk/signage

UK distributors of Polycasa cast & extruded
sheet & Policril cast acrylic. Available in a
wide range of clear, opals & colours. Also
stocked: Marlon solid Polycarbonate, PETG,
Foamalux, Komadur, Hygienic Cladding
Rigid PVC, Aluminium Composite Sheet,
aluminium sheet, Sign Post System,
Stainless steel sheets, aluminium extrusions, fasteners, copper, brass & bronze.

Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of sign systems, notice boards & information displays.
Our Bannerfix system provides the components required to support the temporary or
permanent installation of PVC or fabric
banners onto lamp columns, posts or on to
walls, with either steel banding or
Tamtorque fixings. Standard and custom
length banner arms are available.
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TOUCHtype signs are the industry standard
for Braille & Tactile Signs. Used by countless sign companies, local authorities, the
Health sector and Blind associations
throughout the UK, including the RNIB.
Total product solution from one-off signs to
complete sign programmes. Door signs,
insert signs, interchangeable directories,
tactile plans, and much more. Custom
made to any specification with full technical backup and no quibble guarantee of
satisfaction.
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APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

Tel: 01274 774477
Fax: 01274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of quality 3D built up
acrylic letters and logos in colours and finishes from a variety of different sheet manufacturers. Built up letters are available
with halo and/or face lit illumination from
our award winning and cost effective LED
range. Please ask for an information pack
or contact one of our friendly and experienced sales staff for assistance. (Flat cut
lettering is also available).

I.C.E.
Marcon House, Wyther Lane, Leeds
LS5 3BT

Tel: 0113 2242124
Fax: 0113 2242110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of built up acrylic letters
and logos. We can offer face or halo illumination with the installationof LEDs if
required. Please call our staff on the number below if you have any questions.

SIGN HERE

AVENUE SIGNS LTD

I.C.E.

CABLE DISPLAY SYSTEMS

179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

216-222 Luton Road, Chatham,
Kent ME4 5BS

Marcon House, Wyther Lane, Leeds,
LS5 3BT

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk

Tel: 01634 841300
Fax: 01634 841420
info@avenuesigns.co.uk
www.avenuesigns.co.uk

Tel: 0113 2242124
Fax: 0113 2242110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk

E-SIGNFITTINGS
HOBDAY LTD

Trade service for 3D built up lettering &
logos in a variety of materials. We will give
you a professional reliable & efficient service at a competitive price. From a single
letter to a fully illuminated sign ready for
installation. For a quote or just friendly
advice contact us. We are here to help.

Specialists in stainless steel letter fabrication sprayed to your specification. Neon
and transformers, etc. also made to suit.

Manufacturers of Built Up - Flat Cut - Rim
and Return Leters and Logos in Stainless
Steel, Aluminium, Copper and Brass. We
also fit neon tube or LED modules within
the Letters for face or halo illumination.

CENTRE SIGNS (UK) LTD
Alexander House, Iliffe Avenue, Oadby,
Leicester LE2 5LH

BUILT UP LETTERS METAL
3D ACRYLICS & METALS LTD
Unit B1, Felling Business Centre, Green
Lane, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear,
NE10 0QH

Tel: 0191 469 1199
Fax: 0191 438 4276
www.3dacrylics.co.uk

Tel: 0116 271 4247
Fax: 0116 272 0260
graphics@centresigns.co.uk
www.centresigns.co.uk
Specialist metal fabricators to the sign
trade only. Built up letters in Stainless
Steel, Aluminium, Gold Titanium Stainless,
Brass and Copper. Fabricated Aluminium
and Stainless boxes to any shape. Flat cut
aluminium and flat cut perspex letters.

In house manufacturers of high quality
built up and flat cut lettering and logos in
aluminum and stainless steel, we also offer
a painting or powder coating service &
most letters can be fitted with LED modules. Our prices are very competitive and
offer a prompt service.

57 Aston Brook Street East, Aston,
Birmingham, B6 4RR

Tel: 0121 608 4431
Fax: 0121 608 2008
sales@e-signfittings.co.uk
www.e-signfittings.co.uk
E-Signfittings are one of the largest suppliers of Cable & Rod Display Systems in the
UK. We have large stocks available on next
day delivery for orders received before
3pm. Other products in our range include
Standoffs, Screw Head Covers, Poster
Hanging Systems, Sign Hanging Systems,
Leaflet Holders and Poster Displays. Visit
our web site to check our current stock levels and fantastic prices.

LOGOTECH DISPLAY
SOLUTIONS LTD
Unit 6, Atley Business Pk, North Nelson
Ind Est, Cramlington, Newcastle Upon
Tyne NE23 1WP

Tel: 01670 737 225
Fax: 01670 707 365
sales@logotech-ltd.co.uk
www.logo-tech.co.uk
In our fully equipped metal department we
produce high quality built up letters/logos
in aluminium, stainless, brass and copper.
Supplied to the trade nationwide, at a very
competitive price. We also manufacture
boxes, post signs, gantry signs, frames and
panels, which can be finished to your specifications. We have our own in-house neon
department and can supply you with the
complete sign service, ready for you to
install.

FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD
127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants,
GU51 3SN

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Quality range of cable and rod systems select from 1.5 & 3 mm cables, 3mm, 6
mm & 10 mm rod systems. Large stocks of
components and acrylic accessories. Select
from extensive range of easy to order kits
see website for full range. Free design and
advisory service. Excellent trade terms.
Showrooms in Fleet & Shrewsbury

FABRICUT
AES SIGNS LTD

Unit 2 Browells Lane, Feltham,
Middlesex, TW13 7EQ
(EST. 1972)

The Old Laundry, 15 Barratt Street,
Easton, Bristol BS5 6DE

Tel: 0117 951 0234
Fax: 0117 952 0234
sales@aessigns.co.uk
www.aessigns.co.uk
Specialist manufacturers of built-up/flat cut
letters, logos in stainless steel, brass, aluminium etc. Very competitive prices, excellent delivery, highest quality, full design
service. Prompt response to all enquiries.

APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of quality 3D built up metal
letters and logos. Lettering starts at just
50mm high in materials such as stainless
steel, brass, copper, titanium and aluminium with a variety of different finishes. Built
up letters are available with halo and / or
face lit illumination from our award winning and cost effective LED range. Please
ask for an information pack or contact one
of our friendly and experienced sales staff
for assistance.

Tel: 020 8751 7250
Fax: 020 8751 7251
mailus@fabricut.co.uk
www.fabricut.co.uk
Trade suppliers of 3D built up letters and
logos. Full LED service available for Halo
or Face illumination. Stove enameling
available from BS, RAL and Pantone
colours. Fast turnaround with competitive
prices.

FABSIGN
280a High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts,
HP41AH

Tel: 01442 386 618
Mob: 07739 364 613
info@fabsign.co.uk
www.fabsign.co.uk
Fabsign are a company who specialise in
built up letters and logos and metal fabrications. We are experts in this field so we
can offer our customers a non compromising service to manufacture to their requirements and expectations at the lowest
prices available. We also supply flat cut
letters and logos in any material. So give
us a call and let us see what we can do
for you.

SIGN HERE
179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Trade service for flat cut lettering & logos
in Acrylic Foamex, Dibond, Aluminum,
Stainless steel & MDF. We will give you a
professional reliable & efficient service at a
competitive price. From a single letter to a
fully illuminated sign ready for installation.
For a quote or just friendly advice contact
us. We are here to help.

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester,
LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
Nationwide specialist trade suppliers of
ali/stainless steel 3D built ups.
Brushed/Satin/Mill/chemically coloured finishes. 1050 grade ali, 316 or 304 grade
s/s. We can also supply a variety of back
trays to suit and fit LEDs/Neon etc for
face/halo illumination. All works carried
out in-house. (we also supply flat cut
text/logos).
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MID WEST DISPLAYS
The Display Centre, Knights Way,
Battlefield Enterprise Park, Shrewsbury
SY1 3AB

Tel: 01743 465531
Fax: 01743 465532
sales@midwestdisplays.co.uk
www.midwestdisplays.co.uk
Mid West Displays stock a wide range of
cable displays. We also stock wall mounts,
snap frames, mirror screws, sign supports,
lighting, poster pockets and many more.
We are pleased to be working with the
highest quality materials at competitive
prices.

CAST SIGNS
SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD
Wingfield Road Tebworth, Beds,
LU7 9QG

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk
Specialists in the manufacture of quality
cast signs - mainly cast in polyurethane but
also grp, bronze, brass and aluminium. All
patterns are made by our in house pattern
maker to your specification. A few millimetres up to several metres in size. Cast signs
for town entrances, buildings, way finding
fingerpost signs, blue plaques, street signs.
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WARD SIGNS
Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk
Plaques, Crests, Lettering. In aluminium
and Bronze. From Pattern Making to
Finishing in Stove Enamel. 60 Years of
Experience.

CHEMICAL ETCHING
AES SIGNS LTD

(EST. 1972)

The Old Laundry, 15 Barratt Street,
Easton, Bristol BS5 6DE

Tel: 0117 951 0234
Fax: 0117 952 0234
sales@aesigns.co.uk
www.aessigns.co.uk
The complete sign service.
Engraved/etched screen printed, signs,
nameplates, etc in all materials. Very competitive prices, excellent delivery, highest
quality. Full design service. Prompt
response to all enquiries.

DARTFORD ENGRAVING &
SCREENPRINTING LTD
Unit 4 Power Works Industrial Estate,
Slade green Road, Erith, Kent DA8 2HY

Tel: 01322 340 194
mail@desp.co.uk
www.desp.co.uk
DESP has been trading for over 50 years.
Chemical Etching, Screen Printing, CNC
engraving, Laser Engraving, Heavy Duty
Machine engraving (ALL CARRIED OUT
INHOUSE), including artwork. So whether
its a 1 off or 1,000s off, we can offer a
quick competitive turnround.

HALLMARK ENGRAVING
ETCHING & SIGNS LTD
(EST. 1899)
116-118 Selsdon Road, South Croydon,
Surrey, CR2 6PG

Tel: 020 8686 6649
Fax: 020 8760 0899
sales@hallmarksigns.co.uk
www.hallmarksigns.co.uk
SUPERFAST and efficient trade service for
ALL commercial and industrial etching,
using the latest technology and computerised equipment. One-off urgent specials
or long runs no problem. Full graphics and
artwork service for logos, crests and
designs. Specialists for commemorative
plaques, company name plates and
awards in all metals and plastics.
Professionally designed-drawings
supplied free.

Tel: 020 8368 9017
Fax: 020 8368 9018
info@aspectsigns.com
www.aspectsigns.com
49 Years experience in Chemical Etching
on Brass & Stainless Steel, Mirror Polished
or Brushed. NO screens + NO Vinyls =
BETTER Quality. For Quality and a Reliable
Service, contact us.

COUNTY ENGRAVERS &
SIGNS LTD
Unit 5, Trent View Court, Moreland
Street, Nottingham NG2 3FX

Tel: 0115 985 1171
Fax: 0115 986 1007
sales@countyengravers-signs.co.uk
www.countyengravers-signs.co.uk
Fine detail etching of brass and stainless
steel. Engraving of all types of plaques,
plates, labels and control panels in a wide
range of materials. Laser Engraving and
Component Marking. Full colour printing
from labels to wide format.
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Tel: 01670 512090
Fax: 01670 503143
sales@multitechnic.co.uk
www.multitechnic.co.uk
We are established specialists in chemical
etching. WE ARE THE ONLY TRADE ONLY
SIGN ETCHING SPECIALISTS IN THE UK.
We can offer effects that nobody else can
do such as blended colours. All our stainless steel is 316 marine grade, we don't
use inferior grades & our brass is the best
too. We want your business so will give
you a fast turnaround & excellent service.

COMPLETE CNC
SOLUTIONS LTD
Unit 1, Mendip Vale Trading Estate,
Wedmore Road, Cheddar, BS27 3EL

Tel: 01934 742 186
Fax: 01934 742 179
info@completecnc.co.uk
www.completecnc.co.uk
Exclusive distributors for Tekcel routing systems in the UK & Europe. Class leading,
ballscrew/digital servo motor driven technology. Powerful spindle motors. Superior
vacuum hold down. High production Auto
Tool Change facility. Onsite CAD/CAM
training and on-going support throughout
the UK and Europe.

SIGN INDUSTRIES
Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
Fax: 01241 828 331
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
SIGN INDUSTRIES are specialist TRADE
MANUFACTURERS of etched Stainless
Steel, Brass, and Bronze. We also Laser
Engrave Plastics and Wood as stand alone
products as well as moulds for castings.
SIGN INDUSTRIES normally work with 3
mm thick material, and can etch bend and
weld Stainless Steel up to 3 metres x 1.5
metres, and down to small sequential tags
for wiring looms.

COAT OF ARMS
BRYAN RAWLINGS DESIGN
45 Nunney Close, Keynsham, Bristol
BS31 1XG

Tel: 0117 986 7894
Fax: 0117 377 8816
bryan@bryanrawlings.com
www.bryanrawlings.com
Designers and makers of coats of arms,
emblems and all types of sculptural and
decorative signage. GRP, cast resins, metals, detailed hand painting and much
more. Large range of royal coats of arms
available. Specialist suppliers to the sign
trade.

CHROME PLATED LETTERS

ASPECT SIGNS &
ENGRAVING
Unit A5 Bounds Green Ind Est, Ring
Way, London N11 2UD

MULTITECHNIC LTD

Coopies Lane, Morpeth, Northumberland
NE61 6JQ

SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD
225 Long Lane, London N3 2RL

IMPACT ENGRAVING
23-23 Rabans Close, Aylesbury, Bucks,
HP19 8RS

Tel: 01296 488902
Fax: 01296 488869
Mob: 07957 870 756
andy@impactengraving.co.uk
www.impactengraving.co.uk
REAL Trade prices for chemical etching,
brass and stainless steel a speciality. ULTRA
FAST DELIVERY

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD

Tel: 0500 456700
Fax: 020 8349 5806
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
ChromaForm; the NEW generation of
Chrome effect letters. We now offer a complete range of ChromaForm Letters for a 7
day turnaround not available anywhere
else. We can also supply and fit LED lights
to the ChromaForm range of letters for an
even better effect. Ring Susan or Lesley for
details and samples.

CNC ROUTING
& ENGRAVING MACHINES
ATA ENGINEERING
PROCESSES

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

ATA House, Unit B, Boundry Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7SS

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com

Tel: 01442 264411
Fax: 01442 231383
sales@ataeng.com
www.ataeng.com

Specialists in chemically etched nameplates. Brass, Stainless Steel and Anodised
Aluminium. Any size up to 2400 x
1200mm (8ft x 4ft). One-offs up to 5000+.
trade work is totally confidential.

The C R Onsrud range of CNC routers
offers a wide variety of options from entry
level 3 axis machines up to 5 axis with
fixed or moving gantry.
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD
Wingfield Road Tebworth, Beds, LU7
9QG

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875 746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk
Cast in polyurethane with detail in relief
and hand painted full colours. May be cast
on their own or as part of an entrance
sign, blue plaque or street sign etc. We
also cast coats of arms in aluminium, grp
or bronze. Please send details for a
quotation.

WARD SIGNS
Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk
Wards of Bristol Specialise in manufacture,
restoration and accurate reproduction of
historic and modern coats of arms. We are
able to produce from originals, information
from heraldic associations, or even from a
photograph. Check our website for recent
projects.

COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUES

SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD

FABRICUT

SIGNRITE (IOM) LTD

ALAN ROBERTS
ENGRAVERS LTD

Wingfield Road Tebworth, Beds,
LU7 9QG

Unit 2 Browells Lane, Feltham,
Middlesex, TW13 7EQ

Unit 2, Isle of Man Business Park,
Braddan, Douglas, Isle of Man IM2 2QY

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk

Tel: 020 8751 7250
Fax: 020 8751 7251
mailus@fabricut.co.uk
www.fabricut.co.uk

Tel: 01624 612244
Fax: 01624 661229
sales@signrite-iom.com
www.signrite-iom.com

Cast blue plaques with detail in relief.
Usually cast in solid rigid polyurethane and
painted blue background with white, silver
or gold letters. Send us artwork or copy of
the text for a quote.

Trade suppliers of flat cut letters and logos
etc with a 24 hr next day service available.
Lots of materials to choose from: Foamex,
Perspex, Composites, MDF, Ply, Aluminium,
Polished/Brushed Stainless. Aluminium
Composite trays signs folded, glued ready
for you to hang. Plastic, brass & nickel
locators, various studs & sleeves, 3M VHB
tape, drilling templates also available.

Cut out letters and logos in acrylic, foam
pvc MDF amd dibond, to the sign trade.
Supply us with artwork via e-mail or disk.
Fast delivery through out the UK and
Europe. contact us for a competitive quote
and a quick turnround.

27 Thingwall Drive, Irby Village, Wirral,
CH61 3XN

Tel: 0151 709 3404
Fax: 0151 707 8081
mail@alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
www.alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
Fast confidential service to the trade.
Plaques in ALL materials. Also a range of
Unveiling Systems to suite the particular
plaque. Including a FREE STANDING UNIT
enabling an Unveiling Ceremony to take
place anywhere even outdoors. We can
manufacture, deliver direct to your customer on your behalf. We have been supplying Commemorative Plaques for over
70 years, unveiled by HRH on many
occasions.

WARD SIGNS
Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

ASPECT SIGNS
& ENGRAVING
Unit A5 Bounds Green Ind Est, Ring
Way, London N11 2UD

Tel: 020 8368 9017
Fax: 020 8368 9018
info@aspectsigns.com
www.aspectsigns.com

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk
Wards of Bristol have produced countless
cast metal commemorative blue plaques,
but also specialise in traditional bronze
plaques and custom 3D hand crafted
plaques, which are hand painted to
depict scenes of historical events, places
and figures.

49 Years experience in Commemorative
Plaques in Brass & Stainless Steel, Mirror
Polished or Brushed. NO screens + NO
Vinyls = BETTER Quality. For Quality and a
Reliable Service, contact us

MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS
51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk

CUT-OUT LETTERS
ACCENT SIGNS LTD
Units 1&2, Broadcott Ind. Est., Station
Rd., Cradley Heath B64 6NT

Tel: 0121 561 4600
Fax: 0121 561 5458
accsign1@aol.com
www.accentsignsltd.co.uk

Manufacturers of plaques in stainless steel,
brass and aluminium, chemically or
machine engraved, colour filled to your
choice. Logos and text from artwork supplied.

Virtually any typeface available, cut from
your artwork or ours, in Acrylic, Foam PVC,
Aluminium composite, or MDF. Complete
Fascia Panels, and more! Samples on
request.

SIGN INDUSTRIES

APPLELEC

Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
Fax: 01241 828 331
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
Sign Industries is one of the UK’s leading
sign making manufacturers, offering a
broad range of memorial and commemorative plaques in many varying styles using
the finest materials such as bronze, brass,
stainless steel and wood. You can now create your own custom plaques and nameplates and order them directly from our
website.

Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of flat cut out letters, logos
and intricate laser work. Lettering in a
variety of materials such as acrylic,
foamex, dibond, stainless steel, aluminium
and MDF is available in different finishes
and supplied with or without fixings. Please
ask for an information pack or contact one
of our friendly and experienced sales staff
for assistance. (3D built up lettering is also
available).

I.C.E.
Marcon House, Wyther Lane,
Leeds LS5 3BT

Tel: 0113 224 2124
Fax: 0113 224 2110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of flat cut letters in ALL
materials. Incl. Acrylic, Foamex, MDF,
Stainless Steel, Brass, Copper, Corian.
Many finishes available- Gilding, painting,
powdercoating, lacquering. A special service at a competitive price.

SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD
225 Long Lane, London N3 2RL

Tel: 0500 456700
Fax: 020 8349 5806
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
Plastic is our speciality including Flat Cut
lettering in Perspex, foam pvc and aluminium composite. All supplied with locators
and template as standard. We also offer a
complete range of Moulded letters in
Perspex and ChromaForm, offering over 60
years experience.

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS
51-59 Waterworks Road, Norwich
NR2 4DA.

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester,
LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com

A fully comprehensive service to the trade
in acrylic, foam PVC, MDF, brass and aluminium. Contact us for price list or
quotation.

We have over 5000 styles to choose from
or you can send your own artwork.
Letters/logos available in acrylic, foam,
mdf, polycarb, dibond, stainless steel and
much more. All cut by router or laser. With
or without fixings. All works carried out inhouse (we also manufacture built ups and
much more).

SIGN HERE

YORKUT LETTER COMPANY

179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Trade service for flat cut lettering & logos
in Acrylic Foamex, Dibond, Aluminum,
Stainless steel & MDF. We will give you a
professional reliable & efficient service at a
competitive price. From a single letter to a
fully illuminated sign ready for installation.
For a quote or just friendly advice contact
us. We are here to help.
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34/36 Auster Road, Clifton Moor, York
YO30 4XA

Tel: 01904 690330
Fax: 01904 692155
sales@yorkut.co.uk
www.yorkut.co.uk
Trade suppliers of flat cut letters, shapes
and logos in ALL materials, acrylic, PVC
foam, aluminium composite, MDF, aluminium and stainless steel, supplied with or
without locators and templates. Very competitive prices. Swift response to all
enquiries.
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DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SIGNS

DIGITAL PRINTED SIGNS

DORO TAPE (UK) LTD

EDGELIT SIGNS

BROWNINGS LTD

ACTIVE TRADE PRINT

APPLELEC

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Branches: Unit 1 Chesterfield Trading
Est, Chesterfield / Unit 12c Bates
Industrial Est, Romford

New Mill, Farndon Road, Market
Harborough, Leics LE16 9NP

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We realise the need to keep up to
date with our product offering and we are
now happy to announce our new range of
digital products, from single and double
sided WAYFINDERS to HIGH BRIGHTNESS
external displays to ‘VIDEO WALLS’, we
have a quality product for all applications.

Tel: 0845 222 5008
sales@tradeactive.co.uk
www.tradeactive.co.uk
We offer a Trade Digital Print & Cut service
with no minimum order charge. From one
colour to full photographic quality images
up to 1370mm wide by any length printed
and cut on to numerous vinyls and pvc
banner materials, poster paper and photographic paper. We can take your artwork
from e-mail, disk or CD in various formats.

FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD

CLEARSCORE LTD

127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants,
GU51 3SN

Tel: 01473 212751
Fax: 01473 233415
sales@clearscore.co.uk
www.clearscore.co.uk

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812 123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Specialists in Digital Signage made simple
for the trade. Select from media players to
complete web based solutions. Only company in the UK to offer suspended screens
on rods. Fairfield has designed a range of
display systems for kiosks, point of sale,
window and internal displays. Full consultancy service and trade installation service.
Showrooms in Fleet & Shrewsbury

Unit 1, Tudor Works, Turret Lane,
Ipswich IP4 1DL

Trade service for high quality digital print
up to 1600mm wide. Printing on to vinyl,
PVC banner,paper, lightbox material and
artist canvas, also laminating and contour
cutting. Providing high quality service and
products since 1978.

Tel: 01858 431 642
Fax: 01858 466 992
sales@dorotape.co.uk
www.dorotape.co.uk
Specialists in media for digital printing,
Doro Tape supply products from major
European manufactures including Ritrama,
Aslan, Xerox and Poli-Tape for all large format printers. Whether it's for sign graphics;
interior exhibition or retail displays; floor
graphics or vehicle wraps, Doro can supply
the right product. Contact Doro Tape for
expert advice on digital media.

Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Tel: 01274 774477
Fax: 01274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Manufacturers of edge lit signs incorporating a variety of extruded profile options
along with bespoke engraved acrylic panels. With award winning and cost effective
LED modules and a choice of mounting or
hanging shop fitting kits, Applelec supplies
an unrivalled range of edge lit trade components. Please ask for an information
pack or contact our friendly and experienced sales staff for assistance.

MACTAC UK LTD
37 Tenter Road, Moulton Park,
Northampton NN3 6AX

Tel: 01604 644697
Fax: 01604 790495
www.mactac.eu
MACtac are global manufactures of selfadhesive material for wide-format Digital
Printing (Water Based, Solvent, EcoSolvent, Latex & UV) with Print Profiles to
match these materials that are designed
for Vehicle Wrapping, Wall, Street, Floor
and Window Graphics. Many Laminates
available include wood & metal effects.
Some products are Class O fire-rated and
CBS Outdoors (formerly Viacom) approved.

ARTILLUS - WAYS2DISPLAY
LTD
Britannia House, 29 Station Road,
Kettering, Northants NN15 7HJ

Tel: 0333 123 0345
Fax: 0333 123 0445
sales@artillus.com
www.artillus.com
DIAMOND 24V LED light boxes and GARNET light panels can be produced in any
size up to 2500 x 1500mm. Diamond light
boxes have a 20mm deep frame and
25mm snap frame front. Standard sizes in
A4 up to A0 for next day delivery. Custom
boxes & GARNET 8mm deep light panels
can be made in single colour LED or RGB
with controllers, can be dimmable or have
built-in phasing. No minimum order
quantity.

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester LE5 3AP

DIGITAL PRINT
MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD
Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 343 1958
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
Sygnet signs can offer you their own inhouse digital print service that can produce
stunning results across a range of applications due to the addition of an award winning digital printer that can offer a luxurious edge to any graphic. We can offer you
prints for applications such as signs, banners, vehicle graphics, POS displays and
posters, all at competitive trade prices.

PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

Tel: 0161 886 7557
www.paperlinx.co.uk
PaperlinX are authorised resellers for
Epson, Mimaki, Canon, Jetrix, Hewlett
Packard, x-rite, Vivid, Seal and Zund. We
can, through our specialised Digital
Solutions team, offer everything from printers, plotters and cutters to a wide range of
matching consumables including papers,
vinyls and banners at competitive prices.
Call to arrange a demonstration.

Full Colour Digitally printed self adhesive
labels, full colour sub-surface printed overlays, full colour nameplates, including
plaques and signs. Low Cost. Quick
turnaround.

KINGS PLASTICS LTD
The Signbuild Centre, Kelso House, St
Philips, Bristol, BS2 0PH

Tel: 0117 9411 411
Fax: 0117 9411 811
enquiry@kingsplastics.co.uk
www.kingsplastics.co.uk
REFLEX aluminium edgelite track using
LED's and integral 12v convertor units, or
MINIFLEX using LED's with remote 12v
power convertor units, both can be supplied with or without 8mm clear acrylic
panels, plain or outline engraved to your
design. For images & prices, see our online
shop.

DIGITAL PRINTER SUPPLIES
MORCANT DESIGNS LTD
Unit 6, Tom Johnston Road, West
Pitkerro Industrial Estate, Dundee DD4 8XD

Tel: 01382 686 286
Fax: 01382 686288
Mob: 07712 654757
sales@morcant-designs.co.uk
www.morcant-designs.co.uk
Full colour digital printed graphics:
monomeric, polymeric, cast or vehicle
wrap vinyls. Full colour canvases, banners,
roller banners, pop-up frames. Full colour
signs, name-plates. All of these at very
competitive prices and quick turnaround
times.
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BISBELL MAGNETIC
PRODUCTS LTD.
Hillfield Lane, Stretton, Burton on Trent,
Staffs DE13 0BN

Tel: 01283 531000
Fax: 01283 534000
sales@bisbellmagnets.com
www.bisbellmagnets.com
The UK's widest range of digitally printable
wide format magnetic and ferro sheet
(both over 1200mm wide). Maxmag vehicle grade magnetic materials available in
white, plain or adhesive backed - by roll or
cut to your specific requirements. Also
available neo magnets, vehicle roof magnets, sign grippers and a full range of high
tape to suit every budget and application.

DOMES & DISHES
TALBOT DESIGNS LTD
225 Long Lane, Finchley London N3 2RL

Tel: 020 8346 8515
Fax: 020 8349 0294
sales@talbotdesigns.co.uk
www.talbotdesigns.co.uk
We are the only company in Europe stocking clear acrylic Domes & Dishes in 20
sizes. We have over 140 other special sizes
available and can make ovals, squares and
oblong domes. By covering any shape with
vinyl or screen printing you can have your
own special sign.
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ENGRAVING
AES SIGNS LTD

(EST. 1972)

The Old Laundry, 15 Barratt street,
Easton, Bristol, BS5 6DE

Tel: 0117 951 0234
Fax: 0117 952 0234
sales@aessigns.co.uk
www.aessigns.co.uk
The complete sign service Engraved /
Etched & Screen Printed signs Nameplates
etc. in all materials. Very competitive
prices, excellent delivery, highest quality,
full design service, prompt response to all
enquires

ALAN ROBERTS
ENGRAVERS LTD

HALLMARK ENGRAVING
ETCHING & SIGNS LTD

ESTIMATING SOFTWARE

FLAT CUT LETTERS

GOFASO SOFTWARE

APPLELEC

27 Thingwall Drive, Irby Village, Wirral,
CH61 3XN

(EST. 1899)
116-118 Selsdon Road, South Croydon,
Surrey CR2 6PG

129 Devizes Road, Hilperton,
Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 7SZ

Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

Tel: 01225 718930
sales@gofaso.co.uk
www.gofaso.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk

Tel: 0151 709 3404
Fax: 0151 707 8081
mail@alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
www.alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
Fast Confidential Engraving Service to the
trade. We can provide plaques, nameplates, control panels, safety signs, switch
plates, commemorative plaques with
unveiling unit (on hire basis), bespoke
signs and labels etc.

COUNTY ENGRAVERS &
SIGNS LTD
Unit 5, Trent View Court, Moreland
Street, Nottingham NG2 3FX

Tel: 0115 985 1171
Fax: 0115 986 1007
sales@countyengravers-signs.co.uk
www.countyengravers-signs.co.uk
Engravers of all types of plaques, plates,
labels and control panels in a wide range
of materials. Fine detail etching in brass
and stainless steel. Industrial and Laser
Engraving and Component Marking. Full
colour printing from labels to wide format.

Tel: 020 8686 6649
Fax: 020 8760 0899
sales@hallmarksigns.co.uk
www.hallmarksigns.co.uk
Superfast and reliable trade service with
100 years experience for all etching, routing and profiling. Specialists for nameplate
and commemorative plaques in bronze,
brass, aluminium, stainless and plastics.
Logos and crests. High quality graphics drawings free of charge. Precision industrial engravers of panels, labels and moulds.
Keytop specialist. Presentation silverware
and glass engraving experts.

Gofaso Software makes quoting fast and
easy! Gofaso has been specialised for Sign
companies, providing user-friendly calculation templates, workshop management,
invoicing and customer relations upkeep.
With module E-CRM you can make use of
QR-codes on worksheets. Gofaso includes
startling new tips and innovative techniques giving your company the strongest
advantage.

FABRICUT

IMPACT ENGRAVING

Unit 2 Browells Lane, Feltham,
Middlesex, TW13 7EQ

22-23 Rabans Close, Aylesbury, Bucks,
HP19 8RS

Tel: 01296 488902
Fax: 01296 488869
Mob: 07957 870 756
andy@impactengraving.co.uk
www.impactengraving.co.uk
REAL Trade prices for Engraving and chemical etching, rotary, diamond, laser and
acid. Control panels, data plates etc.
Stainless steel, Traffolyte, special laminates, brass, aluminium etc. ULTRA FAST
DELIVERY !

Trade suppliers of flat cut out letters, logos
and intricate laser work. We offer lettering
in a variety of materials such as acrylic,
foamex, dibond, stainless steel, aluminium
and MDF in different finishes and supplied
with or without fixings. Please ask for an
information pack or contact one of our
friendly and experienced sales staff for
assistance. (3D built up lettering is also
available).

Tel: 020 8751 7250
Fax: 020 8751 7251
mailus@fabricut.co.uk
www.fabricut.co.uk

FINGERPOST SIGNS
SIGNSCAPE AND SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Trade suppliers of flat cut letters and logos
etc with a 24 hr next day service available.
Lots of materials to choose from: Foamex,
Perspex, Composites, MDF, Ply, Aluminium,
Polished/Brushed Stainless. Aluminium
Composite trays signs folded, glued ready
for you to hang. Plastic, brass & nickel
locators, various studs & sleeves, 3M VHB
tape, drilling templates also available.

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk

DARTFORD ENGRAVING &
SCREENPRINTING LTD
Unit 4 Power Works Industrial Estate,
Slade green Road, Erith, Kent DA8 2HY

Tel: 01322 340 194
mail@desp.co.uk
www.desp.co.uk
DESP has been trading for over 50 years.
CNC engraving, Laser engraving, Heavy
Duty machine engraving, Chemical etching, Screen Printing, (ALL CARRIED OUT
INHOUSE), including artwork. So whether
its a 1 off or 1,000 off, we can offer a
quick competitive turnround.

MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS
51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk

Unit 1, Raynham Close, Raynham Rd Ind
Estate, Raynham Road, Bishops
Stortford, Herts, CM23 5JP

Tel: 01279 467999
Fax: 01279 467888
sales@firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
www.firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
We manufacture and engrave nameplates,
Labels, Tags, Switchplates, Mimics, Brass
Plates, Components, Warning labels,
Plaques, Logo's and Signs. We also produce printed fire & Safety Signs & Vinyl
Graphics.

Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
Fax: 01241 828 331
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
SIGN INDUSTRIES are specialist TRADE
MANUFACTURERS of etched Stainless
Steel, Brass, and Bronze. We also Laser
Engrave Plastics and Wood as stand alone
products as well as moulds for castings.
SIGN INDUSTRIES normally work with 3
mm thick material, and can etch bend and
weld Stainless Steel up to 3 metres x 1.5
metres, and down to small sequential tags
for wiring looms.

SIGN HERE
179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Trade service for flat cut lettering & logos
in Acrylic Foamex, Dibond, Aluminum,
Stainless steel & MDF. We will give you a
professional reliable & efficient service at a
competitive price. From a single letter to a
fully illuminated sign ready for installation.
For a quote or just friendly advice contact
us. We are here to help.

Manufacturers of all types of plates or
plaques, machine engraved or chemically
etched using a variety of materials, brass,
stainless steel, aluminium, plastics and
wood. For high quality and intricate detail
with colour infills to your choice.

SIGN INDUSTRIES
FIRST SIGNS & LABELS LTD

Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our high quality Fingerpost system combines aluminium or steel posts,
with double skin finger-arms, making it
highly durable, and ideal for public locations. Choose from Chevron, Bull-nosed or
Square ended finger arms, available in
standard or custom lengths.

FLAME POLISHERS
I-SPI LTD
47 Mansionhouse Road, Mount Vernon,
Glasgow G32 0RP

Tel: 0141 764 1600
Fax: 0141 778 5824
sales@ispitrade.com
www.ispitrade.com
I-SPI Trade supplier of CE approved flame
polishers. The simplest way to add a crystal
clear, glass like edge to acrylic. Machines
to suit every budget all at THE REAL TRADE
PRICE. Visit our web site for more info or
give Stephen or Sean a call and we can
answer any questions you may have.
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SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester,
LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
We have over 5000 styles to choose from
or you can send your own artwork.
Letters/logos available in acrylic, foam,
mdf, polycarb, dibond, stainless steel and
much more. All cut by router or laser. With
or without fixings. All works carried out inhouse (we also manufacture built ups and
much more).
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YORKUT LETTER COMPANY

GENERAL SIGN SUPPLIERS

SERVICES SUPPLY COMPANY

34/36 Auster Road, Clifton Moor, York
YO30 4XA

BROWNINGS LTD

Unit C, Ogmore Court, Abergarw Ind.
Est. Brynmenyn, CF32 9LW

Tel: 01904 690330
Fax: 01904 692155
sales@yorkut.co.uk
www.yorkut.co.uk
Trade suppliers of flat cut letters, shapes
and logos in ALL materials, acrylic, PVC
foam, aluminium composite, MDF, aluminium and stainless steel, supplied with or
without locators and templates. Very competitive prices. Swift response to all
enquiries.

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. We supply in any size or quantity,
from 1 offs to multiple rollouts either as
lengths of extrusion, in kit form or as
made-up signs.

Tel: 01656 720 566
Fax: 01656 729 837
info@goldleafsupplies.co.uk
www.goldleafsupplies.co.uk
Gold leaf 12 to 24ct from stock same day
despatch for approved accounts. We doubt
whether our prices can be bettered for
comparable quality.

MIDA SIGN SERVICES
UK LTD
Welbeck Street South, Ashton-UnderLyne OL6 7QZ

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.midasignservices.co.uk
Professional installation and maintenance
of all types of signage. Including, Site surveys, Illuminated signs, Flexface signage,
neon etc. Nationwide service operating
from Manchester. Established 1984.

PROLICHT UK LTD

INSTALLATION CONTRACTORS

FLEXIBLE FACE SIGNS

BIRCH SIGN SERVICES

BROWNINGS LTD

Unit 3, Wickham Business Park,
Honywood Road, Basildon, Essex,
SS14 3EQ

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. The Company manufacture everything
from poster frames to flexface signs. We
can supply you lengths of extrusions, signs
in kit form or make the whole sign for you.
We utilise the Signcomp suite including
Econoflex, Retroframe and Fascia Frame.
All signs are to your individual, specific
requirements.

INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS

KINGS PLASTICS LTD
The Signbuild Centre, Kelso House, St
Philips, Bristol, BS2 0PH

Tel: 0117 9411 411
Fax: 0117 9411 811
enquiry@kingsplastics.co.uk
www.kingsplastics.co.uk
For all types of sign. Individual flatcut &
built up lettering, illuminated with LED’s.
Edgelite signs, Illuminated signs, Modular
sign systems, Frames & panels, engraving
on plastics, aluminium and brass, labels
and stencils. LED’s & convertors etc. Also
material supplies cut to size. A complete
service to the trade. For further information, check out our website & online shop.

67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com

Tel: 01268 284 400
Fax: 01268 534 870
Mob: 07967 190089
birchsigns@hotmail.com
www.birchsigns.com
"The largest independent sign installation
and maintenance company in the UK."
Specialists in all sign work, large or small,
neon, LED, all Flexface systems, illuminated, non illuminated and vinyl. Corporate
change over specialists.

Welbeck Street South, Ashton-UnderLyne OL6 7QZ

PROSIGN
Unit D, 1 School Lane Chandlers Ford,
Southampton SO53 4DG

The complete package. We offer an exemplary installation service for all types of signage, from street level to extreme high
level, specialising in abseiling. We have full
Public and Company Liability Insurance.
For each installation we provide a full project management service, from site survey
to sign off and provide a full Risk and
Method Statement prior to any works
being undertaken.

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.bannersandgraphics.co.uk
Specialised installers of all flexible faced
systems. Nationwide service. Illuminated or
non-illuminated. We can supply and install.
Call for details.
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Tel: 0121 770 0103
Fax: 0121 770 6512
gold@habberleymeadows.co.uk
www.habberleymeadows.co.uk
We stock a full range of gold leaf and silver leaf gilding supplies, gold gilding products and gilding materials. Our staff are
expert gold beaters who produce very high
quality gold leaf.

Tel: 02380 388 522
info@prosign.biz
www.prosign.biz
Polite, Professional & Highly skilled sign fitters and vinyl applicators. Large Graphic &
Wrapping Specialists. CSCS, PASMA & IPAF.
England & Europe covered

SIGN INSTALLATIONS
(EST. 1995)
2–4 Foredown Drive, Portslade, East
Sussex BN41 2BB

HABBERLEY MEADOWS
5 Saxon Way, Chelmsley Wood,
Birmingham B37 5AY

An experienced professional sign and lighting contractor to undertake Surveys,
Project Management, Individual or
Programmed Installations, Planned or
Reactive Maintenance, Illumination and
Accident 'make safe' and repairs, throughout the U.K. All crews are fully trained to
current Health and Safety standards
including Pasma, IPAF and UKPIA Safety
Passports.

Unit 1 Orion Court, Colmworth Business
Park, Eaton Socon, St Neots, PE19 8YX

GOLD LEAF SUPPLIERS
MIDA SIGN SERVICES

Tel: 0844 412 2230
Fax: 0844 412 2231
ukhelp@prolicht.com
www.prolicht.com

GLOBAL ERECTING SIGN
SERVICES LTD (EST. 1996)
Tel: 01480 211948
Fax: 01480 210551
info@gessltd.co.uk
www.gess.uk.com

Insight is a trade only manufacturer, offering a made to measure service, with inhouse powder coating. A range of cases
are available to accept flexible substrates,
covering most applications. Tensioning
mechanism is fast and simple to operate,
and can be accessed via hinged cover
plates fitted around perimeter of case.
Large hinged cases can be fitted with gas
struts or mechanical arms to assist
opening.

14 Spire Green Centre, Flex Meadow,
Pinnacles West, Harlow, Essex
CM19 5TR

INDUSTRIAL ABSEILING LTD
8 Tresco Road, Berkhamsted, HP4 3JZ

Tel: 0845 345 7712
Mob: 07702 950 218
info@industrialabseiling.com
www.mediaabseiling.com
Abseiling company specialising in the
installation and maintenance of all types of
signage and lighting, we operate nationwide and throughout Europe - advice, site
visits, fast turnaround.
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Tel: 01273 424900
sales@sussexsigns.com
www.sign-installations.co.uk
Let us be your professional sign installation
team, in London, Sussex, Hampshire,
Surrey and Kent. With 25 years of sign
installation experience, our neatly presented fitting crews will work for you to
increase your profits. Customer service and
client confidentiality are paramount, so you
can be sure your hard earned reputation is
in safe hands.

LAMINATING/ENCAPSULATING
VIVID LAMINATING
TECHNOLOGIES
St.Georges House, Whitwick Road,
Coalville, Leicestershire, LE67 3FA

Tel: 0345 1 30 40 50
Fax: 0845 1 30 70 80
sales@vivid-online.com
www.vivid-online.com
Designers and Manufacturers of laminating
systems. Vivid supply a wide range of laminating products including the well established Easymount range of wide format
laminators which are available in cold and
hot models. Roll fed, pouch laminators,
laminating pouches and a wide range of
laminating films.

LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING
MACHINES
HPC LASER LTD
Eildon, Bradford Road, Cleckheaton,
West Yorkshire BD19 3LW

Tel: 01422 310 800
Fax: 01422 400 099
sales@hpclaser.co.uk
www.hpclaser.co.uk
Specialist suppliers of LASERSCRIPT CO2
laser engravers and cutters. Our lasers are
capable of cutting, engraving and marking
a wide range of materials including laminate, metal, glass, acrylic, textiles, wood,
paper, card and leather. Also available is
an A4 Laser with professional Laser software for those struggling for space.
Optional 1 to 3 year warranty available.
Over 1100 machines supplied!

FOCUS LED UK LTD.

OSHINO LED LIGHTING

Unit 64 Cariocca Business Park, 2
Hellidon Close, Arkwick, Manchester,
M12 4AH

1 Churchfield Court, Robey Close, Linby,
Nottingham NG15 8AA

Tel: 0161 27 27 778
sales@focusledltd.co.uk
www.focusledltd.co.uk
Buy LED sign modules, LED Strip, LED
Driver. Top of the range products. Check
out our new website for prices before you
go anywhere. Supplier of Quality LED
Modules, LED Strip, LED Drivers and many
more. We focus on our products so you
don’t need to. Call for further details.

HALOLEDS
Unit D, 1 School Lane Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh SO53 4DG

LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING
SIGN HERE
179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Trade service for Laser flat cut & built up
lettering & logos in Acrylic, Aluminum &
Stainless steel. We will give you a professional reliable & efficient service at a competitive price. From a single letter to a fully
illuminated sign ready for installation. For
a quote or just friendly advice contact us.
We are here to help. Work with us.... work
with experiance

LED ILLUMINATION
3D SIGN SYSTEMS LTD
411 Pollokshaws Rd, Glasgow, G41 1QZ

Tel: 0141 422 2010
sales@3dsignsystems.co.uk
www.3dsignsystems.co.uk

Tel: 02380 253 290
info@haloleds.co.uk
www.haloleds.co.uk
Great Trade Prices. Suppliers of LED modules, RGB systems, backlighting LEDs,
transformers and all accessories 2 year
LED warranty, all ex stock for next day
delivery.

Realise the true potential of LED illumination for signage. LED modules specifically
designed for illuminating 3D channel letters and light boxes. Buy LG Innotek LEDs.
Buy Samsung LEDs. Buy waterproof power
supplies. Upto 5 Year Warranty. Samples
available with money back guarantee if
our products do not impress.

Tel: 0115 964 1305
Mob: 07766 777878
sales@oshino.co.uk
www.oshino-lamps.co.uk
LEDs for Signs F-LED355: 20% more efficient, 15% brighter, wider 160o viewing
angle and at IP67 more resilient than
another Mini-sized module. + 5 years warranty. In stock now.

PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
We offer a wide range of LED products
from market leading manufacturers Sloan
LED and LED Light Sheet. This includes a
diverse selection of quality LEDs, including
ChanneLED Modules, SignBOX Light,
PosterBox Modules, Border Tubing and
accessories. This combined with dedicated
product management, estimating and sales
team means PaperlinX is well placed to
offer best advice.

KINGS PLASTICS LTD
SIGN INDUSTRIES
Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
Fax: 01241 828 694
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
Sign Industries is a leading UK sign making manufacturer which has a wealth of
experience and expertise in producing and
engraving signs and plaques. We also
Laser Engrave Plastics and Wood as stand
alone products as well as moulds for castings. SIGN INDUSTRIES normally work with
3 mm thick material, and can etch bend
and weld Stainless Steel up to 3 metres x
1.5 metres.

The Signbuild Centre, Kelso House, St
Philips, Bristol, BS2 0PH

APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of proven LED lighting
solutions and manufacturers of the flat
lighting unit, LED Light Sheet. Energy efficient, award winning LED lighting modules
in a variety of colours including RGB
(colour changing) are available for both
indoor and outdoor applications. Applelec
offer unrivalled service and after sale technical support for our LED solutions to
ensure customers receive continued
assistance.

(PART OF THE SIGN GROUP)

Tel: 01132 524 706
www.SGLightSheet.co.uk
We manufacture Acrylic Lightsheet to be
used in 100’s of different ways in signage
and display. Our SG LightSheet™ is the
most versatile material of its kind, and is
extremely bright, even & very efficient. Fast
Turn Arounds (Next day), and fantastic
prices.

129 Humberstone Road,
Leicester LE5 3AP

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester,
LE5 3AP

Specialist laser cutting service. We stock a
variety of materials in various thicknesses.
You may also free issue materials. Laser
capabilities are - stainless steel up to
4mm, mild steel up to 12mm. We can also
cut very small acylic detail with d/s tape
already applied. All works carried out inhouse.

White & coloured LED modules in 4 sizes
and LED ribbon – bright or super bright.
12v power convertors, RGB controllers,
together with a range of connectors. For
full details on our range, prices and for
images, check out our website & online
shop. Competitive prices guaranteed!

SGLIGHTSHEET.CO.UK

LED SOLUTIONS

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com

Tel: 0117 9411 411
Fax: 0117 9411 811
enquiry@kingsplastics.co.uk
www.kingsplastics.co.uk

BRIGHT GREEN
TECHNOLOGY LTD
Unit 3 Oyster Park, Chertsey Road,
Byfleet, KT14 7AX

Tel: + 44 (0) 1932 355 221
info@brightgreentechnology.com
www.brightgreendirect.com
Buy LED sign modules, flexi tape and more
at Bright Green Direct. Premium LED products shipped free from stock at great prices

Tel: 0116 262 5933
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@ledsolutions.co.uk
www.ledsolutions.co.uk
LED Solutions supply quality, energy efficient LED products to the sign trade. We
are UK distributors for DAEHAN LED who
specialise in sign illumination and offer 5year warranties with our sign LED module
range. We supply RGB modules, LED Light
panels, Flexible strips, Neonflex, and IP
Rated Power supplies, so please contact us
for any assistance.
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SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD
225 Long Lane, London N3 2RL

Tel: 0500 456 700
Fax: 020 8349 5806
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
Chromasign launched at Sign UK. We offer
a complete range of ChromaForm Letters
with Halo Lighting not available anywhere
else. Ring Susan or Lesley for details and
samples.
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WELOVELEDS.CO.UK

BROWNINGS LTD

METAL FABRICATIONS

RIGHTON LTD

Tel: 01132 524 706
www.WeLoveLEDS.co.uk

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

SIMPLEX LTD

Righton House, Elliott Way, Nexus Point,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AP

The favourite online LED supplier to the
sign, display and shopfitting trade. Large
stocks carries, experienced sales people,
no nonsense ordering. Orders can be
made online, over the phone and by
email. Use Code: EX10 for 10% trade discounts.

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. The Company manufacture everything
from poster frames to flex-faced signage.
We have our own extrusions for the manufacture of acrylic-faced light boxes and can
supply as lengths, in kit form or as readymade up signs. All to your individual, specific requirements in terms of size, colour
or shape.

Unit 3 - 16 Peter Rd, Lancing Business
Park, Lancing, West Sussex. BN15 8TH

Tel: 01903 750333
Fax: 01903 750444
sales@simplexltd.com
www.simplexltd.com
Simplex are a trade only supplier of metal
fabrications and sign systems. With an in
house CNC router, 3 metre guillotine,
brakepress and rollers, full welding equipment and much much more we are able to
turn your ideas into reality!! From basic
trays, to fret cut and illuminated fascias,
oval lightboxes, built up metal letters, right
up to 7 metre monolith signs we've pretty
much made it all!

LIGHT BOXES & LIGHTING
APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

Tel: 01274 774477
Fax: 01274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of fabricated and extruded
light boxes, custom made to client design
requirements. From flat faced and curved
styles, to LED illumination and colour
changing modules, a definitive range of
light box products are available. Applelec's
flat light unit LED Light Sheet is regularly
used to create ultra slim light boxes with
even illumination and a depth of just
25mm.

ARKEN P-O-P
INTERNATIONAL
Studlands Park Avenue, Newmarket,
Suffolk, CB8 7EA

Tel: 01638 565656
Fax: 01638 662770
info@arken-pop.com
www.arken-pop.com
arken provide a comprehensive range of
light boxes for both internal and external
use. Our new Pureilte LED light boxes are
great value, offering fantastic light dispersal, whilst being very economical to run.
Our light boxes are made to order so can
be customised to a specific size or colour
or can be expertly designed to meet your
individual brief.

Unit 3 Oyster Park, Chertsey Road,
Byfleet, KT14 7AX

Tel: +44 (0) 1932 355 221
info@brightgreentechnology.com
www.brightgreentechnology.com
Bright Green Technology specialises in LED
systems that dramatically improve the
quality and performance of backlit media,
illuminated signage, retail displays and
architectural features. Our tension fabric
LED light boxes are fitted with the optimum
LED system to meet your specific requirements.
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Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812 123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk

Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk

METALLIZING SERVICE
MIRROR TECHNOLOGY
Tel: +44 (0)1242 621534
Fax: +44 (0)1242 621529
malcolm@mirrortechnology.co.uk
www.mirrortechnology.co.uk
Producer of high quality mirror coatings.
The process allows coating on flat and
moulded surfaces up to 3m lengths. The
mirror coating is usually applied to the
inner or rear surface of transparent acrylic,
giving the best protection to the mirrored
surface. Coloured varnishes can be used to
achieve a variety of dramatic effects.

BISBELL MAGNETIC
PRODUCTS LTD.

MODULAR PANEL
SIGN SYSTEMS

Hillfield Lane, Stretton, Burton on Trent,
Staffs DE13 0BN

MODUSIGN

Tel: 01283 531000
Fax: 01283 534000
sales@bisbellmagnets.com
www.bisbellmagnets.com

Tel: 0116 262 6288
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.modusign.co.uk

The UK's widest range of digitally printable
wide format magnetic and ferro sheet
(both over 1200mm wide). Maxmag vehicle grade magnetic materials available in
white, plain or adhesive backed - by roll or
cut to your specific requirements. Also
available neo magnets, vehicle roof magnets, sign grippers and a full range of high
tape to suit every budget and application.

Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our systems create a wide range
of sign solutions including; post and panel,
flush panel and curved panel signs;
wayfinding signs, wall directories, monolith
and fingerpost signs. Other products
include exterior notice boards,
poster/menu cases, and letter boards.

Unit 4, Redwood House, Orchard
Industrial Estate, Toddington,
Gloucestershire GL54 5EB

One of the largest independant stockholders of semi-finished plastics in the UK.
Offering a huge range of both branded
and own label products including Perspex,
Marlon, Foamalite and Veka. A next day
delivery service on cut to size and polished
products is available. Also, manufacturers
of light boxes, sign frames and specialist
fabricated items.

MAGNETIC MATERIAL
BRIGHT GREEN
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants,
GU51 3SN

N E PLASTICS LTD

Righton Ltd is the UK's leading supplier of
semi-finished plastics to the sign industry.
our extensive range includes: Cast and
extruded acrylic available in clear, opal
and a full range of colours. Polycarbonate,
Foam PVC, PET-G, Aluminium Composite
Sheet, Painted aluminium sheet,
Aluminium extrusion, Ultragrain stainless
steel sheet. In house cutting and coating as
well as 24 hour delivery service.

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD

FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD

Specialist suppliers of the latest designs in
Light Boxes. LED and Cold Cathode light
boxes with silver click frames A4 - A0 as
standard. Special coloured frames and
sizes on request. Innovative Light Pocket the floating LED light box only 14 mm thick
- customers love the design make sure you
are offering it. Showrooms in Fleet &
Shrewsbury

Tel: 0121 356 1141
Fax: 0121 344 4558
marketing@righton.co.uk
www.righton.co.uk

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester LE5 3AP

Modusign is a cost effective and easy to
assemble panel and post system that is
perfect for way finding or guidance related
signage, the panel and posts are all made
from high-grade aluminium and are available in three different profiles. The system
has been designed to reduce build and
installation times and can be received in
kit form with cut to size components.
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SIMPLEX LTD
Unit 3 - 16 Peter Rd, Lancing Business
Park, Lancing, West Sussex. BN15 8TH

Tel: 01903 750333
Fax: 01903 750444
sales@simplexltd.com
www.simplexltd.com
Simplex are a trade only supplier of sign
systems and metal fabrications. We offer a
range of Pole & Plank products for post
and wall mounted signs, fingerposts and
mini monoliths. For versatile curved interior directories our System 4 is unbeatable
whilst as an approved convertor for the
Accord 15 "slat" type system and a recognised supplier of MSS we really hope we
can help with all your needs.

MOULDED & FABRICATED
PLASTICS
MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS
51-59 Waterworks Road, Norwich
NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
Suppliers of moulded acrylic pans and
logos up to 2800mm x 1500mm and other
types of press and vacuum forming in PVC
and HIPS. Specialists in fabricated plastics
for POS displays with full screen print,
graphics and CNC routing capabilities.

PROJECT PLASTICS LTD

WARD SIGNS

7 Grange Way Business Park, Whitehill
Industrial Estate, Colchester CO2 8HF

Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

Tel: 01206 868696
Fax: 01206 793737
project.plastics@btinternet.com
www.projectplastics.co.uk

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk

Manufacturers of acrylic domes and
shapes, tubes, point of sale displays and
showcases. Bespoke plastic fabrication.
CNC routering, diamond edge polishing,
3m x 2m moulding oven for oven forming,
vacuum forming and screen printing.
Plastic cut to size service.

Having patented the original method of
making cast resin letters, Wards of Bristol
can manufacture and supply resin lettering
to the highest standard. Our stock patterns
for resin letters are a cost effective method
of achieving the same styles as traditional
bronze and aluminium (which we also cast
in house) but we can also make custom
designed patterns for letters and logos for
all your needs.

NEON MANUFACTURERS
(TRADE)
A1DESIGNS
4 Sandy Lane North, Wallington,
Surrey SM6 8JX

Tel: 020 8646 9886
Fax: 020 8646 9478
enquiry@a1designs.co.uk
www.a1designs.co.uk
Neon & Cold Cathode Manufacturers to
the Trade. Fast turnaround & Delivery,
Quick repair service. Installation, Fault
diagnosis, Repairs & Maintenance.
Confidential Service. All neon accessories,
Transformers, Cable, Tube supports etc.

AVENUE SIGNS LTD
216-222 Luton Road, Chatham,
Kent ME4 5BS

MOULDED LETTERS
ACCENT SIGNS LTD

NAMEPLATES

Units 1&2, Broadcott Ind. Est., Station
Rd., Cradley Heath B64 6NT

ALAN ROBERTS
ENGRAVERS LTD

Tel: 0121 561 4600
Fax: 0121 561 5458
accsign1@aol.com
www.accentsignsltd.co.uk
Largest range of moulded acrylic letters in
the UK. Mirror effect moulded letters, LED
illumination, logos, panels, complete fascia
panels, blow moulding, aluminium, composite trays and more! Samples on
request.

27 Thingwall Drive, Irby Village, Wirral,
CH61 3XN

Tel: 0151 709 3404
Fax: 0151 707 8081
mail@alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
www.alanrobertsengravers.co.uk

Tel: 01634 841300
Fax: 01634 841420
info@avenuesigns.co.uk
www.avenuesigns.co.uk
Full computerised design service neon and
cold cathode lighting. Fully qualified installation engineers, fault diagnosis, fast
repair service. Complete sign service from
vinyl through to acrylic to polished stainless
steel to transformer and neon accessory
supplies.

Fast confidential service to the trade.
Nameplates in ALL materials (see our web
site), Labels, Nameplates, Plaques, Control
Panels, Rating and ID Plates etc. Also Vinyl
Signs and Stickers, Banners, Vehicle Livery,
Window Graphics and more.. Always top
quality - Always on time!

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems and notice boards. We have
the widest range of exterior notice boards
of all UK manufacturers, and specialise in
tailoring our boards to suit each location.
This is achieved through a wide range of
options, including; wall, rail, post and
stand mountings, mains/solar illumination
and custom graphics.

NUMBER PLATES
TENNANTS UK LTD
Tennant House, Mount Street, New
Basford, Nottingham NG7 7HX

Tel: 0115 973 8080
Fax: 0115 973 8090
sales@tennantsuk.com
www.tennantsuk.com
Distributors of quality number plate components and suppliers of the UK's best selling number plate printing package the
'Print Pro' system - Full colour number plate
printing being used around the world. Our
optimised number plate printer will also
print Health & Safety Signs, Business
Cards, Banners & more. For prices and a
free no-obligation demonstration, please
call or visit our website.

LOGOTECH DISPLAY
SOLUTIONS LTD
MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS
51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
Moulded letters and logos in all standard
Perspex colours and UV stabilised gold and
silver acrylics, in 8 standard sizes, bespoke
sizes available on application. Press, vacuum and blow moulded pans, in acrylic and
petg also available.

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD
Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com
Specialists in chemically etched nameplates. Brass, Stainless Steel and Anodised
Aluminium. Any size up to 2400 x
1200mm (8ft x 4ft). One-offs up to 5000+.
Trade work is totally confidential.

SIGN INDUSTRIES
Gardyne, Forfar, Angus,
Scotland, DD8 2SQ

SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD
225 Long Lane, Finchley London N3 2RL

Tel: 020 8346 8515
Fax: 020 8349 0294
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
Moulded letters are our speciality with
stock of 20 fonts 8 letter heights in
coloured Perspex and 1000's of flat cut letters as well. Your own font or logo is made
by our own toolmakers. With over 60 years
of experience to call on.

Tel: 01241 828 694
Fax: 01241 828 331
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
SIGN INDUSTRIES are specialist TRADE
MANUFACTURERS of etched Stainless
Steel, Brass, and Bronze. We also Laser
Engrave Plastics and Wood as stand alone
products as well as moulds for castings.
SIGN INDUSTRIES normally work with 3
mm thick material, and can etch bend and
weld Stainless Steel up to 3 metres x 1.5
metres, and down to small sequential tags
for wiring looms.

Unit 6, Atley Business Pk, North Nelson
Ind Est, Cramlington, Newcastle Upon
Tyne NE23 1WP

Tel: 01670 737 225
Fax: 01670 707 365
sales@logotech-ltd.co.uk
www.logo-tech.co.uk
Specialists in neon manufacture to the
trade, all types of neon work undertaken.
Quick repair service. Very competitive
prices. Over 25 years experience in the
sign trade.

NOTICE BOARDS
- LOCKABLE/EXTERIOR
ONTHECASE
Queensgate house, 48 Queen Street,
Exeter, Devon, EX4 3SR

Tel: 01392 247577
sales@onthecase.co
www.onthecase.co
onthecase are providers of a high quality
range of showcases, noticeboards and
postercases for both internal and external
use. A wide selection of models, sizes and
finishes are available. New developments
include vitrum, an outdoor back illuminated case for post mounted or wall applications using LED technology, and solar powered cases and light posts.
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PLASTIC SHEETS
BRETT MARTIN PLASTIC
SHEETS
24 Roughfort Road, Mallusk, Co Antrim
BT36 4RB

Tel: 028 9084 9999
Fax: 028 9083 6666
semifinished@brettmartin.com
www.brettmartin.com
Brett Martin is a leading manufacturer of
plastic sheet products for signage, interior
design, shop outfitting, POS displays and
fabrication. Products include Foamalux, the
extensive foam PVC range in bright White,
Satin and Gloss colours and an environmentally friendly Recycled material in addition to Polycarbonate, PVC, Acrylic, aPET,
PETg, SAN and Styrene sheet.

N E PLASTICS LTD
Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk
One of the largest independant stockholders of semi-finished plastics in the UK.
Offering a huge range of both branded
and own label products including Perspex,
Marlon, Foamalite and Veka. A next day
delivery service on cut to size and polished
products is available. Also, manufacturers
of light boxes, sign frames and specialist
fabricated items.
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PAPERLINX

POINT OF SALE FITTINGS

GREEN MAGIC CO. UK LTD

Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

UK POINT OF SALE
GROUP LTD

Waltham Business Park, Brickyard Road,
Swanmore, Southampton SO32 2SA

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
Whether you are producing durable shortterm POS, long-term POS, signage, right
through to hoarding, cladding, furniture
and even transport interiors; we have a
plastic material to suit your project requirements. We stock Altuglas, Reynobond,
Skybond, Foamalux, Staufen, Penta,
Priplak, Correx, Lexan and Kydex as well as
own label brands, with next day delivery
and cut to size service if required.

PERSPEX DISTRIBUTION
LTD
2-3 Lonebarn Link, Springfield Business
Park, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 5AR

Tel: 01245 232800
Fax: 01245 232801
sales.chelmsford@perspex.co.uk
www.perspex.co.uk
Perspex Distribution offer unique access to
many of the principal plastic sheet products for the sign industry from their regional distribution centres in the north, midlands and south. With a comprehensive
stock-holding in many colours and finishes,
Perspex Distribution can deliver any material for any application when it is required.

Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400 /
0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

POLYSTYRENE SIGN SERVICE
FONTEYNE SIGNS
& DISPLAYS
Unit 3, 181 Verulam Road, St Albans,
Herts AL3 4DR

Tel: 01727 832146
Fax: 01727 898828
studio@fonteynesigns.co.uk
www.fonteynesigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of all types of polystyrene
cut letters, graphics & 3-dimensional models. Virtually any logo, graphic or shape
can be cut in polystyrene. Especially useful
for short term exhibition, conference or
promotional use (All polystyrene has a fire
retardant additive). Polystyrene can be
faced with vinyl or inkjet prints. Fitting service nationwide. Established 1976.

TELEGAN PRESSED
PRODUCTS LTD.

POSTER HOLDERS / CASES

Tel: 01255 554141
Fax: 01255 554900
sales@teleganpressedproducts.com
www.teleganpressedproducts.com

Studlands Park Avenue, Newmarket,
Suffolk, CB8 7EA

THYSSENKRUPP MATERIALS
(UK) LTD
Coxs Lane, Cradley Heath, West
Midlands B64 5QU

Tel: 0844 846 9573
Fax: 0844 846 9574
plastics.tkmuk@thyssenkrupp.com
www.thyssenkruppmaterials.co.uk
ThyssenKrupp Materials are stockists of
Plastics and Aluminium for the Sign industry. Experienced staff and an extensive
product range give customers the flexibility
to cover all requirements. Products include
Oroglas Cast Acrylic, Marlon
Polycarbonates, Marcryl Extruded Acrylic,
Forex Foam PVC, Dibond and Etalbond
Aluminium Composite, Bayer Petg and
Quinn Products.
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Poster Cases and Poster Holders for all
commercial and retail applications. Our
extensive ex stock range includes snap
frames, lockable poster cases, outdoor
notice boards. Call our sales team or order
online - apply for your Trade Login for
reseller pricing.

Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400 /
0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS
67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com
Insight is a trade only manufacturer, offering a made to measure service, with inhouse powder coating. A wide range of
options is available for displaying posters
and transparencies (panels not included),
including back-lit or non-illuminated, wall
mounted or free standing etc. Hinged
opening front provides access for maintenance. Rubber gaskets and slam locks provide security. Suitable for outdoor use.

PRINT/POSTER FRAMES
BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. The aluminium frame are available in two widths, 25mm and 38mm, can
be supplied to your specification and can
even be illuminated.

ONTHECASE

Unit 3, Old Mercedes Building, Stour
Road, Bathside, Harwich, Essex,
CO12 3HF

Leading manufacturer of plate pressed
PVC sheet offering equivalents to Darvic,
Pacton and Cobex under our trade name
TELBEX. We also manufacture VYNALAST™
engraving laminate. A comprehensive
range of photoluminescent boards and self
adhesive vinyl is available in PSPA class B
and Class C to order.

Tel: 01489 896999
Fax: 01489 895899
sales@green-magic.co.uk
www.sign-holders.co.uk

UK POINT OF SALE
GROUP LTD

ARKEN P-O-P
INTERNATIONAL
Tel: 01638 565656
Fax: 01638 662770
info@arken-pop.com
www.arken-pop.com
arken provide a comprehensive range of
quality poster displays for both internal
and external use including, poster frames,
poster cases, light boxes, and pavement
signs. Products are available off the shelf,
can be customised to a specific size or
colour or can be expertly designed to meet
your individual brief. All our products are
manufactured at our factory in the UK.

BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products. We
manufacture poster frames, menu cases,
slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights, acrylicfaced light boxes, flexfaced signage and
now our new Texsign frames for internal
use. The two versions of poster holders,
the slimlock and menu case are both thin,
lockable and hinged. They are available in
any practical size and colour.

Queensgate House, 48 Queen Street,
Exeter, Devon, EX4 3SR

Tel: 01392 247577
sales@onthecase.co
www.onthecase.co
onthecase are providers of a high quality
range of showcases, noticeboards and
postercases for both internal and external
use. A wide selection of models, sizes and
finishes are available. New developments
include vitrum, an outdoor back illuminated case for post mounted or wall applications using LED technology, and solar powered cases and light posts.

GREEN MAGIC CO. UK LTD
Waltham Business Park, Brickyard Road,
Swanmore, Southampton SO32 2SA

Tel: 01489 896999
Fax: 01489 895899
sales@green-magic.co.uk
www.sign-holders.co.uk
Easy change print and poster frames for all
commercial and retail applications. Many
styles including a huge range of aluminium
snap frames, wood and plastic frames etc.,
all available in wall-mounted, suspended
and free-standing versions. Browse and
buy online.

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk

UK POINT OF SALE
GROUP LTD

Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our Avenue poster case provides
high quality yet affordable, external poster
display. Sizes from A4-A0, in wall, post,
and rail mounted versions, with headers
and sign panel options. We also manufacture illuminated menu cases for hotel and
restaurant settings.

Tel: 0161 4314400 /
0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
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Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

PROGRAMMABLE LED DISPLAYS

TENNANTS UK LTD

JAYEX TECHNOLOGY LTD

Tennant House, Mount Street, New
Basford, Nottingham NG7 7HX

13 Sovereign Business Park, Coronation
Road, London NW10 7QP

Tel: 020 8838 6222
sales@jayex.com
www.led-signs-international.com
Jayex is the UKs largest trade supplier and
designer of dynamic moving message LED
text and video products. We provide indoor
and outdoor LED displays that can be
embed into static signs or used as standalone item providing an eye catching display of virtually any shape and size. We
will design and price LED products for your
project, helping to keep your workload to
a minimum.

Tel: 0115 973 8080
Fax: 0115 973 8090
sales@tennantsuk.com
www.tennantsuk.com
The UK's largest distributor of Orafol and
Reflexite reflective vinyl. Our range
includes Class Ref.1, Class Ref.2, MicroPrismatic, commercial grade, engineering
grade, construction grade & hi-intensity in
many colours. Used for chapter 8 chevron
kits, ECE 104 conspicuity tape, permanent
& temporary road signs & emergency vehicles. Visit our website for guides, prices &
application instructions.

MESSAGEMAKER
DISPLAYS LTD

IRON DESIGN
37A Douglas Rd., Poole, BH12 2AU

Tel: 01202 463573
Fax: 01202 463564
enquiries@ironsigns.com
www.ironsigns.com

Unit 1, Mendip Vale Trading Estate,
Wedmore Road, Cheddar, BS27 3EL

Unit 4 Power Works Industrial Estate,
Slade green Road, Erith, Kent DA8 2HY

Tel: 01934 742 186
Fax: 01934 742 179
info@completecnc.co.uk
www.completecnc.co.uk

Tel: 01322 340 194
mail@desp.co.uk
www.desp.co.uk

Suppliers of high quality solid carbide CNC
router tooling, cutters and accessories for
CNC routers. With over 20 years of CNC
router & cutting experience, Complete
CNC Solutions have developed an extensive range of superior high performance
tooling, covering a wide array of Sign &
Display applications. Perfect edge quality
and great value for money.

PO BOX 121, Frodsham, Cheshire,
WA6 1AA

Tel: 01928 739 799
Fax: 0151 728 8851
info@edwardmathias.com
www.edwardmathias.com

Tel: 01737 774 738
Fax: 01737 774 091
info@messagemaker.co.uk
www.messagemaker.co.uk

PROJECTING SIGNS

DARTFORD ENGRAVING &
SCREENPRINTING LTD

EDWARD MATHIAS & CO

Unit 43 Ormside Way, Holmethorpe
Industrial Estate, Redhill, Surrey
RH1 2LG

Programmable LED text and video specialists for Electronic Digital Signage, standalone or incorporate in your own sign project. Many products are available from
stock for Indoor & Outdoor applications,
over 15 years experience in the market.
Call now for a free quotation or to arrange
a visit from a member of our national
sales team.

COMPLETE CNC
SOLUTIONS LTD

ROAD SIGNS
TENNANTS UK LTD

Specialist manufacturers/suppliers of tungsten carbide plotter blades and router cutters. We don't just sell blades, we are the
UK's leading manufacturer. Note - we have
no connection with any other company
who sell or re-sharpen blades.

Tennant House, Mount Street, New
Basford, Nottingham NG7 7HX

DESP has been trading for over 50 years.
Screenprinting, anodic printing, correx
boards, stickers, overlays, signs, chemical
etching, engraving processes also covered
(ALL CARRIED OUT INHOUSE), including
artwork.So whether its a 1 off or 1,000s
off, we can offer a quick competitive turnround.

FIRST SIGNS & LABELS LTD
Unit 1, Raynham Close, Raynham Rd Ind
Estate, Raynham Road, Bishops
Stortford, Herts, CM23 5JP

Tel: 01279 467999
Fax: 01279 467888
sales@firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
www.firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
We specialise in high quality screen printing. We are suited to meet print requirements onto many substrates. We have finishing capabilities with die cutting and
CNC routing. We offer a fast and efficient
service, should you require 1 off's or larger
run's give our team a call.

Tel: 0115 973 8080
Fax: 0115 973 8090
sales@tennantsuk.com
www.tennantsuk.com
Tennants UK is one of the UK's largest
manufacturers of temporary road signs
and distribute economy grade Zintec road
signs through to BS EN 12899-1 specified
permanent signs. Many years have been
spent working closely with leading Traffic
Management and construction companies
enabling Tennants UK to cater to their
every need, including metal frames, cones,
barriers, lamps & sign design software.

SCREEN PRINTING
3S PRINT & DISPLAY
Unit 9 Hortonwood 33, Telford,
Shropshire TF1 7EX

Leading trade suppliers of high quality traditional and contemporary projecting signs
and brackets, offering a large range of
brackets, panels and lights off the shelf, as
well as a comprehensive bespoke service.
Competitive prices and next day service.
Please visit our website or phone for a
brochure.

Tel: 01952 677506
Fax: 01952 677464
sales@3s-signs.co.uk
www.3s-signs.co.uk
www.3sballoons.com
Screenprinters to the sign trade. POS,
Estate Agency boards. Full colour up to 8' x
5', vinyl stickers, mark resist, Foamex.
Contact us for best trade prices on large or
small runs.

HT SCREEN PRINT
9 Merlin Way, Hillend Industrial Estate,
Dalgety Bay, Fife, KY11 9JY

Tel: 01383 824522
Fax: 05603 417857
info@htscreenprint.co.uk
www.htscreenprint.co.uk
Trade screen printing of garments, estate
agency boards, pvc, vinyl, acrylics, metals,
glass, wood, POS, anything flat. HT
Screenprint have been in business for over
20 years, supplying the highest quality
screen printing to the trade at very competitive prices. Our experience produces
quality quickly!

REFLECTIVE VINYL/TAPES
ATC LTD
Calf Hey South, off Well'ith Lane,
Rochdale OL11 2JS

Tel: 01706 633043
Fax: 01706 710086
sales@apptape.co.uk
www.apptape.co.uk
Suppliers of Micro prismatic reflective tapes
(3m, Avery, Reflexite) and glass bead
reflective vinyl for use on emergency vehicles (police cars & chapter 8 legislation etc)
also HGV markings as per EC 104. We
stock Conspicuity tape manufactured by
Reflexite and Avery which are some of the
most reflective materials available on the
market. Chapter 8 chevron kits also available.

ROUTER CUTTERS/PLOTTER BLADES
ATA ENGINEERING
PROCESSES
ATA House, Unit B, Boundry Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7SS

Tel: 01442 264411
Fax: 01442 231383
sales@ataeng.com
www.ataeng.com
Extensive range of high quality solid carbide, PCD, carbide tipped and HSS cutters
manufactured by ONSRUD CUTTER offer
routing solutions for most types of
material.

CLEARSCORE LTD
Unit 1, Tudor Works, Turret Lane,
Ipswich IP4 1DL

Tel: 01473 212751
Fax: 01473 233415
sales@clearscore.co.uk
www.clearscore.co.uk
Trade service for high quality screen printing, large or small runs on to most substrates. Providing high quality service and
products since 1978.
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HUMPHREYS SIGNS LTD
Unit 6, Spencer Trading Estate, Denbigh,
North Wales LL16 5TQ

Tel: 01745 814066
Fax: 01745 815374
sales@humphreys-signs.co.uk
www.humphreys-signs.co.uk
Trade Printers for over 35 Years. Estate
agency boards a speciality (price list on our
web site) Printing on correx, pvc. vinyls,
acrylics, magnetics as well as digital printing. Large and small runs.
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MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS
51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
High quality screen printing to all types of
rigid and flexible base materials ie. selfadhesive vinyl, paper, plastic and metal.
From single to full colour and small or
large runs.

SCULPTORS
BRYAN RAWLINGS DESIGN
45 Nunney Close, Keynsham, Bristol
BS31 1XG

Tel: 0117 986 7894
Fax: 0117 377 8816
bryan@bryanrawlings.com
www.bryanrawlings.com
Designers and makers of coats of arms,
emblems and all types of sculptural and
decorative signage. GRP, cast resins, metals, detailed hand painting and much
more. Large range of royal coats of arms
available. Specialist suppliers to the sign
trade.

RIGHTON LTD
Righton House, Elliott Way, Nexus Point,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AP

Tel: 0121 356 1141
Fax: 0121 344 4558
marketing@righton.co.uk
www.righton.co.uk
The UK's leading supplier of semi-finished
plastics to the sign industry. Our extensive
range includes: Cast and extruded acrylic
available in clear, opal and a full range of
colours. Aluminium Composite Sheet in a
comprehensive range of colours, metallic,
and mirror effects. Polycarbonate. Foam
PVC. PET-G. Painted aluminium sheet.
Aluminium extrusion. Ultragrain stainless
steel sheet.

SIGN CASES
INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS
67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com
Insight is a trade only manufacturer, offering a made to measure service, with inhouse powder coating. A wide range of
aluminium signcases are available, ready
to accept acrylic panels, with several trim
styles to choose from, and various options
including hinged opening fronts, gas strut
assisted opening, stand-off brackets etc.

TELEGAN PRESSED
PRODUCTS LTD.

47 Mansionhouse Road, Mount Vernon,
Glasgow G32 0RP

Tel: 0141 764 1600
Fax: 0141 778 5824
sales@ispitrade.com
www.ispitrade.com
I-SPI Trade supplier of sign support systems. Our range includes wall mounts,
cable & rod display systems, screw covers,
LED lighting and much more all at THE
REAL TRADE PRICE. Massive stocks and
next day delivery. See our products on our
web site or give Stephen or Sean a call for
a brochure.

MID WEST DISPLAYS
The Display Centre, Knights Way,
Battlefield Enterprise Park, Shrewsbury
SY1 3AB

Unit 3, Old Mercedes Building, Stour
Road, Bathside, Harwich, Essex,
CO12 3HF

Tel: 01743 465531
Fax: 01743 465532
sales@midwestdisplays.co.uk
www.MidWestDisplays.co.uk

Tel: 01255 554141
Fax: 01255 554900
sales@teleganpressedproducts.com
www.teleganpressedproducts.com
Leading manufacturer of plate pressed
PVC sheet offering equivalents to Darvic,
Pacton and Cobex under our trade name
TELBEX. We also manufacture VYNALAST™
engraving laminate. A comprehensive
range of photoluminescent boards and self
adhesive vinyl is available in PSPA class B
and Class C to order.

I-SPI LTD

SIGN SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Mid West Displays stock a wide range of
sign support systems. We also stock wall
mounts, snap frames, mirror screws,
cable/rod suspended systems, lighting,
poster pockets and many more. We are
pleased to be working with the highest
quality materials at competitive prices.

E-SIGNFITTINGS
HOBDAY LTD
57 Aston Brook Street East, Aston,
Birmingham, B6 4RR

VISIONS IN PLASTICS
Unit 3, Delta Court (Robin Hood Airport),
Auckley, Doncaster, DN9 3GN

SHEET MATERIALS
N E PLASTICS LTD
Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk

Tel: 01302 775920
Fax: 01302 773482
sales@visionsinplastics.co.uk
www.visionsinplastics.co.uk
Stocks of Mirrored Extruded Acrylic in clear,
19 colours, See-Thru, Two sided, Anti
Scatch, Anti Fog. Mirrored Polycarbonate,
Petg and Polystyene. Non mirrored sheet in
Acrylic, Polycarbonate, Polystyrene and
PVC Foam.

Tel: 0121 608 4431
Fax: 0121 608 2008
sales@e-signfittings.co.uk
www.e-signfittings.co.uk
E-Signfittings are one of the largest suppliers of Sign Standoffs, Cable & Rod Display
Systems in the UK. We have large stocks
available on next day delivery for orders
received before 3pm and are equipped to
supply orders from a few pounds up to
thousands of pounds. Products in our
range include Screw Head Covers, Poster
Hanging Systems, Sign Hanging Systems,
Leaflet Holders and Poster Displays.

One of the largest independant stockholders of semi-finished plastics in the UK.
Offering a huge range of both branded
and own label products including Perspex,
Marlon, Foamalite and Veka. A next day
delivery service on cut to size and polished
products is available. Also, manufacturers
of light boxes, sign frames and specialist
fabricated items.

UK POINT OF SALE
GROUP LTD
Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400 /
0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

SIGN & DISPLAY SYSTEMS
SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA.

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
Through our nationwide branch network,
PaperlinX offer a next day delivery for full
sheets and cut panels of a wide range of
sign materials - acrylic, foam PVC, polycarbonate, PET, PETG, PVC, aluminium composite, engraving laminates and mirrors.
We also supply sign frames and cases, premade banners and pavement signs.
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Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign and display systems, notice boards &
other information displays. Our 6 major
sign systems are used and combined, to
create a wide range of sign display solutions, including full signage schemes. With
all products made to order, we specialise
in tailoring solutions to suit each client,
location and application.

FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD
127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants GU51 3SN

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812 123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Sign support systems for any internal signage. Wall mounts, directory systems,
hanging banner systems, suspended
cable/rod systems. Custom made acrylic
signs supplied as blanks or printed to your
requirements. Best quality components at
highly attractive trade terms. See the full
range on the website or call for a comprehensive brochure. Showrooms in Fleet &
Shrewsbury
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SIGN TRADE SUPPLIERS
BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. Any size or quantity, from 1 offs to
multiple rollouts. We are happy to supply
as lengths of extrusion, in kit form or as
made-up signs.

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852888
Fax: 01934 852816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our systems create a wide range
of sign solutions including; post and panel,
flush panel and curved panel signs;
wayfinding signs, wall directories, monolith
and fingerpost signs. Other products
include exterior notice boards,
poster/menu cases, and letter boards.

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester,
LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
We manufacture most sign solutions you
will ever need. Fascia's, built up letters/logos, flat cut letters/logos,
laser/router cutting service, "off the shelf"
or made to measure illuminated poster
cases, LED illumination, powder/stove
enamel coatings, 3D development in both
design and manufacture. All works carried
out in-house.

THE SIGN GROUP
Victoria Works, Bruntcliffe Road, Morley,
Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS27 0LF

Tel: 0113 25 24 706
Fax: 0113 25 24 797
info@thesigngroup.co.uk
www.thesigngroup.co.uk
We are a specialist trade manufacturer of
bespoke sign systems to the signage,
design, shopfitting and display industries
throughout Europe. Services Include: Built
up letters/logos, sign trays, lightboxes, flat
cut letters/logos, laser/cnc cutting, SG
LightSheet™, LED Stockists. All inhouse, all
in control.

SPECIALITY FILMS
ATC LTD
Calf Hey South, Off Well'ith Lane,
Rochdale, Lancs OL11 2JS

Tel: 01706 633043
Fax: 01706 710086
sales@apptape.co.uk
www.apptape.co.uk
Suppliers of various speciality films including Etch glass, Reflective, Fluorescent,
Reflexite daybrite, Reflexite prismatic reflective, Hi intensity reflective,
Photoluminescent, Cast metallics, 2yr
Fluorescent, Gemstone metallics, Multi
lens, Transparent colours, Checker plate,
Mirror colours, Prismatic colours, Glitter
colours, Brushed aluminium silver and
gold.

MACTAC UK LTD

TROUGH LIGHTING

APA (UK) LTD

37 Tenter Road, Moulton Park,
Northampton NN3 6AX

BROWNINGS LTD

Unit 10 Capital Ind. Est., Crabtree
Manorway South, Belvedere, Kent,
DA17 6BJ

Tel: 01604 644697
Fax: 01604 790495
www.mactac.eu
MACtac are global manufactures of selfadhesive Speciality Films incl PVC, PET, PP,
PE and more. World renowned brands
include MACmark (coloured Vinyls)
MACscreen, Imagin and Permacolor inkjet
printable films and Protection Laminates.
Also available, a diverse range of Technical
Tapes and Label substrates using Speciality
Films and products Class O fire-rated and
CBS Outdoors (Viacom) approved.

STREET SIGNS
SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD
Wingfield Road Tebworth,
Beds, LU7 9QG

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875 746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk
Street signs in a variety of materials. Cast
polyurethane, aluminium and bronze. Die
pressed street signs for council specification. For a quotation send us the text
required on your signs and specify what
material is required.

TEXTILE SIGNAGE
BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. The troughlight comes complete
with a high impact, hinged polycarbonate
face. We supply in any size, colour or
quantity.

ATC LTD

67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Calf Hey South, Off Well'ith Lane,
Rochdale, Lancs OL11 2JS

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com

Tel: 01706 633043
Fax: 01706 710086
sales@apptape.co.uk
www.apptape.co.uk

Insight is a trade only manufacturer, offering a made to measure service, with inhouse powder coating. A range of trough
lighting Highlight Mk4 Highlight HV and
Highlight Eco-Star.

Distributors of Ritrama UK's full range of
signmaking vinyls including their complete
portfolio of Digital Films. We also have
available a full range of signmaking vinyls
manufactured in the UK by KPMF. We stock
a range of application tapes from R Tape
USA and various Digital Media manufactured by LG Hausys. Discounts available on
credit card payments.

VINYL & GRAPHIC
INSTALLATIONS
MIDA SIGN SERVICES
Welbeck Street South, Ashton-UnderLyne OL6 7QZ

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.bannersandgraphics.co.uk
Specialist applicators of all types of vinyl
and graphics. Vehicle application,
Windows, Wall & Floor graphics etc. Fleet
specialists. Nationwide service.

TRANSFER PAPERS/HEAT
PRESSES

VINYL SUPPLIES

Unit 4, Apex Business Centre,
Boscombe Road, Dunstable LU5 4SB

Tel: 01582 671 444
Fax: 01582 671 555
sales@themagictouch.co.uk
www.themagictouch.co.uk
Manufacturers of Transfer Papers and
Materials used in conjunction with Laser
Printers and Copiers (toner based) for full
colour image transfer onto T-Shirts, Caps,
Polo's, Mugs, Mousemats etc. Plus
Magicut® film for use with Plotter/Cutter
for heat transfer.

One of Europe's main vinyl manufacturing
companies supplying own brand self-adhesive plotter film and Digital Print media.
Films from short-term to 10 years including
APA-BANNER and APA-TRUCK vinyl. Cast
wrapping carbon-effect, frost-effect, printable reflective, bespoke banners and
extensive range of Print material for UV,
Solvent and Dye/Pigment inks, all application aids are available.

INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS

We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. Frames range from a 17mm
"retro" extrusion to a 180mm deep doublesided application. The profiles can accept a
digitally-printed image by way of a rubber
kader attached to the edges of the print
and can be changed in seconds.

THE MAGIC TOUCH

Tel: 020 8311 4400
Fax: 020 8312 4777
apauk@apaspa.com
www.apaspa.com

3M COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS
3M House, 28 Great Jackson Street,
Manchester M15 4PA

Tel: 0845 5048843
Fax: free 0800 378127
commgraphics.uk@mmm.com
www.3M.co.uk/graphicsolutions
3M are global manufacturers of a wide
variety of 'Matched Component System'
Warranted graphic materials: 3M
Scotchcal™, 3M Controltac™ Plus, 3M
Scotchlite™, 3M Diamond Grade™, 3M
Light Management™ film technologies, 3M
Panaflex™ flexible substrates, Comply™
Adhesive Technology, 3M DI-NOC™,
Scotchprint® Graphics™
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BISBELL MAGNETIC
PRODUCTS LTD.
Hillfield Lane, Stretton, Burton on Trent,
Staffs DE13 0BN

Tel: 01283 531000
Fax: 01283 534000
sales@bisbellmagnets.com
www.bisbellmagnets.com
The UK's widest range of digitally printable
wide format magnetic and ferro sheet
(both over 1200mm wide). Maxmag vehicle grade magnetic materials available in
white, plain or adhesive backed - by roll or
cut to your specific requirements. Also
available neo magnets, vehicle roof magnets, sign grippers and a full range of high
tape to suit every budget and application.

DORO TAPE (UK) LTD
New Mill, Farndon Road, Market
Harborough, Leics LE16 9NP

Tel: 01858 431 642
Fax: 01858 466 992
sales@dorotape.co.uk
www.dorotape.co.uk
Doro Tape provide an extensive range of
vinyl from major European manufacturers
such as Ritrama and Aslan. Specialist films
include reflective, fluorescent, glass etch
effect films, holographic films, window
tints, Ritrama gemstone vinyl, vehicle wrap
films, polyester mirror and brushed effect
films and stencil masking films, plus a
large selection of accessories.
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GREENSTIK MATERIALS LTD

SIGN TRADE SUPPLIES LTD

I.C.E.

I-SUB DIGITAL

Unit 9 Lancaster Road, Carnaby
Industrial Estate, Carnaby, Bridlington,
East Yorkshire, YO15 3QY

Britannia House, Granville Road,
Maidstone, Kent ME14 2BJ

Marcon House, Wyther Lane,
Leeds LS5 3BT

38C Telford Way, Telford Way Ind Estate,
Kettering, Northants NN16 8UN

Tel: 01622 689 410
Fax: 01622 689 416
orders@signtradesupplies.co.uk
www.signtradesupplies.co.uk

Tel: 0113 2242124
Fax: 0113 2242110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk

Tel: 01536 415511
Fax: 01536 482855
info@i-subdigital.com
www.i-subdigital.com

Distributor to sign makers across the UK.
Supplying a large range of sign making
supplies including vinyl, digital print media
and sign making tools. Receive next day
AM delivery as standard when purchasing
online. We stock Avery Dennison, Image
Perfect, Ritrama, Oracol, 3M, Reflexite &
many more.

Suppliers of internal and external wayfinding and directory systems to DDA (1995)
guidelines if required.

One of the leading suppliers of wide format printing & finishing equipment, I-Sub
Digital are agents for Mimaki, Agfa &
Zund. With Solvent, UV & Latex ink technology we can supply equipment to meet
any requirement and back up equipment
sales with inks, media, service & support,
we also supply used equipment. We are
always happy to discuss your needs and
offer the best solution for your business.

Tel: 01262 602 222
Fax: 01262 677 007
sales@greenstikmaterials.co.uk
www.greenstikmaterials.co.uk
Offering a full range of Monomeric &
Polymeric Sign Vinyls, Wide Fomat Digital
Inkjet Films, Car Wrap & Interior
Decoration Films, 3M Cushionmount™,
Trade Slitting (Custom Slitting-Width down
to 6mm in any Length available). Credit
Card Facilities Available

SIGN INDUSTRIES
SYDNEY BEAUMONT
(LEEDS) LTD
MACTAC UK LTD

Sydenham Road, Domestic Street Ind.
Estate, Leeds LS11 9RU

37 Tenter Road, Moulton Park,
Northampton NN3 6AX

Tel: 0113 245 8729
Fax: 0113 242 8524
info@sydb.co.uk
www.sydneybeaumontltdleeds.co.uk/

Tel: 01604 644697
Fax: 01604 790495
www.mactac.eu
MACtac are a global manufacture of selfadhesive materials including Vinyls for
CAD CAM plotting, Laminating or Printing
using many techniques including Ink Jet,
Screen and Litho. The range has products
specifically designed Vehicle Wrapping,
Wall, Street ,Floor and Window Graphics
as well as General Signage. Some products are Class O fire-rated and CBS
Outdoors (formerly Viacom) approved.

Distributors of self-adhesive vinyls since
1966 - let our experience guide you to the
best materials for your job from leading
manufacturers RITRAMA, X-FILM, ASLAN
SCHWARZ, INTERCOAT and POLITAPE. We
stock a vast range of gloss and matt
opaque colours, transparent and translucent films, glass decoration films, digital
print media, application tapes and more.
Next day delivery available in the uk.

Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
Fax: 01241 828 331
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
SIGN INDUSTRIES specialise in metalwork.
Our signature materials are bronze, brass
and stainless steel, but we have the capabilities and experience to handle a broad
spectrum of different materials and products. SIGN INDUSTRIES normally work with
3 mm thick material, and can etch bend
and weld Stainless Steel up to 3 metres x
1.5 metres.

WOOD BACKING BOARDS
ALLWOOD PRODUCTS
Dunedin Road, Eastriggs, Annan,
Dumfriesshire, DG12 6QE

SIGNSCAPE AND SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

MDP SUPPLIES
Unit 11 Lumina Park, Bromborough,
Wirral CH62 3PT

Tel: 0151 334 2300
Fax: 0151 334 4400
info@mdpsupplies.co.uk
www.mdpsupplies.co.uk
UK distributor to sign makers and garment
printers. Stocking Ritrama, KPMF, Aslan,
Oracal, RTape, Transferrite and many other
leading brands. You can buy in-store, on
the phone or order online at
www.mdpsupplies.co.uk. Next day delivery
across the UK and Ireland and trade counters in Wirral, Grangemouth and
Craigavon (NI). No account needed. Last
order time - 6pm for next day delivery.

VITREOUS ENAMELLED SIGNS
STOCKSIGNS LTD
Ormside Way, Redhill, Surrey, RH1 2LG

Tel: 01737 764764
Fax: 01737 763763
info@stocksigns.co.uk
www.stocksigns.co.uk
Vitreous Enamel signs and all other signage. Manufacturing health and safety
signs and general signs in all materials
including the hard wearing Vitreous
Enamel. Commemorative plaques, street
signs and maps, heritage sites and tourist
attractions. We are also a (LU) London
underground approved supplier.

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems & information displays. We
have 4 major systems for creating interior
and exterior wayfinding sign solutions
including; post and panel, flush panel and
curved panel signs; desk, door and wall
signs, wall directories, monolith and fingerpost signs. We have also offer a full
graphics service if required.

Tel: 01461 40565
Fax: 01461 40333
info@allwoodproducts.co.uk
www.allwoodproducts.co.uk
We produce a range of components in
solid & veneered woods, suitable for internal & external applications. We supply
clients with quality products on a regular
basis in the sign, trophy and collectable
industries. Using C.N.C. technology we can
produce repeat orders to the same exacting standard.

WOODWORKING
WAYFINDING SIGNS
PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA.

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
We have a self-adhesive material to suit a
diverse range of applications, from the
most complex vehicle wrap, eye catching
window graphics through to short term
promotional films. Both Avery & Oracal
ranges have cad cam and digital options
with matched overlaminates providing a
guaranteed solution for vehicle graphic
applications. We offer a next day delivery
service through our branch network.
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APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of curved or flat-faced wayfinding and aluminium display systems
with directories incorporating wall mounted, projecting, and totem signs. Poster display frames with a snap side profile to
allow for easy interchange of inserts and
an exterior light box series are available.
Please ask for an information pack or contact one of our friendly and experienced
sales staff for assistance.

WIDE FORMAT SOLUTIONS
PROVIDER
COLOURGEN
The AmBer Centre, Oldfield Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 1TH

Tel: 01628 588722
Fax: 01628 588716
sales@colourgen.com
www.colourgen.com
Colourgen is the UK’s leading specialist
distributor of large format digital colour
printing solutions, consumables, support
services. The Company is the exclusive UK
distributor for the Seiko II ColorPainter
mild solvent printers and entire Mutoh
range. Colourgen also distributes EPSON’s
aqueous large format printers and consumables and the Seal and Kala ranges of
laminator.
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HALLMARK ENGRAVING
ETCHING & SIGNS LTD
(EST. 1899)
116-118 Selsdon Road, South Croydon
Surrey CR2 6PG

Tel: 0208 686 6649
Fax: 0208 760 0899
sales@hallmarksigns.co.uk
www.hallmarksigns.co.uk
Quality joinery for Notice Boards, Honours
Boards and Bespoke Signs. Directional
signs, Finger Posts and Waymarkers made
in all timbers. Backboards and Plinths can
be made to any shape - singles or bulk
orders. Memorial bench rails, crosses and
wooden signs can all be engraved with
designs and lettering. Please call for a
prompt quotation or to discuss any project.
Please go to our website to see examples
of our work.

